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ABSTRACT 
      
 
The Renaissance theorist Gioseffo Zarlino and his theoretical treatise Le istitutioni 

harmoniche were a vital link to the future of theory. His polyphonic music and ten text 

underlay rules are representative of the new music of the Venetian School, which was 

headed by his mentor Adrian Willaert. Examination of Zarlino’s thirteen extant madrigals 

provides us with a direct example of these rules and the secular style of the Venetian 

School, who strived to elevate their secular works to that of sacred music.  The style was 

inspired by Pietro Bembo’s Petrarchan revival, in which Renaissance composers utilized 

medieval Petrarchan texts or wrote new texts in the Petrarchan style. The texts were set to 

music which was composed to express the emotions of the texts. Zarlino accomplished 

this through the selection of major, minor, and diminished sonorities, which began the 

move to major-minor tonality in the history of Western music.  
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will focus on the analysis of the thirteen extant madrigals of 

Renaissance theorist Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590), his ten rules of text underlay as given 

in Le istitutioni harmoniche Part IV, his compositional methods of text expression, and 

the poets and translations of the texts. Ten of the thirteen madrigals written for five 

voices were transcribed in modern edition in 1962 and 1963.1 The three additional 

madrigals, which contain the Canto part only, were transcribed by the author of this 

thesis.2 Primary musical sources of Zarlino’s original manuscripts for the thirteen 

madrigals utilized for this thesis were published by Girolamo Scotto (c1536) in various 

editions during the Renaissance.3 Some of the editions were obtained through more than 

one resource in order to assemble all five singing parts. One of the editions was published 

by Rampezzetto, who was known to be a subcontractor of the Scotto Publishing House.4 

These primary sources were used to assess the extent to which Zarlino’s madrigals 

observe his ten rules of text underlay from Part IV of Le istitutioni harmoniche, and his 

use of the compositional text expression methods of the Venetian school.    

Zarlino’s madrigals are mostly unknown to the scholarly and musical 

communities. This study of his madrigals will present a broad analysis of the textual and 

musical structure in each work. It will examine and discuss overall form, musical texture, 

                                                
1  Gioseffo Zarlino, Nove madrigali a cinque voci t ratti da varie raccolte (Venezia-Roma: Istituto 
Per La Collaborazione Culturale, 1963). Roman Flury, Gioseffo Zarlino als Komponist (Winteruther: P.G. 
Keller, 1962). 
2  Orlando di lasso, Terzo libro del desiderio madrigali a quarto voci (Venezia: Scotto, 1567). 
3  Di Cipriano Rore et di altri… (Venezia:  Scotto, 1548). I dolci et harmoniosi concenti…libro 
primo… (Venezia: Scotto, 1562), I dolci et harmoniosi…libro secondo (Venezia: Scotto, 1562) , Corona 
della morte… (Venezia:  Scotto, 1568), I dolci frutti primo libro… (Venezia: Scotto, 1570). 
4  Di Hettor Vidue et d’Alessandro Strigio… (Venezia: Rampazzetto, 1566), Jane A. Bernstein, 
“Financial Arrangements,” 43. 
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unusual harmonic occurrences, and obvious melodic, rhythmic, or textual word painting. 

It discusses the historical background of the Venetian madrigal, as well as that of 

Zarlino’s thirteen extant madrigals. This assessment will shed new light on the 

compositional concerns of a significant, but neglected Renaissance master. 
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CHAPTER I 

Historical Background 

Zarlino is a significant Italian Renaissance theorist, who also composed two 

books of motets, and according to Alfred Einstein thirteen Venetian madrigals.5 Born in 

Chioggia, Italy, an island suburb of Venice, he received his early training from the 

Franciscans. In 1541 he went to Venice where he studied logic, philosophy, Greek, 

Hebrew and Latin. Most importantly, he began studying music at St. Mark’s Cathedral 

with Adrian Willaert (1490-1562), founder of the Venetian School and maestro di 

cappella of St. Marks Cathedral in Venice (1527-1562).6 Willaert originated from the 

Netherlands, but became influenced by Venetian Renaissance techniques and ideals after 

arriving in Venice.7 St. Mark’s Cathedral was central to the highly skilled circle of 

musicians of Willaert and his Venetian school, which included Zarlino. In 1565 Zarlino 

was hired directly by the procuratori de supra, with approval from the doge:   

Wishing to hire a maestro for the chapel of St. Mark’s who should be not only 
learned and experienced in the art of music, but, as the one who must be above the 
other musicians, also prudent and modest in performing his duties, having had 
excellent reports on the modesty and ability of messer pre Iseppo Zarlino, and 
having conferred about this matter with His Serenity, have appointed him maestro 
of the said chapel.8 

                                                
5  Alfred Einstein, The Italian Madrigal Vol. 1 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press 1971), 454. 
6  Iain Fenlon, Music and Culture in Late Renaissance Italy (Oxford, NY:  Oxford Univ. Press, 
2002), 136.   
7  Martha Feldman, City Culture and the Madrigal at Venice (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London:  
Univ. of Calif. Press, 1995), xxviii. 
8  Ongaro, “Sixteenth-Century Patronage,” 114. The procuratori di San Marco consisted of nine 
members that by the sixteenth-century were responsible for decision making at St. Mark’s, three of who 
were the procuratori de supra. The procuratori de supra was a group of three individuals who had direct 
control over St. Mark’s, such as its property, all employee issues and administrative matters. The doge 
relied on their decisions, but they were also required to present those decisions to the doge for his approval. 
Early in the century the doge had exercised his power more directly by hiring Willaert, than in the later 
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 He succeeded Willaert and another of his students Cipriano de Rore, and served until 

1590. Zarlino and other Venetian School composers sought to utilize the cathedral’s two 

choir lofts and two organs; while acoustics required them to concentrate on sound quality 

and clarity of the text. Additional instrumentalists were hired by 1567. The cathedral 

singers and instrumentalists performed for many processions and ceremonies which 

included choral madrigals and instrumental music. These celebrations were the talk of 

Europe, and by the late sixteenth century, Venice had become one of the principal 

musical centers of the Italian Renaissance.  

The Venetian School of St. Mark’s chose texts for their madrigals primarily from 

the lyrical settings of Francesco Petrarca (1304-74). Although he was a Tuscan poet, he 

arranged to leave his famous literary collection upon his death, to the state of Venice for 

the development of a public library in 1374. This might explain the revival and strong 

support for the Petrarchan literature in Venice during the Renaissance. There was a 

wealth of Petrarchan literature at their fingertips, and one could imagine Zarlino, his 

mentor Willaert, and other Venetian composers researching the Venice library for the 

texts they desired. Zarlino would become Willaert’s and the Venetian schools’ most 

significant proponent. 

As founder of the Venetian School, Willaert developed a new style of polyphony 

which was widely accepted by the public and academic communities. One of the goals of 

this new style was to promote the vernacular Italian language while moving away from 

Latin texts. Petrarca and his sophisticated Tuscan texts with their lyrical syntactic style 

                                                                                                                                            
century when Zarlino was hired. The procuratori served for life, were expected to have had careers of 
service to the republic, and usually the doge was selected from the group. Ongaro, 81-82. 
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were an important inspiration for the development of this new style of polyphony, with 

its emphasis on declamation and Bembist literary ideals and decorum.9  Pietro Bembo 

(1470-1547) introduced these ideals in his literary treatise Prose della vulgar lingua 

(1525), which was highly regarded by the Venetian community. He focused on three 

Ciceronian canons which proposed the following literary ideals:  

1. Three different styles: high, middle or low (simple). 
2. The variation (variazione) of those styles (Cicero stated that both poets and 

musicians understood the necessity of variety).  
3. Matching those styles to appropriate subjects (decoro).10  

 
It became a well accepted technique of Venetian secular music to mix the high, middle 

and low styles. In Bembo’s Prose Book 2, he states that Petrarca was the only poet who 

combined the styles with such quality.11 Even though Bembo’s treatises received 

criticism, his critics did not succeed; therefore his literary ideals were accepted by his 

opponents and the academic community.  The three Cicero canons and sophisticated 

Petrarchan texts promoted an emphasis on sound, syntax, and decorum, which was first 

realized in music in the madrigals of Willaert’s Musica nova (1559). While the madrigals 

of the Musica nova were considered to be composed in the more sophisticated high style, 

he also composed settings in the simple low style which were meant for public 

dissemination, and can be found in various anthologies.12  

By 1557 Zarlino had become an established and well-regarded figure in his 

community, as demonstrated by his membership in the Accademia Venetiana della Fama. 

Accademies were an important societal component of sixteenth century Venice. They 
                                                
9  Feldman, City Culture, 199. 
10  Ibid., xxix. 
11  Ibid., 146. 
12  Willaert’s anthologies can be found in RISM 1536-1563. 
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began as private gatherings in salons, in which artistic and literary discussions ensued. 

They were loosely governed at first, until the formal Accademies of the mid century like 

the Venetiana della Fama developed. The Venetiana was founded by a diplomat 

intellectual named Federigo Badoer (1518-1593).13 The meetings were initially held at 

his palace, and by 1536 took place at the new St. Mark’s library the Biblioteca Marciana, 

after its completion.14 The Venetiana promoted music publishing, lectures, and many 

other academic activities, that provided the public with knowledge in the sciences, arts 

and writing.15 It grew to a membership of about 100 intellectuals, who were organized 

into four academic categories.16  Two of these categories were responsible for the 

operation of the accademie, and two represented the “Venetian ideals of learning and 

religion,” and embodied its founder’s belief that “learning was essential to the 

prospective statesman.”17 Within the latter two categories (the Scientie and Oratorio) 

there were yet four more subcategories, one of which was mathematics. Mathematics was 

itself subdivided into five categories, one of which was music. Zarlino was listed under 

the category of musico.18 The Venetiana remained in existence for four years, and was 

known to have been one of the most progressive music patrons of the Renaissance in 

Venice. Profoundly involved in the business of music publishing, the accademia selected 

Zarlino as one of four members to choose works for publishing. Zarlino personally 

selected Heinrich Glarean’s famous theoretical music treatise Dodecachordon (1547) for 

                                                
13  Fenlon, Music and Culture, 124. Feldman, City Culture, 85. 
14  Fenlon , Music and Culture, 125. 
15  Fenlon, Music and Culture, 124; Feldman, City Culture, 116. 
16  Fenlon, Music and Culture, 123-25.   
17  Ibid., 125-127. 
18  Martha Feldman, City Culture, 117. 
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translation and publishing.19 It was originally published in Switzerland, so Zarlino had 

been knowledgeable of its content for many years. Glarean’s treatise proposed four new 

modes, Ionian (plagal and authentic) and Aeolian (plagal and authentic), to the original 

eight medieval modes.  

Zarlino adopted Glarean’s twelve mode system in his own theoretical music 

treatise of the Renaissance, Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558).20 The treatise is a valuable 

resource for the interpretation of Renaissance music. Written in four parts, I and II 

discuss the mathematical aspects of music and the Greek tonal system. Part III presents 

the rules of counterpoint, and Part IV examines the modes. Guy A. Marco and Claude 

Palisca published a translated edition of Part III, “The Art of Counterpoint,” in 1968.21 

Claude Palisca and Vered Cohen published a translated edition of Part IV “The Modes” 

in 1983.22  

Zarlino’s humanist views are firmly stated in the introduction to Istitutioni, in 

which he reiterates Plato’s dictum that speech is primary, and therefore that melody and 

rhythm should follow speech.  In keeping with his Bembist ideals, Zarlino states that “a 

choice of pitches and rhythms” must be chosen, “that resemble the qualities of the subject 

matter in the speech” (text), and are therefore “in accord with the intention (poetic).”23 He 

further conveys that “the most wondrous thing” that God provided us was to be able to 

                                                
19  Fenlon, Music and Culture, 134. 
20  Ibid. 
21  Gioseffo Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint: Part Three of Le istitutioni harmoniche, 1558, 
translated by Guy A. Marco and Claude Palisca, (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1968). 
22  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes: Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche, 1558. Music Theory 
Translation Series, Claude V. Palisca, ed., trans. by Vered Cohen (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1983), 98-99. 
23  Don Harrán, Word-Tone Relations in Musical thought: from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century 
(Neuhausen-Stuttgart:  American Institute of Musicology and Hänssler Verlag, 1986), 190. 
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speak the thoughts from our minds. It is therefore “the role of music to represent the 

content of its text.”  Zarlino’s humanistic belief was that music could create a better life 

with “tranquility and virtue.”24 He felt that music had lost its importance as it became 

separated from speech. The intention of the Istitutioni was to demonstrate that his mentor 

and teacher Adrian Willaert had restored music to a humanistic and powerful state.  

Throughout the Istitutioni Zarlino provides musical examples composed by 

Willaert with explanations of his methods and techniques. Parts III and IV of the 

Istitutioni address and expand well-known practices and procedures of “musical 

expression from the Greeks to the sixteenth century,” but then go one step further by 

“creating a frame of thought for the consideration of the rules of text underlay.”25 These 

ideals came from Zarlino’s training in Greek antiquity as well as that of Plato, and were 

an important focus for the Renaissance Venetian School and culture.  

Zarlino’s ten rules concerning text underlay are contained in Part IV of 

Istitutioni.26 He affirms that these rules apply to both sacred and secular music of the 

Venetian school style. Zarlino felt that there was in essence a lot of bad singing 

(barbarisms) occurring in the community. Therefore he developed these rules for text 

placement in order to improve the singing and to assist the singers with their “verbal 

accents and textual syntax,” and to correct the proper placement of rests and cadences.”27 

Finally, they support his humanist ideals that the music is adapted to the words, and that 

                                                
24  Martha Feldman, City Culture, 172. 
25  Harran, Word-Tone Relations, 199. 
26  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes: Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche, 1558. Music Theory 
Translation Series, Claude V. Palisca, ed., trans. by Vered Cohen (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1983), 98-99. 
27  Harrán, Word-Tone Relations, 195-97. 
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the words determine the content of the music, which directs the composer as well as the 

singer.28 

                                                
28  Ibid., 198-99. 
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CHAPTER II 

Literature 

While many of Zarlino’s motets have been analyzed by Mary Lewis of Brown 

University, the same has never been done with his thirteen extant madrigals. Further, 

Mary Lewis states that “examination of Zarlino’s works is rare, and not many have 

survived the ravages of time.”29 She discovered a complete five–voice motet book of 

Zarlino’s published in 1549, at the Biblioteca Casanatense in Rome which had been 

missing for thirty-five years.  As stated earlier, she analyzed the motets with Zarlino’s ten 

rules of text underlay from Part IV of the Istitutioni.30 She includes discussion from three 

other theorists and their treatises, Nicola Vicentino (1511-1576), Giovanni Lanfranco 

(1490-1545), and Gaspar Stoquerus (c1570).  

Lewis refers to three different articles written by scholars on these theorists and 

their treatises. Don Harrán is the author of the Vicentino and Lanfranco articles.31 

Edward Lowinsky is the author of the Stoquerus article.32 It seems as though there is 

quite a controversy as to which theorist may lay full claim to the development of the text 

underlay rules. Vicentino was an Italian theorist, composer and Venetian humanist like 

Zarlino. Stoquerus was a German theorist influenced by Venetian humanism. Both he and 

Vicentino agree with Zarlino that the music should serve the expression of the text. 

                                                
29  Mary Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes 42 (1985):  240. 
30  Ibid., 241, 249-65. 
31  Don Harrán, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973):  24-56. Don Harrán, “Vicentino and His Rules of Text Underlay,” The Musical Quarterly, 59 
(1973): 620-32. 
32  Edward E. Lowinsky, “A Trestise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de 
Salinas,” Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961): 868-83. 
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Lanfranco was an Italian theorist and did not belong to the humanist circles. He believed 

that the text should serve the music, but was familiar with Willaert’s music, and 

concerned with the humanist techniques of text underlay.  

Vicentino dates slightly earlier than Zarlino.33 He came from Vicenza near 

Venice, and then went to Ferrara, where he began writing his treatise L’antica musica 

ridotta alla moderna prattica (1555). He finished it in Rome, where he had traveled with 

his patron Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este. The treatise was written at about the same time as 

Zarlino’s Istitutioni, and contains discussion on text underlay. It seems that Vicentino 

was somewhat alienated from the circle of Venetian humanists, though he does name 

himself as a pupil of Willaert.34 Willaert was involved with the Ferrarese court at an 

earlier date than Vicentino. During the time Vicentino was employed by the Ferrarese 

court, Willaert was employed as maestro di cappella at St. Marks, and Zarlino was his 

student.  

Lanfranco’s treatise was written much earlier than those of Zarlino, Vicentino, 

and Stocker.35 He served as maestro di cappella of the cathedrals in Brescia, Verona and 

Parma, and apparently had acquaintances in Venice, including Willaert. While Zarlino 

states that the text underlay rules apply to both sacred and secular music, Lanfranco held 

that they applied only to sacred music.  

                                                
33  Stanley Sadie ed., John Tyrrell Exec. Ed., “Vicentino,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians 2nd ed, Vol. 26 (London, NY:  Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001):  526.  
34  Ibid.  
35  Don Harrán, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay,” 41. 
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Stoquerus’ treatise dates from slightly earlier than Zarlino’s.36 He left Germany to 

experience the Venetian humanist Renaissance, as did his mentor, Francisco de Salinas, 

who had traveled from Spain. When Salinas returned to Spain, Stoquerus followed. 

Stoquerus was influenced by the Venetian school during his stay in Venice, and intended 

his treatise De musica verbali to reiterate the text underlay rules found in Zarlino’s 

Istitutioni.37 The primary difference is that he divides his fifteen rules among three 

categories: 5 obligatory rules, 5 optional rules for older composers, and 5 optional rules 

for modern composers. Zarlino directs his ten rules to the Venetian school modern 

composers, and there are no occurrences where the rules are “optional.” Zarlino’s 

purpose for composing the text underlay rules, one in which all of these theorists agree, 

was to improve the quality of singing of texts, as well as to promote his mentor Willaert 

and the Venetian school style. 

Harrán discusses Vicentino’s twelve rules, five of which are similar to those of 

Zarlino and Lanfranco. The other seven rules not found in Zarlino and Lanfranco 

primarily focus on elided vowels, which vowels are best for melismas, octave leaps, and 

dissonant note syllables. Four of the first five rules discussed by Harrán are addressed by 

Lanfranco and later restated by Zarlino. He compares the first rule of Vicentino’s to 

Lanfranco’s Rule VI, but fails to mention any parallel in Zarlino, and contends that 

Zarlino omitted it.38 Vicentino’s Rule 1: 

                                                
36  Edward E. Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay,” 868-70. 
37  Ibid. 
38  Don Harrán, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973):  41. 
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After a series of semiminims or fusae, not the first white note, but the second one 
may sustain a change of syllable.39 
 

Lanfranco’s Rule VI:  

The initial semiminim [of a series] must necessarily carry its own syllable, but 
proper usage rules out giving a syllable to the middle ones, the final ones, or the 
white note that follows upon the last semiminim. Exceptions occur at times in 
works imitating French chansons.40 

 
Zarlino’s Rule IV addresses the same issue: 

One rarely places a syllable under a semiminim or under notes that are smaller 
than the semiminim, or under a note which immediately follows it.41 

 
Zarlino’s parallel rule states that “rarely,” would one place a syllable on a semiminim or 

the note following it. Vicentino’s provides that the note following a series of semiminims 

or fusae is always without a syllable, while Lanfranco notes that a semiminim must have 

a syllable at the beginning of a series, but not again until after the first white note after a 

series, and provides an exception for works imitating French chansons. Lowinsky asserts 

that Stoquerus’ Rule 3 of the optional rules for modern composers parallels Zarlino’s 

Rule IV. Stoquerus’ Rule 3 states the following:  

The note following immediately upon the semiminims or fusae, whatever its value 
may be, partakes of the same syllable as the preceding series of semiminims.42 

 
Each theorist is stating the usage of the rule differently. Zarlino makes the fullest 

statement on the topic of semiminims, stating that only “rarely” does a syllable occur on a 

semiminim or the note after, therefore allowing for exceptions.  

                                                
39  Don Harrán, “Vicentino and His Rules of Text Underlay,” The Musical Quarterly, 59 (1973): 622.  
40  Harrán, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay,” 41. 
41  Gioseffo Zarlino, On the Modes: Part Four of Le istituioni harmoniche, 98. 
42  Edward Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de Salinas,” 
Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961):  876. 
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The focus of Lanfranco’s Rule VI is similar to his Rule III and Zarlino’s Rule II. 

They differ in that he uses the word ligature instead of semiminim.  

Lanfranco’s Rule III: 
 

Every ligature (series), whether in plainchant or in mensural music, carries no 
more than one syllable, as has already been said.43 

 
Lanfranco notes that he has already stated the rule, which is probably his Rule II:  

In mensural music, then, every separate note (excepting almost always, the 
semiminim) carries its own syllable, as do such notes in plainchant.44 

 
Ligatures receive only one syllable. Lowinsky asserts that a series of semiminims 

(melismas) are informal ligatures, and that the two are interchangeable. Therefore 

Lanfranco’s Rule II and III convey the same meaning. The underlined portion of his Rule 

II above would seem to contradict his Rule VI, except as Zarlino states in his Rule IV 

“rarely.”  Harrán contends that Lanfranco’s Rule III is parallel to Zarlino’s Rule II:  

No more than one syllable should be assigned to the beginning of a ligature of 
several notes, whether in mensural music or plainsong.45 

 
Zarlino’s rule is much clearer. It states that one syllable should be placed at the beginning 

of a ligature series; whereas Lanfranco’s Rule VI notes that the initial semiminim of a 

series must carry its own syllable, and his Rule III that a series receives only one syllable. 

Harrán admits that Zarlino’s Rule II is much stronger. He uses a different version of 

Zarlino’s Rule II with the words “to be adapted” ending the rule. He provides the theorist 

Martin Agricola’s definition of a ligature, which informs us that ligatures were invented 

                                                
43  Don Harrán, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay,” 38-39. 
44  Ibid., 36-37 
45  Zarlino, On The Modes, 98. 
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“on account of adaptation of the text to the notes.”46 Stoquerus has three separate rules 

that are similar or parallel to Zarlino’s Rule II:  

Since the ligature receives only one syllable, which has to be set to its first note, 
this syllable has to be held out for all of its notes. Obligatory 

 
If many semiminims or smaller notes go together, they receive only one syllable, 
which comes under the first note. Optional Older Composers 

 
A series of semiminims or smaller notes, however many they may be, receives 
one syllable only. Optional Modern Composers47 

 
All three rules state the same requirement. 

Zarlino’s Rule I: 
 

Over a long or short syllable put a corresponding note value, so that no barbarism 
is heard. In mensural music, each separated musical note not in ligature carries its 
own syllable, except for the semiminim and all notes shorter than a semiminim. 
This rule is observed in plainsong as well.48 

 
Two of Stoquerus’ rules from his five optional rules for modern composers parallel 

Zarlino’s Rule I: 

 1-All minims and notes larger than a minim receive a syllable. 
 5-Short syllables should take a short note, long syllables a long note.49 
 
 However this is Zarlino’s primary rule, it is not optional, except as he states in Rule IV 

about syllables on semiminims and the note after as “rarely” occurring.  

Vicentino’s Rules 2 and 3: 
 

Before a rest or at the end of a phrase two minims that follow semiminims may on 
occasion be supplied with text.  
The black note in a dotted figure may sometimes be set to text.50 
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Again Harrán provides parallels of Lanfranco’s rules, but not for Zarlino. He contends 

that Lanfranco’s Rules V and VI cover these same exceptions. Lanfranco’s Rule VI 

requires one syllable for a series of semiminims and the following white note (Vicentino 

discusses two minims with syllables after a series of semiminims), with exceptions 

occurring only in imitation of French chansons.  

Lanfranco’s Rule V: 
 

Only on rare occasions is it the practice to give a syllable to the semiminim that 
follows a dotted minim and to the white note that comes after the same 
semiminim.51  

 
This rule addresses Vicentino’s exception in Rule 3, but not the exception in Rule 2, 

which places syllables on two minims that follow semiminims at the end of a phrase or 

before a rest. Zarlino’s Rule IV states that “rarely” is a syllable placed on a semiminim or  

smaller notes, which includes black notes as described in Vicentino’s dotted figure 

exception. Zarlino’s Rule IV continues the exception to include one minim (white note) 

that follows, but his Rule III states that:  

No syllable should be assigned to the dot placed next to notes of mensural music, 
even though the dot is singable.52 

 
Further Zarlino’s Rule V: 
 

It is not customary to assign any syllable to notes which immediately follow a dot 
of a semibreve or minim when the following notes are of less value than these 
dots, as the semiminim after the dot of a semibreve, or the chroma (fusae) after 
the dot of a minim, and the same is true for notes which immediately follow 
these.53 
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Lowinsky asserts that Stoquerus’ Rule 3 of the optional rules for older composers 

parallels Zarlino’s Rule V:  

If two notes, minims or semiminims, follow a dot and their value taken together 
equals that of the dot, neither they nor commonly the note following them receive 
a syllable.54 

 
This rule does not parallel Vicentino’s Rule 2 or 3, but probably is closest to Zarlino’s 

rule. It dictates that if the value of two notes following a dot equal that of the dot there 

should be no syllable placed on those notes, which means the two notes are probably of 

less value than the dotted note in Zarlino’s rule. Otherwise, Vicentino’s Rules 2 and 3 

exceptions are not agreed upon by the other three theorists and probably were not used in 

music of the Venetian school or Willaert.55 

Vicentino’s Rule IV: 
 

Words should not be repeated, unless specified.  
 

Harrán contends that Lanfranco’s Rule VII is parallel to this rule, but provides no parallel 

rule for Zarlino.56 However, he does so in his discussion of Lanfranco’s rules.  

Lanfranco’s Rule VII: 
 

Repetitions of words never occur in plainchant, yet they may occur in mensural 
music when there are enough notes to carry them.57 

 
Zarlino’s Rule VIII: 
 

In plainsong, no word or syllable should ever be repeated. In mensural music such 
repetitions are tolerable, that is repetition of some part of a text in which the sense 
is complete. This may be done when there are notes in such quantity that text may 
be repeated conveniently, although according to my judgment, repeating 
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something many times is not good unless it is done in order to emphasize words 
that bear a serious message worthy of consideration.58 

 
Lowinsky provides the Stoquerus parallel as Rule 4 of modern composers: 

4-Repetition of text should be shunned, more, however, that of single words than 
that of sentences.59 

 
The second rule is a situation that could allow for text repetition. Zarlino provides the 

fullest statement on this topic, notwithstanding his words of wisdom for further quality in 

the music.  

Harrán asserts that Vicentino’s Rule 5 does not parallel a Lanfranco rule, but does 

so with Zarlino’s Rule I, the primary text underlay rule. Vicentino’s Rule 5: 

In setting texts, the composer must take the length and shortness of syllables into 
account.60 

 
Zarlino’s Rule I is much fuller and clearer in its statement: 
 

Over a long or short syllable put a corresponding note value, so that no barbarism 
is heard. In mensural music, each separated musical note, not in ligature carries its 
own syllable, except for the semiminim and all notes shorter than a semiminim. 
This rule is observed in plainsong as well. 

 
As discussed above, Stoquerus’ Rules 1 and 5 (optional rules for modern composers) 

together parallel Zarlino’s Rule I, which is not optional. 

Vicentino’s Rules 6-12 are not significant text underlay rules.61 Rules 6-9 regard 

elided vowels, Rule 10, octave leaps which don’t occur frequently, Rule 11, certain 

vowels best for melismas, and Rule 12, which Harrán finds significant, that syllables 

should not be placed under notes that are dissonant with other parts, except for the 
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interval of a fourth. Octave leaps can be observed in the Venetian school’s music, which 

suggests that the beginning syllable of a word should begin on the second note of an 

octave leap. Octave leaps do occur in Zarlino’s madrigals, although very few, and 

sometimes occurs with the first note of the octave leap at the end of a phrase, followed by 

a rest, and then the second note of the octave leap begins a new phrase.62 Stoquerus’ 

additional rule on repeated pitches as well is utilized, requiring a syllable for each 

repeated pitch, which Zarlino does use in his madrigals.63  

Zarlino’s Rule VII has apparently been overlooked by Harrán and the other 

theorists, except Stoquerus’ short statement as part of his Rule 5 of the obligatory rules, 

which says, “The first syllable goes to the first note.”64 Zarlino’s Rule VII: 

Any note, whatever it may be, placed at the beginning of a melody, or in the 
middle after a rest, will by necessity carry the pronunciation of the syllable.65 

 
Zarlino’s Rule IX: 

When all syllables in one part of a text have been assigned note values, and only 
the penultimate and last syllables remain, the penultimate syllable may have 
above it several small notes, provided however, that the penultimate syllable is 
long and not short.66 

 
Lanfranco’s Rule VIII does not discuss this topic as clearly as Zarlino, and further 

specifies that it only applies to Masses and motets, not madrigals or French chansons.67  

Zarlino’s Rule X: 

The last syllable of a text must end, in observance with the rules given, on the last 
note of the melody.68 
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Harrán contends that Lanfranco included this topic in his Rule VIII, but not as clearly as 

did Zarlino. Stoquerus makes a short statement from the other portion of his obligatory 

Rule 5, “the last syllable to the last note.” These text underlay rules were a primary 

concern for the Venetian humanist theorist, composer and singer. Zarlino is the only 

theorist who worked closely with a central figure like Adrian Willaert, throughout the 

writing of his treatise Le istitutioni harmoniche, and is still today considered to be the 

most credible source of these text underlay rules in numerous theoretical books and 

articles, even though certain scholars have attempted to prove likewise.  

In her article on text underlay scholar Mary Lewis also discusses the accuracy of 

music publishing and evidence of the composer overseeing the process.69 She found 

corrections contained in primary sources of Zarlino’s 1549 book of motets that only the 

composer himself could possibly have made. She determined that the published motet 

book differed significantly from publications of Adrian Willaert’s motets by the same 

publisher Antonio Gardano (1538-1690). According to Lewis, the motet book she 

examined adheres to Zarlino‘s text underlay rules, but a number of other publications of 

Willaert’s motets by Gardano do not. The 1549 motet book was much more precise with 

its text placement, syllables placed correctly, words spread out over musical phrases for 

actual performance, and modal indications printed at the top of the tenor pages.70 She 

suggests that this provides evidence concerning Zarlino’s involvement in the publishing 
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process of his 1549 book of motets, which may be considered an exemplar of the correct 

application of his ten text underlay rules.  

The publisher of the 1549 book of motets, Antonio Gardano, was a “leading 

music publisher in Italy during the 16th century Renaissance, and also acquainted with the 

Willaert musical circle,” including Zarlino.71 Zarlino’s thirteen madrigals were not 

published by Gardano, however, but by his contemporary Girolamo Scotto (c1572). 

Scotto was born into a wealthy family of publishing, which was founded by his uncle 

Ottaviano Scotto, before 1479.72 Girolamo was a composer as well as a printer and 

publisher. When Girolamo began running his family’s publishing house in Venice in 

1539 it was already a viable press with international connections, which he continued 

successfully for the next thirty-three years, and developed a reputation as a leading music 

publisher in 16th century Venice.73 Music was the primary concentration of Scotto, but he 

was also particularly interested in publishing items such as Aristotelian humanistic 

literature. He additionally was able to obtain the assistance of three other relatives when 

needed, his brother Ottaviano Scotto Secundus, who had run the business prior to 

Girolamo, and his second cousin Ottaviano di Amadio and his brother Brandino.74 Their 

father Amadio had also been involved in the business. It is well known that Scotto had 

many business associates who either assisted him or partnered on projects, some for a 

shorter term than others. Many times Scotto financed projects, and or subcontracted other 
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printers to do work for him, even lending them some tools of the trade, which sometimes 

causes confusion for musicologists when these published works were not signed.75  

Scotto is known to have assisted Antonio Gardano with the establishment of his 

own publishing press, music being his primary concentration.76 When Gardano arrived in 

Venice from France sometime before 1538, the Scotto House Press was already well 

established. Gardano was also a composer as well as a printer and publisher, like Scotto. 

The nature of the long term relationship between Scotto and Gardano has been a subject 

of some scholarly debate. It seems likely that these two leading music publishers were 

mutual friends, or as Richard Agee states, had “some sort of collusion.”77 For example a 

1541 edition of Ihan Gero’s Il primo de’ madrigali italiani et canzon francese a due voci, 

was published by Gardano, but contains a dedication written by Girolamo Scotto, who 

also financed the project.78 For a period of thirty years these two leading Venetian music 

publishers were consistently printing each other’s editions, apparently without 

complaint.79 Printing privileges during this period were taken very seriously, and were 

strictly enforced. However, many times a privilege would state that the edition could be 

reprinted with permission of the original privileged printer. Neither Scotto nor Gardano 

ever filed a complaint against the other, while Gardano did indeed file complaints against 

other printers.80  
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During Scotto’s career he produced over 800 publications, of which 409 music 

editions survive, an amount only matched by Gardano.81 Both publishers utilized the 

newest process of single impression printing, with print-runs of 500 copies. Both printers 

were acquainted with the musical and intellectual Venetian circle of Willaert and Zarlino 

and St. Mark’s Cathedral. Composer and singer Giulio Bonagiunta (d. after 1582) was a 

music editor and proofreader for the House of Scotto, while also a singer at St. Mark’s in 

Venice during Zarlino’s employ as maestro di cappella.82 Further, Bonagiunta provided 

Scotto with direct access to new compositions by both well-known, and little known 

composers. Additionally, Scotto printed a majority of Bonagiunta’s numerous editions of 

madrigals.83 One of those editions is the Corona della morte dell’illustre signore, il sig. 

comendator Anibal Caro 1568, a collection of madrigals by fifteen composers and poets, 

which commemorated the death of poet Annibale Caro (1507-66), one of which is 

Zarlino. The Renaissance Venetian madrigal and its popularity, was the single most 

significant musical genre that promoted and accelerated the music publishing business.84 
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CHAPTER III 

The Poetry and Translations of Zarlino’s Madrigals 

  Pietro Bembo (1470-1547), played a central role in the development of sixteenth 

century Venetian secular music. His revival of Francesco Petrarca’s (1304-1374) 

fourteenth century humanistic, lyrical style of writing sonnets, canzoni, sestinas, ballads 

and madrigals deeply influenced the Venetian school and their choice of madrigal texts. It 

was a sophisticated literary style which began with the three canons of the classical 

Roman poet Cicero.85 Petrarchan poems were for the most part preferred by Willaert and 

other members of the Venetian School.  

An important goal of the Venetian school was to elevate the importance of secular 

works to that of sacred music. Willaert’s anthology Musica Nova, which contains motets 

and madrigals, exemplifies this trend. The madrigals are written in two parts, modeled 

after the sacred motets. Willaert’s anthology is an important representation of the 

aesthetics of Bembo’s Petrarchan revival.86 

Furthermore, Bembo’s Petrarchan revival inspired sixteenth century Renaissance 

poets to write modern poetry in the Petrarchan style. Only two of Zarlino’s thirteen 

madrigals set Petrarchan texts, but the remainder of them were written in the Petrarchan 

style by modern poets. Pietro Bembo was himself a poet, with many extant works, and 
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was acquainted with Venetian Petrarchan poets and composers, including the circle of 

Willaert and Zarlino. Bembo’s travels in his childhood with his father, who was an 

ambassador of Venice, prepared him for a humanist literary revival.87 The Ciceronian 

foundation of the revival resulted from his two years of studying the Greek language.88 

He was educated for one year at the University of Padua, which proved to be a vital 

source and venue for sixteenth century Petrarchan poets. Bembo also became highly 

involved with various courts, was the secretary to Pope Leo X, and became a Cardinal in 

1539.89 

The Italian sonnet popularized by Petrarch begins with an eight-line stanza 

(octave), which expresses a subject or an experience, and uses a rhyme scheme of abba 

abba. It is then followed by a six-line stanza, a sestet, which represents the seconda parte 

of each work, and furthers the subject or experience usually by way of metaphors, with 

various rhyme schemes of cdc dcd;  cde cde;  cde ced;  or cdc dee. The verses use 

hendeca syllables, which are eleven syllable lines, or septenary syllables, which are 

seven syllable lines. Zarlino’s madrigals rarely use the septenary syllables. Petrarch’s 

Tuscan poetry used apostrophes to disregard vowels and lessen syllables when needed. If 

two syllables are joined by such an occurrence then it equals one syllable instead of two 

and sometimes one syllable instead of three.  

The earliest collection containing a madrigal of Zarlino’s was published by 

Girolamo Scotto in 1548, Di Cipriano Rore et di altri eccellentissimi musici il terzo libro 
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di Madrigali a cinque voce novamente da lui composti et non piu Messi in luc:  Con 

diligentia stampat:  Musica nova & rara xome a Quelli che la canteramo & udiranno 

sara palese.90 The edition was originally meant for Cipriano de Rore’s madrigals, but 

apparently Scotto was only able to obtain six of the eleven stanzas of Rore’s Vergine 

bella, the focus of the edition. Therefore Scotto added ten additional madrigals from 

composers of the Venetian school, including one from Zarlino and a few more from his 

mentor Adrian Willaert. Gardano also printed the same collection, but with a different 

dedication by Perissone Cambio, while Scotto’s was by Paolo Vergelli, a pifferist of the 

doge Andrea Gritti. Vergelli dedicated the edition to Gottardo Occagna, a Spanish 

businessman involved in Venetian trade. Occagna had also been a dedicatee of musical 

and literary editions, including one of Perissone Cambio’s. 91 

Zarlino’s madrigal in this edition is the Petrarchan sonnet Lauro gentile il di che 

l’aurea and its seconda parte, Ind’a poco i pie miei. The poet of this sonnet is the elusive 

Bartolomeo Ferrino or Ferrini (1508-1545).92 It has been very difficult to obtain 

information on Ferrino, which might be due to his young age at the time of his death.  He 

seems to be credited with a number of humanist speeches to the Accademia d’Elevati in 

Ferrara. There was also a speech by m. Alberto Lollio (1508-68) of Ferrara, on the death 

of the kind and young M. Bartolomeo Ferrino.93 Zarlino’s madrigal was composed for 
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Cantus, Altus, Contratenor, Tenor and Bassus. The Italian text and its English translation 

are as follows: 

Lauro gentile, il di che l’aurea cetra          Noble laurel, the day that the breeze set 
              playing 
fra’ vostri rami bei l’aura movea,          the golden zither of your lovely branches, 
amor ch’ascos’in noi l’arco tendea          Love, that conceals its drawn bow in us 
in me tutt’avventò l’empia faretra;          worked harm in me from that very moment. 
né perch’io foss’al suon convers’in pietra  Nor, though I was turned to stone at the sound,  
puoté spuntars’una saetta rea:          did the guilty lightning flash fall short: 
tutte passer al cor cui dentr’ardea          but passed entirely to my heart, where burns 
desio d’onor che sol da voi s’impetra.        a desire for honor only won through you.  
 
Seconda parte 
Ind’a poco i piè miei fersi radici,          Then after a little my feet became roots,  
le braccia rami, i capei Verdi foglie,          my arms branches, my head green leaves,  
e fui di marmot trasformat’in lauro;          from marble to laurel I was transformed, 
ma i prim’alti pensier cast’e felici          yet my highest chaste and happy thought 
mai non cangiai né le mie prime voglie      cannot change, nor my supreme desire, 
ch’affanan sempre com’al foco l’auro.94    that laurel might always scorch me like fire.95      
        
This text could have a dual meaning, the laurel representing success, as highly achieved 

artists in those days were honored with Apollo’s laurel wreath, or it could also represent 

his love interest.96 He further talks about transforming into the laurel tree himself, 

realizing success, but it also burns and encourages him.97 If it is about his love interest 

then she inspires him, and he hopes always to be inspired.98 One wonders why Zarlino 

chose to set this sonnet musically. Was he relating it to his own life or to the public in 

general, or was it commissioned by a private patron? It clearly was written before his 
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employment as maestro di cappella of St. Mark’s in 1565. The octave’s rhyme scheme is 

the usual abba abba, and the sestet cde cde. 

The next collection containing one of Zarlino’s five-voice madrigals was 

published in 1562 by Girolamo Scotto, the first edition of Scotto’s I dolci et harmoniosi 

concenti fatti da diversi eccellentissimi musici sopra varii soggetti:  a cinque voci: libro 

primo novamente insieme raccolti et posti in luce.99 This collection contains five-voice 

madrigals primarily by Venetian composers. A madrigal by Willaert begins the edition 

and five works by Zarlino follow. There is no dedication. All of these works were 

composed by Zarlino before his employment as maestro, and it is possible he composed 

them for private patrons.  

The first setting by Zarlino from this collection, Amor mentre dormia and its 

seconda parte, Cosi passando d’un all’altra vita, sets a Petrarchan sonnet by an 

anonymous poet and was composed for Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and Basso. I have 

not discovered the poet for this sonnet.  The text is a heartfelt, passionate, but spiritual 

story of love, such as one Petrarch would write. The Italian text and its English 

translation are as follows: 

Amor mentre dormia quest’occhi aperse, Love while I slept opened my eyes, 
destando nella ment’alti pensieri,        stirring noble thoughts in my mind, 
con colpo tal, ch’ancor l’anima ‘l sente,    with such a wound, my spirit still feels it, 
e nell’ond’infiammate ‘l cor sommerse,    submerging my heart in the burning wave, 
e perch’in mez’a tanto mar ne speri,     yet because I have no hope in such a sea, 
hebbe le voglie ‘n lui gelate spente.       my passion is all spent in coldness. 
 
Seconda parte     
Cosi passando un all’altra vita,  So I pass from one life to another, 
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Spines l’alma la pioggia,   Love’s arrow piercing my soul, 
Per gl’occhi lassi amara et infinita,  through weary eyes, bitterly, endlessly, 
Perché quanto più in alto ‘l sperar poggia, so that as high as soars my hope, 
Tanto ‘l martir più cresce,   so my sufferings increase, 
E ‘l non poter morir solo m’incresce.100 and cannot die without harming me.101 
 
Amor is not the best example of the usual Petrarchan rhyme scheme. Its first stanza only 

consists of six lines, and a rhyme scheme of abc abc. The sestet is also a little different, 

with a rhyme scheme of ded eff.  

 The second sonnet set by Zarlino from the 1562 collection, Cantin con dolc’e 

grazïos’ accenti and its seconda parte, Cantin del Minzio alle sue riv’intorno, also was 

composed for Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and Basso. The poetic content of this sonnet 

suggests that its author could have been a court poet. The work discusses the union of 

two well known Italian families, the Gonzagas of Mantua and the Colonnas of Correggio. 

It apparently was written in celebration of either the marriage or the birth of a child from 

a marriage between these families. There were a number of marriages between the two 

families, including those of Guilia Gonzaga (1513-1566), at age 13, and Vespasiano 

Colonna (1480-1528) who was both the Count of the Fondi region and the Duke of 

Traetto.102 The area is known for its lakes, but the poem mentions the Mintio River, 

which it calls “the great royal stream,” and another river which flows through Lucca, the 

Serchio, and of Mantua where the Gonzaga family ruled. Vittoria Colonna (1490-1547), a 

significant Renaissance poetess, was closely acquainted with members of the Gonzaga 

court. She knew Giulia Gonzaga, who married a Colonna in 1525; and Federigo Gonzaga 
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and his mother Elizabeth d’Este Gonzaga of Mantua. Federigo commissioned a painting 

of a Madonna named the Pitti Magdalen from the famous Renaissance painter Titian for 

Vittoria.103 She also was acquainted with many of the important poets of the time, 

including Pietro Bembo.  It is possible that her love poems were inspirational for a 

number of Titian’s famous paintings.104 Vittoria could possibly be the poet of this work. 

Her “Rime Spirituali” corresponds with the ideas of the Venetian Spirituali.105 Feldman 

attributes a sonnet in Perissone Cambio’s anthology of 1545 to her, even though Vogel 

attributes it to another. She proposes this because the work is attributed to Vittoria in the 

Rime diversi, di molti ecc.autori… libro primo 2nd ed.106 Vittoria was a humanist 

Petrarchan poet, and wrote in a passionate style, as is this piece. She was betrothed to her 

husband Francesco Ferrante d’Avalos when she was 3 and he was 5.107 His father, 

Alfonso d’Avalos, was a well-known poet in his own right, and was married to Maria 

d’Aragona (Spanish court). Their court was known as a literary haven for poets and 

musicians.108 It is likely Zarlino composed this work for a private patron, but it also may 

have been performed for the public. The Italian text and its English translation are as 

follows: 

Cantin con dolc’e grazïos’accenti        Let them sing in sweet and gracious tones 
quei spirt’eletti, a cui non som contese     of those select spirits, to whom the grace 
le grazie d’Elicona, e’l diel cortese        of Helicon is not denied, whose noble 
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             harmonies,                  
sempr’hanno ai sonòr lor alti concenti,     kind heaven is always echoing, 
cantin hor più che mai liet’e contenti,        I sing more happy and contented than ever, 
che del sangue Gonzagh’e Colonese,         now that from the blood of Gonzaga and      
                      Colonna, 
di Manton el felic’almo paese,                    of Mantua’s rich and pleasant country, 
nat’è la Gloria, ‘l fior de nostre genti.        is born the glory, the flower of our nation. 
 
Seconda parte 
Cantin del Mintio alle sue riv’intorno,        I sing to the Mintio, and its banks around, 
I degni figli suoi, u’ mostrar voles               of its worthy children, wishing to show 
Quanto Natura può con sua bell’arte,         what nature can achieve with her sweet art, 
e ‘l gran fiume real de giorn’in giorno        and the great royal stream from day to day 
se ‘n vad’altier, più ch’altri u’ si convulse  flows deeper, more than another that flows 
la bella terra che con Luc’ha parte.109        across the lovely country outside Lucca.110 
 
Cantin’s rhyme scheme is that of the usual Petrarchan sonnet octave, abba abba, and the 

sestet, cde cde.  

 The third sonnet of the edition set by Zarlino is È questo il legno, its seconda 

parte, Qui pose’l signor mio le member, and its Terza parte, O pieta grande, o rar’e nova 

legge. It was written by Jacopo Sanazzaro 1456-1530, a Petrarchan poet from the region 

of Arcadia near Naples.111 While his family was originally of Spanish descent with the 

Court of Charles III of Durazzo, he was a court poet for King Ferdinand I of Naples.112 

Later he became an important figure in the humanist academy of his close friend 

Pontano, which developed during the Aragonese monarchy of Naples in the “second half 

of the 15th century.”113 Sannazaro was known for his elegant style in both Latin and 

Italian, which is shown in È questo’l legno. The work is a madrigale spirituale, which is 
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a religious piece in Italian, even though it was performed in the same tradition as a 

secular madrigal.114 Usually such texts are religious, and were used for private 

performance in residences of the wealthy, academies, at courts for certain religious 

holidays, and in oratories.115 The madrigal was set for Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and 

Basso. The Italian text and its English translation are as follows: 

È questo ‘l legno che del Santo Sangue And here is the wood that was stained 
Risperso fu nel benedetto giorno,  with the Holy Blood on this blessed day, 
Che fu già vinto con vergogn’e scorno that dispatched to shameful ignominy, 
Quell fiero, antico, alpestr’e rigid’angue. the proud, ancient, harsh, rigid snake. 
 
Seconda parte 
Qui pos’el Signor mio le membr’esangue,     Here my Lord disposed his bloodied limbs,      
Tornanad’al suo delest’alto soggiorno,    turning towards his high celestial place, 
E scolorosse ‘l santo vis’adorno,  and all discolored was the sacred face, 
Come rosa dimessa in terra langue.  like a humble rose languishing on earth. 
 
Terza parte 
O pieta grande, o rar’e nova legge,  O great mercy, o rare new law 
humilïars morte acerb’e dura!  brought to such harsh and bitter death! 
Quel che‘l ciel, ela terra, e ‘l mar corregge, This that the earth and sky, and foaming sea,    
piang’il  mond’orbo, piang’egra natura:       the whole world, and all of Nature mourns: 
mort’è ‘l Pastor, per liberare ‘l Gregge, the death of the Shepherd, to save the sheep,   
com’agnel mansueto alla tonsure.116  like a gentle lamb at the shearing.117 
 
È questo is written in a style both elegant and religious, but the poem also represents the 

Venetian Renaissance genre of the pastorale.118 Renaissance poets were influenced by 

the classic pastorales of Virgil. The pastorale is a literary work dealing with shepherds 

and rustic life. The death and mourning analogy is one of the topics of the pastorale, 
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while this work is meant for the death and mourning of Christ, and the celebration of 

Good Friday.119 Sannazaro was a principal pastorale poet of sixteenth century 

Renaissance, and the leading pastorale composer Luca Marenzio made capacious use of 

Sannazaro’s pastoral lyrics.120 Sannazaro was of course heavily influenced by the 

pastorales of both Virgil and Petrarch.121 È questo’l legno’s rhyme scheme is the usual 

abba abba, which was written in two parts, and the third part is the original form of the 

sestet, cdc dcd. 

 Zarlino’s fourth sonnet of the edition, I'vo piangendo and its seconda parte, Si che 

s’io viss’in Guerra, set an original Petrarchan sonnet from his Canzoníere (1311) 

collection, No.365.122 I’vo is the penultimate work of the collection, in which Petrarch 

begs for mercy towards the end of his life, as he felt that his obsession with a married 

woman only named as Laura was sinful to his religion. He was a devout Christian, and it 

is stated that he always felt in conflict with his religion on this topic.123 It may have been 

performed in private or public, even though Zarlino apparently wrote it before he became 

Maestro of St. Mark’s. It is also a madrigale spirtuale by Renaissance standards, and was 

used for Good Friday celebrations, as was Sannazaro's È questo. Again it is composed for 

Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and Basso. The Italian text and its English translation are as 

follows: 

I' vo piangend'i miei passati tempi,        I go weeping for my time past, 
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i auai posi in amar cosa mortale,        that I spent in loving something mortal  
senza levarm'a volo, habvend'io l'ale,       without lifting myself in flight, for I had wings 
per dar forse di me non bass'essempi.       that might have freed me for spaces not so low. 
Tu che ved'i miei mal'indegne'et empi,      You who see my shameful and impious sins, 
Re del ciel invisibil'immortale,         King of Heaven, invisible, immortal, 
soccorr'all'alma desvïat'e frale,         help this frail and straying soul, 
e'l suo diffetto di tua grazi'adempi.         and mend its defects through your grace. 
 
Seconda parte 
Sì che, s'io viss'in guerra et in tempesta,    So that, if I have lived in war and tempest, 
mora 'n pace, e in porto, e se la stanza       I may die in peaceful harbour: and if my stay 
fu vana, almen sia la partita honesta.        was vain, let my vanishing at least, be virtuous. 
a quel poco di viver che m'avanza;         deign that your hand might rest on that little  

          life     
et al morir degn'esser tua man presta,        that is left to me, and on my death, 
tu sai ben, ch'in altrui non ho speranza.124 you truly know I have no other hope.125 
  
I’vo’s rhyme scheme is the usual abba abba, and the sestet cdc dcd, which is the original 

sestet form as in Sannazaro’s above.  

The last work published in the first edition of Scotto’s I dolci, is Spent’era già 

l’ardor and its seconda parte, Hor non so come all’amoroso. It is a Petrarchan-style 

sonnet written by the Venetian Renaissance poet Nicolò Tiepolo 1483-1551.126  Niccolò 

Tiepolo received an education at the University of Padua and became involved there with 

a group of aristocratic Venetian humanist scholars which are known as the “Murano 

circle.”127 The other members consisted of Vincenzo Querini, a Venetian diplomat and 

whose family were highly involved in the Republic (government);  Tommaso Giustiniani, 
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who along with Querini eventually chose a solitary life but continued to write; Gasparo 

Contrarini, who was appointed a Cardinal in 1535;  Pietro Bembo, literary theorist, poet 

and appointed cardinal in 1539;  poet Trifone Gabriele (1470-1549); poet Paolo Canale 

(1481-1508), who was a member of the Aldine Academy and press;  and Giovanni 

Battista Egnazio (1478-1553), who was privately trained, a member of the Aldine 

Academy and press, and appointed by the Senate as Head Master of the School of St. 

Marks.128 Egnazio did not attend the University of Padua.  Tiepolo possibly commanded 

a galley for Venice in an unspecified battle. He was also an ambassador to Germany in 

1532 and France in 1538, and was appointed a Senator. Querini and Contrarini were 

ambassadors to Germany as well, in 1507 and 1525, respectively.129 

Tiepolo’s “Murano circle” was influenced by Ciceronian ideals through 

“humanitas,” the art of living. This was governed by moral philosophy through 

observation and experience, and also supported by the humanist poetry of Petrarch.130 

Tiepolo and his fellow poets wrote sonnets expressing a desire for wisdom, and a more 

than an earthly divine love, as well as humanist ideals, and Christianity.131 Querini, 

Canale, Tiepolo, and Andrea Navagero were all contributors to the preliminary stage of 

Bembo's Prose della volgar lingua (1525). This document introduced the Petrarchan 

revival with its Ciceronian ideals. Further, Bembo began promoting the literary styles of 

Petrarch and Dante after his Greek studies in Sicily, and the political crisis of the 1490’s. 
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The Prose was the final stage in the development of the Italian vernacular as the primary 

language of Italy. 

 The text of Spent’era già l’ardor seems to refer to a time of healing after such an 

event as the political crisis of 1490. Zarlino may have chosen to set this text to music 

after a tragic event in which the people needed healing. There was quite a bit of political 

unrest during the sixteenth century. It is composed for Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and 

Basso. The Italian text and its English translation follow: 

Spent’era già l’ardor’e rotto ‘l laccio, The ardour now is spent the noose is broken, 
c’hebbi tant’anni al cor dentr’e d’intorno that held my heart for so many years, 
et a me sciot’homai facea ritorno  and I, now loosed, am turned forever, 
l’antico, fredd’adamantino ghiaccio.  back to the old, cold, adamantine ice. 
 
Seconda parte 
Hor non so comm’all’amoros’impaccio, Yet I know despite the obstacle to love, 
Scioc’a gran passi pur anco ritorno,  folly takes the great step of returning, 
Et a me spesso più di giorn’in giorno, and yet more in me from day to day, 
Racend’il foco e le catene allaccio,  the fire’s rekindled, the chain re-forged. 
Sent’I primi pensier a mill’a mille,  I feel my first thought re-born, a thousand, 
Rinascer dentro, e riportarne seco,  and a thousand times within, bringing back, 
Caldo desir, speme tenac’et salda,  sharply hot desire, strong and violent hope, 
Questi sono I legami e le faville,  such is the bond and the spark, 
Che saran, temo, ovunqu’io vada meco, that exist, I fear, wherever I go, 
Così mi stringe amor, così mi scalda.132 love binds me so, and scalds me.133 
 
Spent’era’s rhyme scheme is the usual abba abba, with the second abba contained in the 

seconda parte, and the sestet cde cde, a variation.  

There are also attributions of this work to two other poets, Pietro Barignano in 

1545 and Nicolò Amanio in 1547.134 However, it was attributed to Tiepolo in 1546, 1549 

and 1550. It is not uncommon in the sixteenth century to have misattributions for a 
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literary work, but one misattribution for Barignano and Amanio is more likely than three 

for Tiepolo. It also should be noted that quite a few of Barignano’s madrigals are 

attributed to Tiepolo, and unknowns attributed to a few other of Tiepolo’s.135  

 One of Zarlino’s madrigals is contained in the second edition of Scotto’s I dolci et 

harmoniosi concenti fatti da diversi eccellentissimi musici sopra varii soggetti: a cinque 

voci: libro secondo.136 This collection focuses even more on Venetian composers, and 

especially those employed at St. Mark’s Cathedral. Zarlino’s madrigal heads the edition. 

E forse il mio ben questo and its seconda parte, Oime m’inganno v’fuggi is a Petrarchan 

fifteen-line ballata madrigale.137 In this verse form the first three lines, the ripresa, are 

abb. What follows is ccddee, and the seconda parte continues with ffgghh. Fellow 

Venetian school composers Girolamo Parabosco and Cipriano de Rore wrote in this form, 

but avoided the division into two parts. Instead formal cadences were used at the end of 

each verse.138 Zarlino set this work before he became Maestro of St. Mark’s. Again it is 

composed for Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and Basso. The Italian text and its English 

translation follow: 

E forse il mio ben questo,           Can it be my joy 
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nel sui bel grembo dolcement’io giaccio?    in whose lap I sweetly lie? 
Quest’è il mio sol ch’abbraccio?           Is it my sun that I embrace? 
Almo mio sole che con tant’affannni,          My soul, that with so much sighing, 
t’ho desïato giorni mesi et anni,           I have alone desired for days, months, years, 
che mi ti port’in seno,             let me bear you in my heart 
ch’è di dolcezza pieno,            so that with perfect sweetness, 
parmi gustar il ben del paradise,           I may savor the joys of paradise, 
basciando il tuo bel viso.            kissing your lovely face. 
 
Seconda parte 
Cimè m’inganno? U’fuggi, chi ti scaccia     Noble one, do you elude me? Where do you            
flee dolce mio bene dalle stanche braccia?  who chases you my sweet one from my 
               weary,   
O prezïoso sonno,             O precious sleep, 
che m’havei fatto dono            that granted me a gift 
de si pregiati e tant’amati doni,           so longed for and beloved, 
deh, perché m’abbandoni?139                     ah, why snatch it from me?140 
 
This text is again passionate and heartfelt such as Petrarch would write when talking 

about his famed Laura. What it reminds me of is the ethic of the “Murano circle” and 

their longing to find a more than earthly divine love. Possibly one of them could be the 

poet. Zarlino may have set it for public or private performance. 

The next collection containing one madrigal by Zarlino is Di Hettor Vidue et 

d’Alessandro Strigio e d’altri eccellentissimi musici, madrigali a V & VI Voci.141 This 

edition was published by Francesco Rampazetto in 1566. Rampazetto was known to be a 

co-publisher for other publishers, and there are further indications that he and Scotto had 

such a relationship.142  
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 I have not discovered the poet for the Petrarchan sonnet Donna, che quasi 

cign’alla sacr’onde, and its seconda parte, Et ben che voi per voi sola sublime. The entry 

in RISM states the poet is anonymous.143 Einstein states that the piece is about the 

wedding of a Venetian woman “who sang.”144 Again it is composed for Canto, Alto, 

Quinto, Tenore and Basso. The Italian text and its English translation follow: 

Donna, che quasi cigno alle sacr’onde        Lady, you who sing, like a swan 
d’Adria cantando, ove natur’et arte   on the Adriatic’s sacred wave, where nature 
and art poser dei lor tesor sì ricca parte,   provide their treasure in such rich measure 
le rive risonar fest’e le sponde,        that the banks and the shore echo joyfully, 
dolce desìo, ch’al cor parl’e risponde,     sweet desire, that speaks to the heart and 

replies, 
vuol ch’io de’ preggi vosgtr’orni le carte, wishes me to set down your chant on paper, 
s’alta l’havrò del bel pensier, c’ho sparte such depths of sweet thought do I possess, 
de l’usati sospir l’aure seconde.  The fair wind scatters from my weary sighs. 
 
 
Seconda parte      
Et benché voi per voi sola sublime  And though you, your own sublime sun, 
v’alzate, ov’in virtù de’ bei concenti  rise to where in fine concerted power 
tesset’al tempo glorïosi inganni,  the winds weave glorious illusions, 
fors’ancor io faro scrivendo in rime  perhaps I may yet make a rhyme that will 
chinar le frondi et sospirar’I venti  bend the branches, make the breezes sigh, 
in memoria di voi doppo mill’anni.145           in memory of you, a thousand years hence.146 
 
Donna’s rhyme scheme is the usual abba abba, and the sestet cde cde. 

 The next collection Terzo libro del Desiderio, Madrigali a quattro voci, contains 

three madrigals by Zarlino, and was published by Scotto in 1567.147 This edition is one of 

three books contained in a collection issued by Guilio Bongiunta.148 Jane Bernstein states 
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that the printer’s mark on the title page is actually that of bookman Giacomo Anielli 

Sanvito.149 Therefore, the series was probably a joint venture among the three, Scotto, 

Bongiunta and Sanvito. The edition contains four-voice madrigals, three new madrigals 

by Lasso, and works by a number of Venetian composers. It includes three of Zarlino’s 

works, two of which open the edition immediately after Lasso’s, and the third is the 

penultimate work of the edition.150 Bonagiunta was a singer at St. Mark’s during 

Zarlino’s tenure as Maestro di Capella.151 Bonagiunta was also known as an editor and 

proofreader for Scotto’s publishing house.152 This direct connection between Bonagiunta, 

Zarlino and Scotto may help indicate Zarlino’s involvement in the publishing of his 

works. Records indicate that Bonagiunta probably underwrote and even financed many of 

his published editions.153 While this edition was published after Zarlino’s employment as 

Maestro of St. Mark’s began, the three works may have been composed earlier than the 

publishing. 

 The first of Zarlino’s madrigals in this collection is a nine-line Petrarchan literary 

madrigale Come si m’accendete, and its seconda parte, Anzia sue fiamme ahi lasso.154 

There is both the literary form madrigale and the musical form madrigal, which have 

completely different characteristics. The poet of this madrigale is Torquato Tasso (1544-

1595). Both he and his Father Bernardo Tasso (1493-1569) were well-known court poets 
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of the sixteenth century Renaissance.155 Torquato had a somewhat troublesome childhood 

when he was separated from his mother, and his father was run out of Naples, therefore 

losing his land.156 He studied law at the University of Padua in 1560, but then transferred 

to philosophy and rhetoric, while also continuing to write poetry.157 He began his lengthy 

relationship with the court of Ferrara in 1565, was rescued by the Duke of Mantua in 

1586, and spent his last years in Naples and Rome, always continuing to write his famous 

and well-known prose or poetry.158 The madrigal was his favored poetic genre, which he 

wrote with the intention to be sung.159 Einstein states that he replaced Sannazaro in the 

genre of the pastorale. This work is composed for four voices, Canto, Alto Tenore and 

Basso. However, there are three voices currently missing, with only the Canto part 

extant. The Italian text and its English translation follow: 

 
Come si m’accendete,     How did you set me on fire, 
tutto ghiaccio sete?     since you are all ice? 
E al foco che mi date     and you put me into the fire, 
Voi ghiaccio come non vi dileguate?   How did you icy one not melt?  
 
Seconda parte 
Anzi sue fiamme ahi lasso        On the contrary your flames 
Di ghiaccio diventat’un duro sasso       Of ice you became a hard stone 
O miracol d’amor fuor di natura,            Oh supernatural miracle of love, 
Ch’un ghiaccio altr’ard’ et eglie al foco indura That ice sets another on fire and is 
        hardened, 
 Ch’un ghiaccio altr’ard’et egli al foco indura!160 That ice sets another on fire and is  
        hardened!161 

                                                
155  Barbara R. Hanning, “Torquato Tasso,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd 
ed., S. Sadie and J. Tyrell ed., (London, NY:  Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001), 25: 117-18. 
156  Ibid. 
157  Ibid. 
158  Ibid. 
159  Alfred Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Vol. 1 (Princeton, N.J.:  Princeton Univ. Press 1971), 209-
12. 
160  Ibid, 454. 
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Come si m’accendete’s nine-line rhyme scheme is aabb ccddD. Considering the content 

of the text, this work may have been privately commissioned. 

 The second madrigal of Zarlino’s in this collection is a ten-line literary madrigale 

Si mi vida es vuestra vida. The madrigale actually consists of a four line verse that 

repeats a second time, and then repeats the last two lines a third time. It is a primitive 

Spanish text which was probably translated from its original Italian version to this 

Spanish version.162 As discussed above, Spanish poets were influenced by Italian 

Petrarchan sonnets, ballatas, madrigales and canzones, and translated them to Spanish. I 

have not discovered the poet of this work. Zarlino may have been commissioned to set it 

to music by a private patron. It is composed for four voices, Canto, Alto, Tenore and 

Basso. Again, there are three voices currently missing, with only the Canto part extant. 

The Spanish text and its English and Italian translations follow: 

Si mi vida es vuestra vida     If my life is your life              Se la mia vita è la vostra vita  
L’una vida son las dos.        The two are one life,   Una vita è i due. 
Si matais mi vida vos,           If you kill my life,   Se matais i miei vos di vita,    
Vos de vos sois homicida.    You are the murderer of you.   Vos dei vos siete homicida. 
Si mi vida es vuestra vida     If my life is your life    Se la mia vita è la vostra vita 
L’una vida son las dos.         The two are one life.    Una vita è i due. 
Si matais mi vida vos,            If you kill my life,    Se matais i miei vos di vita, 
Vos de vos sois homicida,     You are the murderer of you.  Vos dei vos siete homicida.       
Si matais mi vida vos,            If you kill my life,     Se matais i miei vos di vita, 
Vos de vos sois homicida.163 You are the murderer of you.164Vos dei vos siete  
           homicida.165 
         
 
                                                                                                                                            
161  Translation by Carla Zingarelli. 
162  Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, 454. 
163  Ibid. 
164  Translated by Carla Zingarelli and Fabian Alfie, Associate Professor of Italian, Department of 
French and Italian, Univ. of AZ. 
165  Translated by Carla Zingarelli 
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Si mi vida’s ten-line rhyme scheme is abba abba ba.     

 The third Zarlino madrigal in this collection is an original Petrarchan canzone 

from his Canzoníere collection, No. 359, Quando il soave mio fido conforto.166 As 

already discussed above with I’vo, this collection was written by Petrarch about the 

famed Laura figure that many have felt was fictitious. There is information however that 

she did exist, and was an unreachable married woman who died some time before his 

death.167 While I’vo was a confessional work performed for Good Friday, this work 

concerns the last time that Laura visited Petrarch by his bedside.168 Both works were 

written in the last year of his life. Quando il soave is a lengthy canzone consisting of six 

eleven-line stanzas, ending with a single five-line stanza. The canzone form primarily 

used during the sixteenth century, and introduced by Dante, is the canzone villanesca alla 

napolitana.169 However, Petrarch simplified the formalities of Dante’s form in order to 

increase its expressivity.170 Indeed his canzone style was more imitated than was any 

other form, and was utilized for the more serious madrigal texts.171 Each stanza of this 

work seems to be divided into two parts consisting of four lines abba, and then seven 

lines which begin with a connection to the first and last line of the first part, accddee. 

This pattern repeats throughout the six stanzas, and then ends with a single five line 

                                                
166  Mark Musa, Petrarch: The Canzoníere, (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana Univ. Press 1996), 
492-47, 717-18. Petrarch’s Songbook, trans. James Wyatt Cook , It. Text Gianfranco Contini, Intro. 
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401. 
167  Ibid.. 
168  Ibid, 717. 
169  Martha Feldman, City Culture and the Madrigal at Venice, (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: 
Univ. of California Press 1995), 98.  “Canzone,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd 
ed., S. Sadie and J. Tyrell ed., (London, NY:  Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 2001). 
170  Ibid. 
171  Ibid. 
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stanza which probably represents what is called the commiato or congedo. In this work it 

summarizes and ends the dialogue.172 Again considering the content of the text, it does 

not seem as though this work would be appropriate for public performance. It is 

composed for four voices, Canto, Alto Tenore and Basso. Again, there are three voices 

currently missing, with only the Canto part extant. The Italian text and its English 

translation follow: 

Quando il soave mio fido conforto            When that kind, faithful comforter of mine 
per dar riposo a la mia vita stanca             to give my tired life a little rest 
ponsi del letto in su la sponda manca             sits at my bedside there on my left side 
con quell suo dolce ragionare accorto,         with that sweet talk of hers so full of  
                 wisdom, 
     tutto di pieta et dip aura smorto             turn pale in my anguish, and in fear 
dico: “Onde vien tu ora, o felice alma?”       say: “Where do you come from, O happy 
                 soul?” 
Un ramoscel di palma               A little branch of palm 
et un di lauro trae del suo bel seno,             and a laurel one she takes from her fair 
                 bosom 
et dice: “Dal sereno                          and says: “From the serene 
ciel empireo et di quelle sante parti             Empyrean, and from those holy parts 
mi mossi, et vengo sol per consolarti.             I came, and I come only to console you.” 
In atto et in parole la ringrazio                     With words and gestures I give her my        

             thanks, 
umilement, et poi demando: “Or donde          humbly and then I ask: “How do you know 
sai tu il mio strato?” Et ella:“Le triste onde  about my state?”And she:“The doleful  
                  waves 
del pianto di che mai tu non se’ sazio,            of tears with which you’re never satisfied, 
   “ coll’aura de’sospir’, per tanto spazio       joined with your breeze of sighs, through  
                  so much space, 
Passano al Cielo et turban la mia pace.          travel to Heaven, and they disturb my                
                                                                          peace. 
Si forte ti dispiace                 Does it displease you so 
Che di questa miseia sia partita               that I have gone from all this misery 
Et giunta a miglior vita?     to reach a better life 
Che piacer ti devria, se tu m’amasti              You should be pleased, if you loved me as 
        much 
Quanto in sembianti et ne’tuoi dir mostrasti.” as you showed in the way you looked and  

                                                
172  Ibid. 
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       wrote.” 
Rispondo: “Io non piango altro che me stess  I answer: “I weep only for myself 
che son rimaso in tenebre e ‘n martire,  who have been left in darkness and in pain, 
certo sempre del tuo al ciel salire   always as certain that you rose to Heaven 
come di cosa ch’uom vede da presso   as one is of a thing he sees up close.  
Come Dio et Natura avrebben messo              How could both God and Nature have  
        infused 
in un cor giovenil tanta vertute,     a heart that was so young with so much         

   virtue  
se l’eterna salute      if heavenly salvation 
non fusse destinata al tuo ben fare?               had not been preordained for your good        
    deeds, 
O de l’anime rare      O one of those rare souls 
Ch’ altamente vivesti qui tra noi    who live down here so nobly among us  
et che subito al Ciel volasti poi!    And afterward flew quickly up to Heaven! 
 
“Ma io che debbo altro che pianger sempre   “But what is there for me to do but weep, 
misero et sol, che senza te son nulla!    I, wretched and alone, without you  
          nothing! 
Ch’ or fuss’ iospento al latte et a la culla,   I should have died an infant in my crib 
per non provar de l’amorose tempre!”            so not to have experienced love’s 
tempering.”       tempering.” 
    Et ella: “A che pur piangi et ti distempre?  And she: “Why do you struggle and still  
        weep? 
Quanto era meglio alzar da terra l’ali,            Much better had you raised your wings 
         from earth 
Et le cose mortali        and all these mortal things 
Et queste dolci tue fallacy ciance     and all this sweet, vain chattering of yours, 
librar con giusta lance,      weighed on an accurate scale 
et seguire me (s’è ver che tanto m’ami),    and followed me (if you loved me so 
         much) 
cogliendo omai qualcun di questi rami.”    finally gathering one of these branches.” 
 
“I’ volea demander,” respond’ io allora:    “I wanted to ask you,” I answer then, 
“che voglion importer quelle due frondi?”      “what implications do those two leaves  
         have?” 
Et elle: “Tu medesmo ti rispondi,     And she says, “You can answer for  
            yourself, 
Tu la cui penna tanto l’una onora.     who with your pen so honors one of them. 
    Palma è vittoria, et io giovene ancora          The palm is victory, and I still young, 
vinsi il mondo et me stess; il lauro segna          conquered the world and myself; laurel 
         means 
triunfo, ond’io son degna      triumph, of which I’m worthy 
mercé di quell Signor che mi die’ forza             thanks to that Lord who gave me strength  
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         enough. 
Or tu, s’altri ti sforza,       Now if you’re being forced, 
a lui ti svolgi, a lui chiedi soccorso     turn toward Him, and ask Him for his help 
sic he sim seco al dine del tuo corso.”    so we may be with him at your life’s end.” 
 
“Son questi i capei biondi et l’aureo nodo,”    “Is this the blond hair and the golden  
                                                                           knot,”  
dich’ io: “ch’ ancor mi stringe, et quei belli     I say, “that still bind me, and those  
occhi         fair eyes, 
che fur mio sol?” “Non errar con li sciocchi,   that were all mine?” ”Do not err like those  
         fools, 
né parlar,” dice, “o creder a lor modo.        nor speak,” she says, “or think the way 
         they do. 
    “Spirito ignudo sono e ‘n Ciel mi godo;    I’m naked spirit, and I rejoice in Heaven; 
quell che tu cerchi è terra già molt’anni.    what you seek is the dust of many years; 
Ma per trarti d’affanni      to help you in your troubles 
m’è dato a parer tale, et ancor quella    I am allowed to seem so, and again 
sarò più che mai bella       shall be, still lovelier, 
a te più cara, si selvaggia et pia,                more dear to you, who once so harsh and 
         kind 
salvando inseme tua salute et mia.”     saved your salvation and my own at once.” 
 
    I’ piango; et ell ail volto      I weep; and she then dries 
co le sue man m’asciuga, et poi sospira           my face with both her hands, and then she 
         sighs 
dolcemente, et s’adira       with sweetness and she scolds 
con parol che I sassi romper ponno                  with words that could have shattered stone 
         to pieces; 
et dopo questo sip arte ella e ‘l sonno.173         and after this she leaves as does my  
         sleep.174 
 
 The next collection contains one madrigal by Zarlino, Corona della morte 

dell’illustre signore, il sig. commendator Anibal Caro, and was published by Scotto in 

1568.175 This edition once again involves Guilio Bonagiunta, who compiled the 

                                                
173  Mark Musa, Petrarch: The Canzoníere (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana Univ. Press 1996): 
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Oxford: Oxford University Press 1998): 761-64. 
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collection of fourteen sonnets and dedicated them to honor the death of Annibale Caro, a 

well-known poet and scholar. Caro was acquainted with Venetian humanism, and wrote 

Petrarchan poetry as well as many other literary works. Bonagiunta invited fourteen 

different accomplished composers to set one sonnet each. One of those composers of 

course was Zarlino, and the poet of his sonnet Mentre del mio buon Caro and its seconda 

parte, Fu sempr’a l’opre di virtut’ accenso is Domenico Venier or Veniero (1517-1582). 

This was truly a special edition for its time, which witnesses the importance of this artist, 

and the respect that Zarlino held for Caro when he took the time from his responsibilities 

at St. Mark’s to compose the madrigal. The madrigal occurs as the fourteenth in the last 

six sonnets of the collection, which are paired so that each of the pairs responds to the 

other. This work is therefore a response to the thirteenth sonnet by Girolamo Fenaruolo, 

another Venetian humanist poet. The Italian Petrarchan text and its English translation 

follow: 

Et benche voi per voi sola sublime       When I think again of the death of my dear Caro 
Se duol m’assal’in brev’al duol mi toglio  if grief assails me, swiftly grief vanishes, 
E d’ogn’affett’uman l’anima spoglio        my mind is stripped of all human feeling, 
Vietando che ragion dia luogo al senso.   forbidding reason to yield to emotion. 
 
Seconda parte   
Fu sempr’a l’opre di virtut’accenso.       He who was always working for shining virtue, 
com’il vizio schiffò qual nave scoglio,      since vice disgusted him, swiftly grief vanishes, 
ond’al ciel è salito e pregar voglio       a wave has thrown to the sky, and I wish to pray 
lui che m’impetr’un si felice assenso:      Him who makes me stone with my willing 
           consent: 
visse fin che poteo fars’immortale       to see that as far as I can I make him immortal 
pros’e versi dettando e ‘l suo bel vanto    writing in prose or verse, praising him well, 
per l’alto stil più che per sé non sale.        in a noble style that can rise no higher. 
Né di lui priv’alcun de’ pianger quanto   Nor prevent any weeping, and saying of him 
grato gioir che spirt’al mondo tale        what sweet delight his spirit in all the world 
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pria non fu tolto e stess’in terra tanto.176 will never be, except, like seen on earth.177 
 
 The rhyme scheme is the usual Petrarchan abba, but the second abba is separated 

into the seconda parte. The remaining sestet is the usual cdc dcd. The poet of this work, 

Domenico Veniero, was an intellectual like Zarlino. Like Zarlino, he was a member of 

the Accademia della fama, but also involved in the founding of the academy. Veniero 

headed a more informal academy which consisted of close academic friends, and who 

usually held their meetings at his home.178 One such participant was Federigo Badoer 

(1518-93), the principal founder of the Accademia della Fama.179 Martha Feldman states 

that accademies were the primary venue for the performance of sixteenth century 

madrigals, but Zarlino probably mostly composed for the public.180 When Veniero’s 

unnamed accademia eventually broke apart, some of its members were thought to have 

joined the della Fama. 

 The last collection which includes one Zarlino madrigal, I dolci frutti primo libro 

de vaghi et dilettevoli madrigali da diversi eccellentissimi auttori a cinque voci, 

novamente posti in luce, was published by Scotto in 1570.181 The edition was compiled 

and commissioned by an Augustinian monk, Cornelio Antoneli da Rimini.182 It consists 

of an “eleven-stanza” canzone de diversi with an ending commiato like Petrarch’s 
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Quando il soave.183 Antoneli asked eleven different composers to set one stanza each, 

each of whom were mostly connected to Venice or Mantua, and had prior works 

published in Scotto collections.184 The poet for this canzone is anonymous, and the poem 

is thought to either be about a military victory or in praise of the Duchess of Parma.185 

The Italian text and its English translation follow: 

Si ch’ove prim’I puri incense ardendo,         When in the early times the pure ones by  
      burning incense, 
Al sommo re mercè chiedeasi e pace        Used to seek mercy and peace from the  
      highest King, 
E s’impertò più volt’a fall immensi  Many times they begged mercy for their sins 
Da la fiãma terrible e vorace.   From the terrible and voracious flames. 
Ahi che pur Nerõ torna e Decio’ horrendo Aye and that may even Nero and horrendous  
      Decius return, 
Quasi with nine pene’erano accensi  As if set on fire with new pains, 
Quei che morir giàn nei martir’intensi. They who did already die with intense 
      sufferings. 
Seconda parte 
Ardea seco l’ima gin di colui   Burning with him is the image of he 
Che co’l suo sãgu’il nostro foc’estinse who with his blood extinguished our flames,  
Quãd’amorte per noi pieta lo spines.            When pity for us induced him to death 
E dov’astrea gia cõ ministri sui             And when he goes with his ministers to the 
      stars, 
Rĕ(n) dea suo dritt’altrui             When he rendered his own the rights of 

  another, 
Erano indi superbie micidia li            Which was originally prideful and homicidal 
Di l’inique rapine de mortali.186             From the sinful clutches of death.187 
 
Si ch’ove consists of two seven-line strophes with a rhyme scheme of abcbacc deeddff. 

There is just a slight difference between the two parts, the third and fourth lines are 

reversed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

“Gravita” and “Piacevolezza” in Zarlino’s Madrigals 

 The most significant characteristic of Venetian madrigals by Willaert, Zarlino and 

the Venetian School was their desire to express the emotions of the texts through their 

musical compositions. The choice of Petrarch’s “lyrical syntactic” texts was intended to 

match the style of their musical settings, which emphasized declamation and Ciceronian 

literary ideals and decorum. These ideals and decorum focused on the three Ciceronian 

canons, which speak of three different styles (high, middle, or low), the variation of those 

styles, and the matching of the style to the subject. Furthermore, sound quality and clarity 

of text were an important influence on Venetian sacred music, which was written for the 

acoustics and the double choir lofts at St. Mark’s Cathedral. This influence promoted an 

emphasis on sound, syntax, and decorum. All of these characteristics are supported by the 

new style, in which sound and rhythm relates to the meaning of words within a poetic 

text, thereby emphasizing expression through rhythm and sound.188 It was also through 

these processes that Bembo and all Petrarchan composers solidified the Petrarchan 

Tuscan Italian language as the primary language of Italy (1525).189  

There are two key words which describe the quality of the expression of the 

rhythm and sound in the music, piacevolezza and gravità. 190 Piacevolezza is defined by 
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Bembo as la grazia, soavità, vaghezza, dolcezza, gli scherzo, and i giuochi, which 

signifies gracious, delicate, sweet, gentle, tender, vague, amusing, and playful words or 

subjects. He further defined gravità as l’onestà, dignita, maesta, magnificenza, and 

grandezza, which signifies honesty, dignified, majestic, magnificent, and grand words or 

subjects. 191  

Zarlino defined gravità as asprezza, durezza, crudeltà, and amaritudine, which 

signifies harshness and cruel words or subjects. He defined piacevolezza as pianto, 

dolore, cordoglio, sospiri, and lagrime, which signifies crying, tears, pain, sorrow, grief, 

mourning, and sighing words or subjects.192 Furthermore, Zarlino related minor 

consonances and flat signs with piacevolezza, and major intervals with gravità, which 

also corresponds with Bembo’s piacevolezza of sweetness and graciousness, and gravità 

of majestic and grand.193  

According to Bembo, there are three further qualities which determine 

piacevolezza and gravità in the expression of rhythm and sound in the music. First, there 

is numero, which involves the quantity of the long or short syllables, and is determined 

by letters in the syllables or accents on a syllable in a word, or both.194 Gravità is 

expressed “when clusters of consonants lengthen a syllable.”195 Gravita is also expressed 

by eleven-syllable lines, because of their greater length than seven-syllable lines. Second, 

there is suono, the sounds which are created by the words and the rhyme scheme. 
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Rhymes that are placed close together express piacevolezza, and those placed farther 

apart express gravità.196 Third, there is variazione, which requires that there should be a 

continuous contrast in the expression of piacevolezza and gravità, a variety, a balance, as 

well as numero and suono.197  

Further analysis of Zarlino’s madrigals concerns the mode (key) of each work. He 

discusses transposition of the modes in his treatise Part IV, Chapter 17, “The Modes.”198 

He first discusses the frequent use of B flat, to transpose a mode, and then using further 

sharps and flats to transpose a mode.199 He then discusses the original eight medieval 

modes, and notably, four new modes introduced by Heinrich Glarean’s Dodecachordon 

(1547), Ionian (major) and Aeolian (minor).  This is followed by statements that many 

works are composed in not just one mode but mixed modes.200  

Zarlino’s madrigal “Lauro gentile il de che l’aurea” was written in the Lydian 

mode and transposed to the Ionian (major) mode using a B flat in the key signature. It 

looks and sounds like F major. Using B flat in the key signature signifies an element of 

piacevolezza, as Zarlino associated the expression with flat accidentals. Lauro’s text 

discusses the laurel tree and love, which creates a gravità and piacevolezza contrast. In 

the music, the piacevolezza minor consonances and gravità major consonances appear to 

be mostly proportionate, as well as the rests and melismas, which probably indicates a 

mixing of Ciceronian styles. Feldman states that Bembo related gravità especially to the 
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high style, and piacevolezza to the middle and low styles.201 The seconda parte of the 

madrigal includes a stronger gravita contrast between the laurel and love, as the music 

contains disproportionately more major consonances then minor. The suono or rhyme 

scheme in a Petrarchan sonnet is almost always close together in the prima parte, which 

is considered more piacevolezza, while the seconda parte can vary. The seconda parte 

text of Lauro is further apart (cde cde) and so more gravità, which also matches the 

gravità nature of the music in the seconda parte that begins and ends on major 

consonances. Both verses use the hendeca syllable, eleven-syllable lines, another element 

of gravità. 

Zarlino dictates that piacevolezza should be used for words about subjects of 

sadness. However, Bembo’s definition of piacevolezza would best describe the beginning 

expression of “Lauro gentile il di che l’aurea cetra” (Noble laurel, the day that the 

golden zither) with mostly minor consonances, whether it is discussing the laurel tree or a 

beloved one. Contrasting F and C major consonances are then used to begin the second 

phrase “fra’ vostri rami bei l’aura movea” (The breeze set playing your lovely branches). 

Zarlino dictates gravità or harshness for major sonorities, but Bembo, more noble and 

grand subjects. Again, Bembo’s definition best describes this expression. Zarlino uses 

contrasts of minor and major consonances throughout the prima parte. A B-flat major 

consonance occurs on the words “laura movea” (breeze set playing) in four voices, which 

describes the symbolic branches of the laurel tree, while Zarlino uses the flat sonority for 

an expression of piacevolezza. Bembo’s definition of piacevolezza better applies here 
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again. An E-flat accidental in a C minor consonance occurs on the same phrase in four 

voices again when the full line repeats. Bembo’s tender B-flat major and D minor 

consonances begin the third phrase on “amor” (love) in four voices, and A minor 

consonances on the same just after in the Basso voice. The remainder of the phrase 

contrasts C and F major and G, D and A minor consonances on “noi l’arco tendea” (its 

drawn bow in us), where Zarlino’s harsh and sad definitions would best describe this 

expression. The same minor consonances as well as a B-flat major continue into the 

beginning of the fourth phrase “in me tutt’avventò” (in me from that very moment) in 

four voices. “Tutt’avvento” also signifies an element of gravità, with its clusters of 

consonants lengthening the syllable. It contrasts to Zarlino’s harsh F and C major 

consonances again, for the words “lempia faretra” (worked harm), but finishes the phrase 

with Zarlino’s sad minor consonances. The fifth phrase again contrasts major and minor 

consonances according to the harshness or grandness, or sadness or sweetness of the 

words. B natural occurs in a G major consonance in the sixth phrase on the words “puota 

spuntars’una” (might fall short) in four voices. The phrase continues in that expression 

for the remainder of the phrase “saetta rea” (guilty lightning flash) or (bolt). 

“Spuntars’una” also signifies gravità with its cluster of consonances lengthening the 

syllable. The beginning of the seventh phrase “tutte passar” (passed entirely) contrasts to 

the G minor piacevolezza consonances, and then back to G, F, and C major consonances, 

repeating and finishing the phrase “al cor cui dentr’ardea” (to my heart, where burns), 

with a few D minor consonances, major 9th and minor 11th occurring on melismas of the 

word “cor” (heart). B naturals in a G major consonance occurs on the word 
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“dentr’ardea” (which within burned), first in the Canto voice, followed again in the 

Contratenor voice on “tutte,” then again on a repeat of the phrase in the Canto voice. 

“Dentr’ardea” also signifies gravità, with its clusters of consonants that lengthen the 

syllable. Bembo’s dignified major continues on the words “desio d’onor” (desire of 

honor). The remainder of the eighth phrase “che sol da voi s’impetra” (only won through 

you), contrasts with Bembo’s minor consonances and repeats of the phrase. A B flat 

major consonance occurs on the word “d’onor” (honor) in four voices in the repeated 

phrase, and an E flat major and C minor consonances with an E flat accidental occurs on 

“da voi s’impetra” (won through you) in four voices, and “desio d’onor” (desire of 

honor) in the Tenore. As the phrase repeats, ending the prima parte, it contrasts major 

and minor consonances. Zarlino uses a strong gravità final consonance of D major with 

an F-sharp accidental; the parallel of its beginning with the D minor piacevolezza 

expression. 

The seconda parte, Ind’a poco i pie miei, continues with Zarlino’s harsh gravità 

expression with major consonances and B naturals on the words “Ind’a poco i pie miei” 

(then after a little my feet) and a contrasting D minor consonance on the word “piè” (feet) 

in three voices. It seems as if we are moving in and out of the Mixolydian mode 

transposed to G Ionian (major), and C Ionian (major) using F sharp and B natural. The 

Lydian mode transposed to F Ionian (major) with the B flat key signature seems to be the 

primary mode used. C is the fifth of F Ionian, and G is the fifth of C Ionian. Zarlino’s 

gravita expression continues with D major consonances and F# accidental, and G major 

consonances with a B natural accidental when the Tenore begins the first phrase, as the 
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other voices are finishing “fersi radici le braccia” (became roots, my arms) in four voices 

(Ex. A). Zarlino’s harsh C major consonances continue with the beginning of the second 

phrase “le braccia rami” (my arms branches), followed by repeats of the first phrase  

 

Example A 

with contrasting D and A minor consonances and a few C and G major consonances with 

B natural in between, on “poco’i” (little) in three voices. A few more A and D minor 

consonances continue with a B flat major consonance and F major consonance in 

dissonant 6/3 positions again in between, on “fersi radici” (became roots) in three voices. 

A segment of F and C major consonances with a few in dissonant 6/3 and 6/4 positions, 

and with major and minor 9ths, major and minor 11ths, and major and minor 13ths begin 

the repeat of the second phrase in four voices one voice after another, and the fifth voice 

just after on “le braccia rami” (my arms branches) (Example B). The phrase finishes with 

mostly continued F major consonances on “i capei verdi  foglie” (my head green leaves) 
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in two voices, and finishes in the other three voices on contrasting B flat major and D 

minor consonances. The third phrase continues with Bembo’s amusing minor 

 

Example B 

consonances “e fui di marmo trasformat’in lauro” (and was from marble transformed to 

laurel), with a few F and C major consonances and dissonant 7th on “marmo” (marble), 

“trasformat’in” (transformed), and a piacevolezza B flat major consonance on “lauro” 

(laurel). “Trasformat’in” also signifies gravità with its cluster of consonances 

lengthening the syllable. Minor and major consonances contrast on the repeat of the 

phrase with an E flat accidental in C minor on “fui” and “trasformati’in” and E flat major 

on “trasformat’in” and “lauro.” A few contrasting minor consonances continue and end 

the phrase in dissonant 6/3 and 6/4 positions, with a major 13th on “lauro.” The fourth 

phrase continues with a segment of Zarlino’s piacevolezza B flat major consonances on 

“ma i prim’alti pensier” (yet the highest thought). A few G minor consonances occur on 
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the word “pensier,” continuing with more piacevolezza E flat and B flat major 

consonances on the remainder of the phrase “cast’e felici” (chaste and happy), ending on 

C minor consonances continuing the E flat accidental. The fifth phrase contrasts major 

and minor consonances with the piacevolezza E and B flat major consonances again on 

“voglie” (desire) or (wish) in two voices. The sixth phrase begins with Zarlino’s sad 

minor consonances on “ch’affanan” (that scorch) in three voices, contrasting to E and B 

flat majors with a major 11th and minor 13th on “sempre” (always) in three voices. 

Zarlino’s sad, but harsh B flat major returns on “com’al foco” (like the fire) in two voices 

and “ch’affanan sempre” (that scorch always) in three voices. Sad minor consonances 

return with the finish of the phrase on “lauro” (laurel) in two voices, and “com’al foco” 

(like the fire) in three voices. A repeat of the phrase begins in two voices with contrasting 

major consonances, returning to a lengthy A, D and G minor segment on “sempre com’al 

foco” (always like the fire). The phrase repeats yet another time with Zarlino’s E flat 

major and C minor consonances with E flat accidentals on “foco” (fire), “lauro,” (laurel), 

and “ch’affanan” (that scorch). The work finishes just as the seconda parte began, with a 

gravita G major consonance and a B natural accidental on “lauro.” 

Amor mentre dormia begins and ends in G Mixolydian using F# for the 

transposition to G Ionian (major). It seems to alternate between G Ionian and C Ionian 

(major) which has no accidentals, as well as D Dorian with the use of C# to transpose to 

D Ionian (major), and F Lydian using a B flat to transpose to F Ionian (major). The work 

uses a mixture of modes, though some may be less significant than others. The music is 

written in the gravità style as it uses a disproportionately larger amount of major 
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consonances than minor. The suono is not close together in the prima parte, abc abc, 

which would also signify gravità, but is closer together in the seconda parte, dedeff, 

which signifies an element of piacevolezza. The prima parte uses hendeca syllables, but 

the seconda parte has seven-syllable lines occurring on the second and fifth lines, 

otherwise using eleven-syllable lines. The two seven-syllable lines are considered an 

expression of piacevolezza because they are quicker than the eleven-syllable lines, which 

are considered gravità.  

Zarlino’s harsh G and D major consonances with an F# accidental begin the work 

with the phrase “Amor mentre dormia quest’occhi aperse” (Love while I slept opened my 

eyes). Each voice enters one after another (Example C). The second phrase “destando  

 

Example C 

nella ment’alti pensieri” (stirring noble thoughts in my mind) continues with Zarlino’s G 

and C major consonances in two voices, one after the other, and the other three following 
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soon after. Bembo’s gracious A minor consonances begin in the middle of the phrase on 

“ment’alti pensieri” (thoughts in my mind) in the bottom two voices, and a melisma on 

“pensieri” (thoughts) in the Canto voice. Contrasting F, C and G major consonances 

finish the phrase and begin the third phrase “con colpo tal, ch’ancor l’anima ‘l sente” 

(with such a wound my spirit still feels it) in four voices entering at different times. A 

few A minor consonances occur on a melisma of “sente” (feels) in the Tenore, and other 

portions of the phrase, some of which are repeats of the phrase in the other voices. This is 

followed by contrasting B flat and A major consonances with a C# accidental on 

melismas of “sente” in two voices. Zarlino’s harsh D major consonances with an F# 

accidental and G, C and F major consonances finish the phrase and begin the fourth 

phrase “e nell’ond’infiammate ‘l cor sommerse” (submerging my heart in the burning 

wave). Nell’ond‘infiammate is extremely gravita with its lengthening of the syllable. 

There are a few contrasting E, D and A minor consonances that occur in between. This 

continues on the fifth phrase “e perch’in mez’a tanto mar ne speri” (yet because I have 

no hope in such a sea) and repeats in the Canto voice. This continues again on the sixth 

phrase “hebbe le voglie ‘n lui gelate spente” (my passion is all spent in coldness). A long 

segment of Zarlino’s piacevolezza E, A and D minor consonances begins on repeats of 

the sixth phrase in the bottom two voices, while also continuing in the other three voices, 

and then following with repeats in two more voices. The prima parte finishes on the 

phrase with G major consonances as it began, but then ends on one last D major 

consonance with F# accidental, which also occurred in the beginning of the work. 
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The seconda parte begins on Bembo’s dignified A major consonances with a C# 

accidental transposing to D Ionian major on the words “Cosi passando” (So I pass). The 

phrase continues with D, G, C and F major consonances, and a contrast of Bembo’s 

gracious D and A minor consonances at the end of the phrase “un all’altra vita” (from 

one life to another). The minor consonances continue on the second phrase “spinse l’alma 

la pioggia” (loves arrow piercing my soul), but then contrasts again with Bembo’s 

dignified F and C major consonances, with a few in dissonant 6/3 and 6/4 positions, 7ths, 

and major 11ths on melismas of “pioggia” (soul) in two voices, and eventually 

contrasting A and D minor consonances on melimas of “pioggia” in two more voices. A 

dissonant diminished fifth, F and C major, and E and A minor consonances occur on the 

same melisma in the Canto voice soon after. The same consonances continue the third 

phrase “per gl’occhi lassi” (through weary eyes), which repeats in three of the voices. 

Two to three measures of rests occur in three voices, and shorter ones in the other two, 

creating a much quieter effect, followed by the remainder of the phrase “amara et 

infinita” (bitterly and endlessly), mostly in Zarlino’s sorrowful A and D minor 

consonances, with a few 6/3 positions, minor 7th, major 9th, major 13th, and a dissonant 

diminished fifth on the word “infinita” (endlessly) (Example D). A harsh D major 

consonance with an F# occurs on the same word in the Alto and Quinto. The fourth 

phrase “perche quanto più in alto ‘l sperar poggia” (so that as high as soars my hope) 

continues with Zarlino’s harsh G, C, F and D major consonances with an F# accidental. 

This continues with the fifth phrase “tanto ‘l martir più cresce” (so my suffering 

increases), with a few D and G minor consonances in between. Again, Zarlino’s harsh F 
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and C major consonances continue the sixth phrase “e ‘l non poter morir solo 

m’incresce” (and cannot die without harming me). The phrase repeats and finishes on the 

words “solo m’incresce” (without harming me), with G major and D major consonances 

 

Example D 

with an F# accidental, ending the work just as the prima parte began with a G major 

consonance. It can sometimes be unclear as to whether the work is in C Ionian major, F 

Ionian major, or G Ionian major.  

Cantin con dolc’e gratio si accenti is written in the Lydian mode, but transposed 

to the F Ionian major mode with the B flat accidental. The music is written in the gravità 

style as it uses a disproportionately larger amount of major consonances than minor. This 

is due to the noble and dignified subject of the work, the joining of two powerful Italian 

families. Cantin begins the prima parte with an F major consonance and ends with a C 

major consonance. The seconda parte begins and ends on the F major consonance. 
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Zarlino begins using a considerable amount of 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 positions, and 

further 7ths, 9ths, 11ths, and 13ths towards the end of the prima parte, and increases to 

such high use in the seconda parte, so that it becomes dense and convoluted. The suono 

of the prima parte provides an element of piacevolezza with the usual abba abba, and the 

seconda parte cde cde, an element of gravità. Zarlno uses the usual hendeca syllable 

pattern, another element of gravità.  

Cantin begins primarily with Bembo’s F, C and B flat major consonances on the 

first phrase “Cantin con dolc’e grazios’accenti” (I sing in sweet and gracious tones) in 

four voices. Bembo’s D minor consonances occur with a 7th and 9th on “dolc’e” (sweet), 

and “grazios” (gracious), and a third time at the end of the phrase on “accenti” (tones). 

The major consonances continue with the first half of the second phrase “quei 

spirt’eletti” (of those select spirits), as the first phrase begins in the Canto voice. The first 

half of the second phrase repeats in the other four voices, with D minor consonances, and 

a 7th and 13th on the melismas of “dolc’e” and “grazios” in four voices. The repeat of the 

first phrase begins in the Alto just after, with D minor consonances in a dissonant 6/4 

position, and 7th, on the same words “sweet” and “gracious.” The second phrase also 

repeats as the voices continue with contrasting F and C major consonances, then 

returning to D and A minor consonances,  and continuing the second phrase “spirt’eletti, 

a cui” (select spirits, to whom), in three voices, with the other two voices following soon 

after. Zarlino’s G minor consonances occur on the word “contese” (denied) in the phrase 

“non son contese” (not denied) in three voices, and then in two more voices G and D 

minor, and A minor in a dissonant 6/4 position with a 9th, while the third phrase begins 
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in two voices. Bembo’s F and C major consonances, and Zarlino’s B flat major 

consonances finish the second phrase, and begin the third phrase “le grazie d’Elicona, e’l 

ciel cortese” (the grace of Helicon, the kind heaven) in two more voices. The same 

phrase finishes with a few D and G minor consonances in 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 positions, 

and 7ths, 9ths, and 11ths, and begins the fourth phrase “sempr’hanno ai sonor lor alti 

concenti” (whose noble harmonies is always echoing) with an E flat major consonance in 

two voices. The fourth phrase repeats in all voices, with double repeats in three of the 

voices, and extremely dense music with a contrast of major and minor consonances, with 

dissonant 7ths, 8ths and 11ths, and 6/3 and 6/4 positions. The fifth phrase begins with 

Bembo’s grand F and C major consonances, with only two voices singing “cantin hor più 

che mai liet’e contenti” (I sing more happy and contented than ever), while the fourth 

phrase finishes in the Basso voice. The other voices eventually join in and alternate 

measures of rests, as Zarlino’s B flat major consonances begin along with F and C major, 

with many dissonant 6/4 positions occurring. A segment of Bembo’s piacevolezza D, G, 

and A minor consonances predominate with the finishing of the fifth phrase and the full 

sixth phrase and its repeats in three voices, “che del sangue Gonzagh’e Colonese” (now 

that from the blood of Gonzaga and Colonna). Almost every consonance occurs in 

dissonant 6/3 or 6/4 positions, or contains 7ths, 9ths, or 11ths, with dissonant 7ths being 

highly frequent, and in almost every minor consonance. An E flat accidental occurs in a 

C minor consonance with a 7th and 9th. Every voice is singing something different with 

two of the voices on the sixth phrase, “Colonese” (Colonna), and “sangue” (blood), two 
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other voices finish the prior phrase and its repeats, “mai” (ever), and “contenti” 

(contented), while the Canto voice rests (Example E).  

 

Example E 

An F# accidental occurs in a dissonant diminished fifth following other minor 

consonances, on the words “sangue” (blood), “Gonzaga” and “Colonna.” Bembo’s 

gracious minor consonances with dissonant 7ths, 9ths and 11ths continue and begin the 

seventh phrase “di Manto el felic’almo paese” (of Mantua’s rich and pleasant country), 

followed by major consonances with 7ths, 9ths and 11ths. Bembo’s contrasting grand 

major consonances and a few piacevolezza minor segments continues with the eighth 

phrase “nat’e la Gloria, ‘l fior de nostre genti” (is born the glory, the flower of our 

nation). A dissonant diminished fifth in 6/3 position occurs on a melisma of “fior” 

(flower), “genti” (nation), and “nat’e” (born), while rests occur in two voices. An E flat 

accidental occurs in Bembo’s gracious C minor consonance, again on “genti, nat’e, 
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gloria’l” (the glory), and “de nostre” (of our). Minor consonances with sevenths 

continue, contrasting to Bembo’s grand major consonances, finishing the prima parte 

with F and C major consonances on repeats of the last phrase, and a dissonant diminished 

fifth occurring on the words “fior, genti, and de nostre.” Zarlino used the diminished fifth 

in the last phrase to highlight more common subjects, as well as the Italian family names 

in the sixth phrase as opposed to the usual harsher subjects. 

The seconda parte begins on Bembo’s grand F major consonances, then contrasts 

to his sweet minor consonances with 9ths and 11ths on the first phrase “Cantin del Mintio 

alle sue riv’intorno” (I sing to the Mincio, and its banks around). Again, Bembo’s grand 

F and C major, and Zarlino’s B flat major consonances continue with a few of Bembo’s 

minor consonances in 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 positions, and 7ths, 9ths, and 11ths with the 

first half of the second phrase “i degni figli suoi” (of its worthy children). This phrase 

repeats twice in three voices and once in the Alto and Tenore voices, with continued B 

flat, F, and C major and G, D, and A minor consonances, with dissonant 7ths, 9ths, 11ths 

and 13ths. Zarlino returns to Bembo’s F and C major consonances, with a few gracious D 

and A minor consonances with dissonant 7ths finishing the phrase “u’ mostrar volse” 

(wishing to show). The same continues with the third phrase, and rests in two voices, 

“quanto Natura può con sua bell’arte;” (what nature can achieve with her sweet art). The 

fourth phrase “e ‘l gran fiume real de giorn’in giorno” (and the great royal stream from 

day to day) returns to almost continuous F and C major and a few B flat major 

consonances in dissonant 6/3 and 6/4 positions with a few 7ths, 9ths and 11ths. This 

continues with the fifth phrase “se’n vad’altier, più ch’altri u’ si convulse” (flows deeper, 
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more than another that flows), with a few minor consonances and dissonant 7ths, 9ths, 

11ths, and 13ths on the melismas and repeats of “u’si convulse” (that flows). It continues 

in the Quinto voice on a melisma of the beginning of the last phrase “bella” (lovely). 

Otherwise, major consonances continue the fifth phrase, and contrasting major and minor 

consonances with a predominance of dissonant 7th chords, 6/3 and 6/4 positions, as well 

as 9ths and 11ths on the last phrase “la bella terra che con Luc’ha parte” (across the 

lovely country outside Lucca). A dissonant diminished fifth occurs on a melisma of 

“Luc’ha” (Lucca), “parte” (outside), and “con” (with), and rests in two of the voices. 

Zarlino seems to have used the diminished fifth dissonance in this work for a highlighting 

affect as opposed to signifying the usual harsher subjects (Example F). Bembo’s grand F  

 

Example F 
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major and sweet B flat major and D minor consonances in 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 

positions, and 7ths, 9ths and 11ths, predominate on the finish of the work with a repeat of 

the last phrase, ending on F major consonances as it began. 

È questo il legno is written in the Dorian mode, transposed to the D Aeolian 

(minor) mode with the B flat accidental. Although, sometimes the B flat is also used to 

transpose to the F Ionian mode, and so Zarlino uses a mixture of modes as discussed in 

his treatise. The E flat, F#, and C# accidentals are also used in the work for temporary 

transpositions to other Ionian (major) modes. There is mostly a proportionate amount of 

major and minor expressions, which may be due to the nature of the text of the work, 

which even though religious, is also very dignified. The suono is close together in the 

prima and seconda parte, and so an element of piacevolezza. Zarlino uses the usual 

hendeca syllable. 

È questo begins in one voice, then two voices, then three voices by the fourth 

measure with Bembo’s gracious D minor and A minor consonances, which signifies the 

natural minor as Zarlino discusses in Part IV, “The Modes” of his treatise. The additional 

two voices begin on the sixth measure with continued D minor consonances, and 

Zarlino’s B flat major consonance on the first phrase “È questo ‘l legno che del Santo 

Sangue risperso fu” (And here is the wood that the Holy Blood stained). Dignified F and 

C major consonances continue the phrase and partial repeats with contrasting G and A 

minor consonances on the words “Santo Sangue risperso” (Holy Blood stained). The 

second phrase continues with C major consonances, and again Zarlino’s B flat major 

consonance, and contrasting G, D, and A minor consonances on “fu nel benedetto 
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giorno” (on this blessed day) in three voices. Zarlino’s harsh F and C major consonances 

begin the third phrase in two voices on “che fu già vinto con vergogn’e scorno” (that 

dispatched with shameful ignominy), while the second phrase finishes in two voices, with 

rests in the Canto voice. The third phrase continues, and begins in three voices with 

contrasting pairs of A and D minor and F, C, and B flat major consonances. A segment of 

Zarlino’s E flat major consonances continue the phrase in three voices and repeats the 

phrase in two voices on the word and melisma of “vergogn’e” (shameful), and “che fu gia 

vinto” (that dispatched to), followed by a continued E flat accidental in contrasting C 

minor consonances on the word and melisma of “scorno” (ignominy), and “vinto con 

vergogn’e” (that dispatched with shameful). Pairs of G, D, and A minor and F and C 

major consonances continue the phrase and its repeats, and the fourth phrase “quel fiero, 

antico, alpestr’e rigid’angue” (the proud, ancient, harsh, rigid snake). A few B flat major 

sonorities also occur, with a segment on the words and melismas of “alpestr’e” (harsh) in 

two voices and “rigid’angue” (rigid snake) in two voices. Segments of harsh F major 

consonances continue with partial repeats of the phrase, while segments of contrasting G, 

D and A minor consonances follow on full repeats of the phrase and a lengthy melisma of 

“rigid’angue” (rigid snake). The prima parte ends with Zarlino’s F and C major 

consonances, ending on F major. 

The seconda parte begins with a D minor consonance in four voices, and 

continued contrasting A and D minor and C, F, B flat, and E flat major consonances on 

the first phrase “Qui pos’el Signor mio le membr’esangue” (Here my Lord disposed his 

bloodied limbs) (Example G). Zarlino’s piacevolezza B flat major (pain, sorrow) 
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Example G 

consonances followed by an E flat major consonance occur on the words 

“membr’esangue” (bloodied limbs). The E flat accidental continues in a C minor 

consonance which is in 6/3 position followed by B flat major consonances on the 

continued word “sangue” (bloodied). C minor consonances continue on the beginning of 

the second phrase in three voices “tornand’al suo celest’alto soggiorno” (turning towards 

his high celestial place), and rests in two voices. A long segment of Bembo’s gracious G, 

D and C minor consonances continues on various different words of the phrase, and then 

on the word and melismas of “soggiorno” (place) in all voices. Contrasting G and D 

minor and B and E flat major consonances continue the third phrase “e scolorosse ‘l 

santo vis’adorno” (and all discolored was the sacred (adorned) face), with a piacevolezza 

E flat major consonance on various different words of the phrase in different voices. 

Again, contrasting minor and major consonances finish the phrase and its partial repeats. 

Bembo’s dignified A major consonance with C# accidental occurs on the last word of the 
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phrase “adorno” (adorned), continues with the fourth phrase “come rosa dimessa in terra 

langue” (like a humble rose languishing on earth). A segment of D major consonances 

with an F# accidental continues the phrase, followed by groups of two or three G, D, and 

A minor and F, C, and B flat major consonances on repeats of the phrase, finishing with 

D and A minor consonances, and a final A major consonance with C# accidental ending 

the seconda parte on the word “langue” (languishing). 

The terza parte begins with one voice, then two, then three on Bembo’s A minor 

consonances for the first phrase “O pieta grande, o rar’e nova legge” (O great mercy, O 

rare new law). The other two voices begin in the third and fourth measures on continued 

A and G minor consonances. Contrasting measures of F and C major consonances and G 

and D minor consonances continue the phrase. A Zarlino E flat major consonance 

continues the phrase and repeats in all voices. An E flat accidental finishes the phrase 

with gracious C minor consonances, and a B flat major consonance in a 6/3 position on 

“legge” (law). The second phrase continues with measures of contrasting D and A minor, 

and F and B flat major consonances with 7ths, 9ths,11ths, and sometimes in dissonant 6/3 

and 6/4 positions on “humilïars’a morte acerb’e dura!” (brought to such harsh and bitter 

death!). Zarlino’s sad A and D minor consonances occur on the word “morte” (death) in 

three voices, and Zarlino’s harsh major consonances on “humilïars’a” (such harsh). The 

two words repeat in four voices, and then finish the phrase with a continued segment of 

F, C, and B flat major consonances. The third phrase continues with the same on “Quel 

che ‘l ciel, e la terra, e ‘l mar corregge” (This, that the sky and earth, and foaming sea), 

and a segment of Bembo’s tender C minor consonances with an E flat accidental on the 
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words “e la terra” (the heavens). The phrase finishes with the return of F and B flat major 

consonances with a 7th, 9th, and 11th, and D minor consonances on the words “e’l mar” 

(the sea). The word “corregge” (foaming) finishes with F and B flat major consonances 

with 7ths, and a few contrasting D minor consonances. A and D major consonances with 

a C# and F# accidental and C major consonances continue the fourth phrase “piang’il 

mond’orbo” (the whole world), in all voices (Example H). A and D contrasting minor 

and major consonances finish the phrase with a B and E flat major, and C minor  

 

Example H 

with E flat accidentals on the word “natura” (nature), in all voices. Continued C minor 

and F major consonances begin the fifth phrase “mort’è ‘l Pastor” (the death of the 

Shepherd), and continues with A and D minor and C major consonances, ending the 

phrase with a segment of Zarlino’s B flat major consonances on “per liberare ‘l Gregge” 

(to save the sheep). The sixth phrase begins with tender A and D minor consonances on 
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“com’agnel mansueto” (like a gentle lamb), continuing with a B flat major and D and G 

minor consonances. Continuing A and D minor consonances and C major consonances 

finish the phrase in four voices on “alla tonsura” (at the shearing), while the full phrase 

repeats in the Alto. The phrase continues to repeat in four voices with primarily D minor 

consonances, some in 6/3 position. Zarlino’s sad G minor consonances finish the repeated 

phrases, ending the work with a contrasting D major consonance with F# accidental. D 

major is the parallel major to D minor in modern day theory, in which the prima and 

seconda parte began. 

I’vo piangendo is written in the D Dorian mode, but transposed into Aeolian 

(minor) with the use of a B flat accidental, although the B flat is sometimes countered 

with a B natural accidental.  The work begins on a D minor consonance, and ends the 

prima parte on an A minor consonance. However, it begins the seconda parte on an A 

major consonance transposing the D Dorian mode to a D Ionian major using F# and C# 

accidentals, and ends the work on a D major consonance with an F# accidental. Once 

again Zarlino begins and ends a work in parallel major and minor modes. He makes 

heavy use of accidentals, including E flat. The text uses the usual sonnet suono in the 

prima parte, as well as one of the variations for the seconda parte (cdc dcd), which keeps 

the rhyme scheme for both parts piacevolezza.  It uses the hendeca syllable in both 

verses, and therefore has an element of gravità, probably for the religious nature of the 

text, even though the work is written in a minor mode, which professes a strong element 

of sadness or piacevolezza according to Zarlino’s definition.  
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The music begins primarily with Zarlino’s sad D and G minor consonances on the 

first phrase “I’vo piangend’i miei passati tempi” (I go weeping for my time past). 

Contrasting harsh F major consonances continue the phrase, followed by a C minor 

consonance with an E flat accidental and G minor consonances. The phrase finishes with 

contrasting F, B flat major, and D minor consonances with a lengthy melisma on 

“passati” (past), while the second phrase “i quai posi in amar cosa mortale” (that I spent 

in loving something mortal) begins in the Alto voice. The second phrase begins in the 

Canto and Quinto voices on Zarlino’s harsh A major consonance with a C# accidental, 

while the first phrase finishes in the Tenore and Basso voices. Zarlino’s B flat major 

consonances in a 6/3 position with a dissonant 7th and contrasting D and A minor 

consonances finish the second phrase on “amar cosa mortale” (loving something mortal), 

with the second phrase beginning in the Basso and Tenore. The C# accidental occurs 

again, with an A major in 6/3 position on the word “mortale” in three voices. 

Piacevolezza D and G minor consonances begin the third phrase “senza levarm’a volo, 

havend’io l’ale” (without lifting myself in flight, for I had wings) in three voices, and 

then contrast with mostly F and a few C and B flat major consonances throughout the 

third phrase, while also beginning in two more voices, with a few more D and G minor 

consonances towards the end of the phrase on “havend’io l’ale” (for I had wings) in three 

voices. A dissonant diminished fifth occurs on the same words in the following two 

voices. Zarlino’s sad minor consonances dominate the fourth phrase “per dar forse di me 

non bass’essempi” (that might have freed me for spaces not so low) “Bass’essempi” 

signifies a gravità expression with its clusters of consonants lengthening the syllable, 
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while F and D major consonances with an F# accidental do occur on the word at the end 

of the phrase. This continues on the fifth phrase with G major consonances and a B 

natural on the words “Tu che” (You who) in three voices. Contrasting A minor and F and 

G major consonances continue on the words “ved’i miei mal’indegn’et” (see my shameful 

sins), and begins the fifth phrase in two more voices. “Mal’indegn’et” signifies a gravità 

expression with its clusters of consonants lengthening the syllable. Zarlino’s B flat major 

and C, D, and G major consonances continue to dominate the phrase and its partial 

repeats, with Bembo’s majestic D major and F# accidental occurring on “empi” (impious) 

in three voices, and G major with a B natural accidental finish the phrase, and begin the 

sixth phrase “Re del cielo, invisible, immortale” (King of Heaven, invisible, immortal) in 

three voices. C, F, and B flat major consonances continue with the sixth phrase beginning 

in two more voices, a few piacevolezza G and A minor consonances on “invisible, 

immortal,” cadencing in all voices on an F major consonance, except the Quinto, which 

begins the seventh phrase. Zarlino’s sorrowful G and D minor consonances continue and 

begin the seventh phrase “soccorri a l’alma desviata et frale” (help this soul straying and 

frail), with also an E flat major consonance and C minor consonance continuing the E flat 

accidental on the beginning of the seventh phrase “soccorr’all’alma” (help this soul) in 

four voices (Example I).  A lengthy segment of Zarlino’s sad D and G minor consonances 

continue the phrase, and once again cadences in three voices with a harsh F major 

consonance on “frale” (frail). A, G, and D minor consonances predominate the eighth 

phrase “e ‘l suo diffetto di tua grazi’adempi” (and mend its defects through your grace), 
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Example I 

 
with a few F and C major consonances, B flat major consonances, and Bembo’s gracious 

C minor consonances with E flat accidentals on both “adempi” (through) in two voices, 

and “diffetto” (defects) in three voices. The C minor repeats followed by an E flat major 

in a 6/3 position, on the words “grati’adempi” (through grace) in three voices, rests in 

one voice, and on “e’ l suo,” in the Basso voice. A dissonant diminished fifth occurs on 

the words “adempi,” and “diffetto,” for the finale of the prima parte with more gracious 

G and D minor consonances, ending on an A minor consonance. 

The seconda parte begins with a C# accidental in an A major consonance, 

followed by an F# accidental in a D major consonance, and repeats in a 6/3 position on 

the words “Si che” (So that), which begins the seconda parte in grand expression with the 

first phrase, “Si che, s’io viss’in guerra et in tempesta” (So that, if I have lived in war and 

tempest). Zarlino’s G and D minor consonances (grief) continue the phrase, followed by 
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Zarlino’s harsh F major consonance and an E flat accidental in a C minor consonance on 

the words “viss’in guerra” (lived in war). Contrasting minor and major consonances 

finish the phrase. This continues on the second phrase “mor ‘n pace et in porto; et se la 

stanza” (I may die in peaceful harbor: and if my stay) with Zarlino’s harsh F and D major 

with an F# accidental and G minor and B flat major consonances. The phrase primarily 

continues and finishes in F and C major consonances, and one G major consonance with 

a B natural accidental on “se” (if) in three voices. The same begins the third phrase, 

followed by B flat major consonances and a dissonant diminished fifth on the word and 

melismas of “vana” (vain) in four voices, and a melisma of “stanza” (stay) in the fifth 

voice. F and C major consonances continue, and again a dissonant diminished fifth, 

without the minor third, but with a 7th on the continued extensive melisma of “vana”.  

 
Example J 
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 (Example J). A segment of D, G, and A minor consonances dominates the phrase “almen 

sia la partita onesta” (let my vanishing at least be virtuous) and its many repeats. A few 

F and B flat major consonances occur in between, and a D major consonance with F# 

accidental on “partita” (vanishing). Contrasting F and C major and D and G minor 

consonances continue the fourth phrase “a quel poco di viver che m’avanza” (on that 

little life that is left to me), with an E flat major accidental in C minor consonances, with 

E flats occurring on the words “poco” (little), and “viver” (“life). This is followed by a 

dissonant diminished fifth in 6/3 position on a melisma of “viver” and “m’avanza” (that is 

left to me) in four voices. Contrasting D and G minor and F and C major consonances 

continue with the repeat of the phrase in four voices, while the Canto voice begins the 

fifth phrase “et al morir degni esser tua man presta” (that is left to me, and on my death). 

A short segment of Zarlino’s B flat major consonances finish the fourth phrase in four 

voices and a lengthy melisma of “degni esser” (that is left) in the Canto voice. A 

contrasting G and D minor consonance continues the fifth phrase, and begins in the Basso 

voice, followed by two more voices on E flat major and C minor consonances with a 

continued E flat accidental. Tender G and D minor consonances continue and finish the 

phrase, with a dissonant diminished fifth on “degni esser” in three voices. The final 

phrase “tu sai ben, chi’in altrui non ho speranza” (you truly know I have no other hope) 

begins with Zarlino’s piacevolezza (sorrow) D and A minor consonances, contrasting to 

F, C and B flat major consonances finishing the phrase, but then returns to piacevolezza 

G, A, and D minor consonances for the many repeats of the phrase, with a few of the 

major consonances in between. The work ends with many sad G minor consonances on 
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“non ho speranza” (no other hope), and finally cadencing on a D major consonance with 

an F# accidental, the parallel of the beginning of the prima parte, which began in a D 

minor consonance. 

Spent’era begins and ends in C Ionian (major), which has no accidentals. The 

prima parte ends on a G major consonance, as well as the seconda parte begins on the 

same. G is the fifth of C Ionian and in modern terms would be called the dominant of C. 

The prima parte has the usual sonnet suono, which provides an element of piacevolezza. 

The seconda parte is farther apart cde cde, so it is more gravità. The music is highly 

gravità as it has a disproportionately greater amount of major consonances than minor. 

Quite simplistically, C, G and F (I, V, and IV in modern terms) major consonances are 

the primary consonances that occur throughout the work, with a slight use of B flat and 

F# accidentals, which probably means there are temporary modulations to G and F Ionian 

through those accidentals.  

The work begins with mostly harsh C major consonances, a few G major, and a D 

major consonance with an F# accidental on the first phrase “Spent’era già l’ardor’e rotto 

‘l laccio” (The ardour now is spent the noose is broken), with a few A and D minor 

consonances in between. The first phrase repeats in four voices and partially in the Canto 

voice. “Laccio” (noose) is highlighted with Zarlino’s (harsh) gravità musical expression 

and melismas. The second phrase “c’hebbi tant’anni al cor dentr’e d’intorno” (that held 

my heart for so many years) continues with G and C major consonances and a few more 

contrasting A and E minor consonances. The third phrase “et a me sciolt’homai facea 

ritorno” (and I, now loosed, am turned forever) continues the same, with an F# accidental 
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in a D major and 6/3 position on “me” (I) in the Basso and Quinto voices, a melisma on 

“d’intorno” in the Tenore and rests in the top two voices after cadencing on “d’intorno.” 

Again, primarily major consonances continue with an extensive melisma on “ritorno” 

(returned) in the Quinto voice, cadencing with the Canto voice. The major consonances 

continue with a few contrasting minor consonances on the word and melismas of 

“l’antico” (back to the old) first in the three bottom voices and then in the Canto and Alto 

voices. A dissonant diminished fifth occurs on the word “fredd’adamantino” (cold 

adamantine) in all voices (Example K). It has a further harsh expression with its clusters 

of consonants and lengthening of the syllable. The phrase finishes and ends the prima 

parte in all voices on a gravita G major consonance.  

 
 

Example K 
 

The seconda parte continues the gravita G major consonance on the words “hor 

non so” (yet I know). Zarlino’s harsh C, G and F major consonances continue and finish 
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the first phrase “comm’all’amoros’impaccio” (despite the obstacle to love). The extreme 

clusters of consonants and lengthening of the syllable also signifies a very strong gravità 

expression. Zarlino’s A and D minor consonances occur in between on the words 

“comm’all” (despite the) in four voices and “amoro” (love) in the fifth voice. The second 

phrase continues with again G, C, and F major consonances and an F# accidental in a D 

major consonance for the playful phrase “scioc’a gran passi” (folly takes the great). The 

second phrase “pur anco ritorno” (step of returning) continues in gravità major with a 

few 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 positions. The third phrase “et a me spesso piu di giorn’in 

giorno” (and yet more in me from day to day), continues the same with a repeat in four 

voices on “di giorn’in giorno” (from day to day). The fourth phrase “racend’il foco e le 

catene allaccio” (the fire’s rekindled, the chain reforged) begins in the Basso and a 

melisma in the Alto with the same harsh major consonances with dissonant 7ths, 9ths, 

11ths, and 13ths, followed by the other three voices and repeats of “racend’il foco” (the 

fires rekindled). It continues the same, finishing the phrase with 6/3 and 6/4 positions, 

7ths, a 9th, and 11ths. The fifth phrase continues with C and G major consonances on 

“sent’i primi pensier” (I feel my first thought reborn), contrasting with minor 

consonances in 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 positions on the finish of the phrase and its repeats 

“a mill’a mille” (a thousand and a thousand), returning to major consonances with 7ths 

and 9ths. Further contrasting F and C major and G, A, D, and E minor consonances 

continue the sixth phrase “rinascer dentro, e riportarne seco” (times within, bringing 

back) with B flat accidentals in G minor consonances, and 9ths, 11ths, and 13ths on the 

word “dentro” (within), and “riportarne” (bringing) (Example L). The seventh phrase 
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“caldo desir, speme tenac et salda” (sharply hot desire, strong and violent hope) begins in 

the Basso and Tenore voices again with harsh C major consonances and 7ths and 9ths.  

 
 

Example L 
 

The additional voices begin just after, entering one after the other, with all voices 

repeating the beginning of the phrase “caldo desir” (sharply hot desire), and cadence in 

the top three voices. This is followed by a harsh diminished fifth, with a 7th, on the finish 

of the phrase “speme tenac et salda” (strong and violent hope). C and G major 

consonances continue again on the eighth phrase “questi sono i legami” (such is the 

bond), contrasting with A and E minor consonances finishing the phrase “e le faville” 

(and the spark), with a sequence of dissonant 7ths, 9ths, 11ths and 13ths occurring on the 

word and melismas of “faville,” with an extensive melisma in the Canto voice, and 

repeats of “e le faville” in two voices. The ninth phrase “che saran, temo, ovunqu’io vada 

meco” (that exist, I fear, wherever I go), begins in three of the voices while the repeats of 

“faville” are occurring in the Alto and Tenore. A dissonant diminished fifth, with a 7th, 
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occurs on “che saran temo” (that exist, I fear) in four voices. The phrase repeats in four 

voices and twice in the Quinto voice with contrasting F, G and B flat major consonances 

with a 7th, and D, G, and A minor consonances. A and D minor consonances with 7ths, 

some in 6/3 position, continue the ninth phrase, with a dissonant diminished fifth on the 

words “meco” in three voices, and “ovunqu’ io” (wherever I) in two voices. The last 

phrase “cosi mi stringe amor, cosi mi scalda” (love binds me so, scalds me so), continues 

with Zarlino’s harsh major consonances, first in the Tenore voice, with the other four 

voices entering soon after, one after another, and then contrasts with Zarlino’s sad D 

minor consonances with 7ths and 9ths. The Tenore voice repeats the first portion of the 

phrase “Cosi mi stringe amor” (love binds me so) twice, while the other voices continue 

the full phrase with a B flat, and contrasting G, F, and C major consonances and A and D 

minor consonances. A dissonant diminished fifth occurs on “scalda” in the Canto, “mi” 

in two voices, and “cosi” in another. The full phrase repeats in three voices, twice in the 

Alto voice, while the Tenore repeats only the first portion of the phrase with the 

continued same contrasting major and minor consonances, and many dissonant 7ths, 

ending the work on a C Ionian (major) consonance as the prima parte began.   

It is not clear whether E forse il mio ben questo is written in the Dorian or Lydian 

mode. It seems at first as though it is the Dorian mode, but then it becomes a stronger 

indication of the Lydian mode. It is probably a mixture of the two. They are transposed to 

D Aeolian from Dorian and to F Ionian from Lydian, with the B flat accidental. B natural, 

F#, and C# accidentals also occur, which indicate transposition to C, G, and D Ionian. 

The prima parte ends with a D major consonance and F# accidental, the seconda parte 
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begins with D minor consonances, and then the work ends with the D major consonance 

and F# accidental. The work contrasts long segments of major and minor consonances, so 

it probably contains a proportionate amount of gravità and piacevolezza expressions. The 

translated text seems to be Bembo’s tender piacevolezza, and his grand, dignified, honest, 

etc. gravità expressions, as opposed to Zarlino’s of harshness. The text is a 15-line ballata 

madrigal, and so not the usual sonnet suono, and is very piacevolezza as the rhyme is 

consistently side by side throughout all 15 lines. Further, the suono uses a number of 

septenary, seven-syllable lines which are also considered piacevolezza. Lines 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 

12, 13, and 15 are seven-syllable lines, and lines 2, 4, 5, 8, 11, and 14 are eleven-syllable 

lines. 

E forse begins softly with one voice, then two, then three, then four, and then five 

by the sixth measure on the first phrase “E forse il mio ben questo” (Can it be my joy). 

Piacevolezza D minor in a dissonant 6/4 position and B flat major consonances begin the 

third measure, which is followed by contrasting F major consonances in 6/3 and 

dissonant 6/4 positions. The contrasting D minor consonances continue, followed by a 

quick dissonant diminished fifth occurring on an eighth note on the words “forse” in two 

voices, “questo” in another voice, and rests in the other two voices. D and C minor with 

an E flat accidental continue on “forse”(perhaps, can), followed by a B flat major 

consonance, and Bembo’s sweet D, G, and A minor consonances as the first phrase 

repeats and the second phrase begins “nel cui bel grembo dolcement’io giaccio?” (in 

whose lovely lap I sweetly lie?), in one voice after another. The second phrase is 

dominated by Bembo’s sweet minor consonances. A C# accidental in an A major 
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consonance occurs on the last word of the line “giaccio” (to lie), in three voices, and 

begins the third phrase in two voices on “queste’l” (is it). The third phrase “Queste’l mio 

sol ch’abbraccio?” (Is it my sun that I embrace?), is dominated by Bembo’s dignified D, 

G, C, and F major consonances. A B natural accidental occurs in the G major consonance 

in three voices on each of the first three words of the phrase, a few B flat major 

consonances with A and D minor consonances occur on “ch’abbraccio” in three voices, 

and “que st’el mio sol” in two voices. The dignified F, G, and C major consonances 

continue with the fourth phrase “Almo mio sole che con tant’affanni” (My soul, that with 

so much sighing). Zarlino’s sad G and D minor consonances contrast on the last word 

“tant’affanni” (so much sighing) in four voices, and begin the fifth phrase “t’ho desïato 

giorni mesi et anni” (I have alone desired for days, months, years). The same dignified 

major and sad D and A minor consonances contrast back and forth, finishing the phrase. 

Bembo’s tender A and D minor consonances begin the sixth phrase “chi mi ti port’in 

seno” (let me bear you in my heart), with a quick dissonant diminished fifth in 6/4 

position on an eighth note, ending the phrase on the words “port’in seno,” and a melisma 

on “mi.” Contrasting major consonances finish the phrase in two voices, and recurring B 

flat major sonorities begin the seventh phrase “ch’e di dolcezza pieno” (so that with 

perfect sweetness). After a few contrasting minor consonances, Bembo’s majestic major 

consonances finish the repeats of the phrase in four voices with recurring A major 

consonances and C# accidental, and begin the eighth phrase in two voices,  “parmi gustar 

il ben del paradiso” (I may savor the joys of paradise). As the eighth phrase begins in two 

more voices the expression continues with recurring D major consonances and F# 
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accidental, and a G major consonance with a B natural accidental as the eighth phrase 

begins in the other two voices (Example M). Bembo’s gravita expression continues with 

the finish of the phrase,  

 
 

Example M 
 

and the ninth phrase in one voice on “basciando il tuo bel viso” (kissing your lovely 

face), and “basciando” in four voices. The extended gravita segment was definitely the 

peak of the prima parte.  Bembo’s tender D and A minor consonances finish the phrase, 

and the grand finale of the prima parte ends with a contrasting A major consonance with 

C# accidental.  

The seconda parte begins with a piacevolezza D minor consonance in three 

voices, and continues with mostly A, D, and G minor consonances with dissonant 7ths in 

4/3 and 4/2 position, and 9ths and 11ths, and 6/3 positions on the beginning of the first 

phrase “Oimè, m’inganno?” (Noble one do you elude me?). A dissonant diminished fifth 
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in 4/3 position occurs on the word and melismas of “m’inganno” (elude me).  Contrasting 

F and C major consonances continue with the finish of the phrase “U’fuggi, chi ti 

scaccia” (Where do you flee, who chases you), with many 6/3 and dissonant 6/4 

positions, 7ths, 9ths and 11ths. A dissonant diminished fifth with a 7th in 4/3 position 

occurs on melismas of “u’fuggi.” Bembo’s majestic G and C major consonances continue 

on the finish of the first phrase and begins the second phrase in two voices on “dolce mio 

bene” (my sweet one). Recurring piacevolezza E flat major consonances continue on a 

repeat of the phrase in those two voices and the beginning of the phrase in three voices. 

Contrasting G, D, and A minor consonances continue the phrase and the repeats in those 

three voices. The phrase repeats three times in the Quinto voice, while Zarlino’s harsh 

contrasting major consonances continue the finish of the phrase “dalle stanche braccia?” 

(from my weary arms?). Further D minor consonances occur on the word “braccia” 

(arms), and the phrase finishes with an A major and C# accidental in 6/3 position. 

Recurring D major consonances with an F# accidental begin the third phrase on “O 

pretïoso sonno” (O precious sleep), then contrast to Bembo’s sweet G minor consonances 

in the middle of the word “pretïoso” (Example N). A and D minor consonances with a 

piacevolezza B flat major continue and begin the fourth phrase, “che m’havei fatto dono” 

(that granted me a gift), but then contrast to Bembo’s dignified F, C and B flat major 

consonances. This continues with the beginning of the fifth phrase “de sì pregiati e 

tant’amati doni” (so longed for and beloved), then contrasting G and D minor 

consonances continue on melismas of “pregiati” (longed-for) in two voices. B flat major 

and D and A minor continue a repeat of the phrase in the three lower voices, with the  
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Example N 
 

phrase finishing in the Canto voice.  The last phrase “deh, perché m’abbandoni?” (ah, 

why snatch it from me?), continues with A, G, and D minor consonances, and ends with 

F and B flat major consonances, ending the work on a D major consonance and F# 

accidental, the parallel of the beginning D minor consonance.  

Donna, que quasi signo is also written in the Lydian mode, and transposed to F 

Ionian major with the use of the B flat accidental. It is again, like Cantin, extremely 

gravità as it discusses the dignified event of the wedding of a woman who sings. The 

prima parte begins with F major consonances, but however, ends heavily in minor 

consonances, and especially D minor, but then the last four measures with an A major 

consonance with a C# accidental. Zarlino continues the seconda parte in minor 

consonances, and again especially D minor, ending in F major consonances as the work 

began. Donna’s text uses the usual sonnet piacevolezza suono in the prima parte, and the 
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variation cde cde in the seconda parte, which is more gravità. Again, the hendeca 

syllable is used throughout the work. 

Donna begins in Bembo’s majestic F and C major consonances with a few 

contrasting D minor consonances on the first phrase “Donna, que quasi cigno alle 

sacr’onde” (Lady, you who swan, on sacred). A dissonant diminished fifth created by a B 

natural eighth note occurs on different words of the phrase in four voices “quasi cigno 

alle sacronde.” The phrase continues with piacevolezza E and B flat major consonances, 

followed by a lengthy segment of F, C, and G major consonances, which finish the first 

phrase and begin the second phrase in the Alto, then Canto, and the bottom three voices 

following one after another. The translation of the first phrase is intertwined with the first 

portion of the second phrase “d’Adria cantando, ove natur’et arte,” with both phrases 

translating as “Lady, you who sing, like a swan, on the Adriatic’s sacred wave, where 

nature and art.” The same major consonances continue the second phrase, with a B 

natural accidental on a sixteenth note creating another dissonant diminished fifth on the 

word and extensive melismas of “cantando” (sing) in three voices, and continuing major 

consonances finish the phrase. The diminished fifth is being used to highlight a joyful 

expression of the text as opposed to a harsher expression. The same begins the third 

phrase “poser dei lor tesor sì ricca parte” (provide their treasure in such rich measure) 

together in the Tenore and Basso voices. The Canto and Alto voices begin the third 

phrase together just after, and then Quinto voice, with contrasting B flat major and D 

minor consonances. The third phrase finishes in two voices, while the other three voices 

continue with Bembo’s F and C major consonances, and return to D minor consonances. 
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The fourth phrase “le rive risonar fest’e le sponde” (that the banks and the shore echo 

joyfully), begins in the Tenore voice, then Basso, and then Quinto, which also repeats “le 

rive risonar” with the same F and C major consonances, and then begins in the Alto and 

Canto voices. The full phrase repeats in three voices, and partially in the Canto voice. 

Again, contrasting F and C major and D, G, and A minor consonances finish the phrase 

and cadence in three voices on “fest’e le sponde” (and the shore echo joyfully). The D 

minor consonance will prove to be a primary and significant consonance throughout the 

work, and occurs more than the other minor consonances. A long segment of Bembo’s 

tender D, A, and G minor consonances begin the fifth phrase “dolce desìo ch’al cor 

parl’e risponde” (sweet desire, that speaks to the heart and replies) in all voices one after 

another (Example O). This phrase repeats in the bottom three voices as B flat, 

 

Example O 

and contrasting F and C major consonances return, and the sixth phrase begins in three 

voices on “vuol ch’io de’ preggi vostr’orni le carte” (wishes me to set down your chant 
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on paper). Again, pairs of the same contrasting major and minor consonances continue 

that phrase, begins in two more voices, and finishes the phrase.  Many 9ths, 11ths and 

13ths occur throughout the phrase also. This continues with the seventh phrase “s’alta 

l’havrò del bel pensier, c’ho sparte” (such depths of beautiful thought do I possess), and 

repeats in three voices. Bembo’s sweet minor consonances usually occur around the 

words “del bel pensier” (of beautiful thought), as well as melismas of “alta” (such), with 

6/3 and 6/4 positions, 7ths, 9ths, 11ths and 13ths, which occur quite frequently with this 

phrase. Segments of F and C major and G and D minor consonances continue again with 

the eighth phrase “de l’usati sospir l’aure seconde” (the fair wind scatters from my weary 

sighs). As it continues and repeats “de l’usati sospir,” Bembo’s tender D, G and A minor 

consonances occur almost continuously, until Zarlino ends the prima parte with a C# 

accidental in an A major consonance. 

The seconda parte begins with one voice, then two with Bembo’s gentle D, A and 

G minor consonances on the first phrase “Et benche voi per voi sola sublime” (And 

though you, your own sublime sun). The bottom three voices stagger their entrance in the 

third and fourth measures with continued minor consonances through the finish of the 

phrase. This continues with the beginning of the second phrase “v’alzate ov’in virtu de 

bei concenti” (rise to where in fine concerted power) in the top two voices. A few 

contrasting F and C major consonances occur within mostly segments of continued minor 

and a few B flat major consonances, as the phrase continues and begins in three more 

voices, one after another. The B natural accidental occurs creating an E minor 

consonance with a 7th in 4/2 position on melismas of “v’alzate” (rise) in two voices, 
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“concenti” (concerted) in one voice, and “tempo” (wind) on the start of the third phrase in 

the Alto voice. The third phrase begins in the Alto on “tesset’al tempo glorïosi inganni” 

(the winds weave glorious illusions), then the Canto, while the second phrase repeats in 

the other three voices. Bembo’s expression of F and C major and A, G, E, and D minor 

consonances contrast as the third phrase begins in the bottom three voices.  The Alto 

voice repeats the phrase as the major consonances begin to predominate. This continues 

as the fourth phrase “fors’ancor io faro scrivendo in rime” (perhaps I may yet write a 

rhyme that will) begins in the Canto voice, then each voice follows one after another, 

with the Basso and Alto voices together. Contrasting A, D and G minor consonances 

return, as the phrase continues in three voices and begins the fifth phrase in two voices on 

“chinar le frondi et sospirar’i venti” (bend the branches, make the breezes sigh). Further 

major and minor consonances contrast as the phrase continues, and begins in three more 

voices. The second portion of the phrase begins in the Basso voice, with a dissonant 

diminished fifth on “et sospirar’i venti” (and the breezes sigh). Two more dissonant 

diminished fifths occur on the same words and melismas in all voices. Again, Zarlino 

uses the diminished fifth to highlight and increase the expression of the words (Example 

P). A segment of major consonances return on the last phrase “in memoria di voi 

doppomill’anni” (in memory of you, a thousand years hence), repeats, and then again 

with the full phrase with Bembo’s gracious A and D minor consonances, adding “doppo 

mill’anni” in one voice. “Doppo mill’anni” repeats with Bembo’s gracious major 

consonances with dissonant 9ths and 11ths, a few of Bembo’s sweet D minor 
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consonances, which of course has to continue its important role by occurring in the end of 

the work, and finally ending with F major consonances as the work began.  

 

Example P 

Mentre del mio buon Caro is written in the A Aeolian (minor) mode. However it 

does transpose at times using B flat, F#, C# and G#. This is the only madrigal of the 

thirteen that use the G# accidental. G# would be the leading tone of A minor, creating a 

dominant major triad as opposed to the natural minor dominant. However, it is also in the 

key signature of its parallel major A, meaning that it could be the dominant of either one. 

The C# accidental is also an important part of the key signature used in the A major 

consonance. Zarlino usually follows it with the D major consonance with an F# 

accidental. The A major could also be considered the dominant of D, but also D could be 

the subdominant of A. The minor expression in this work will be Zarlino’s piacevolezza 

sad definition, as it is about the death of Annibal Caro, a famous Renaissance composer. 

The major expression will be Bembo’s dignified and honest gravita definition. The suono 
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in both parts are close together, and so more piacevolezza in the seconda parte than 

usual. Zarlino also uses 11 syllable lines. 

Mentre begins the first phrase “Mentre del mio buon Caro il fin ripenso” (When I 

think again of my dear Caro) with A and D minor consonances in the bottom three voices 

together, followed soon after by the Canto, then Alto. The phrase continues with minor 

consonances, two contrasting C major consonances followed by a G minor with a B flat 

accidental occurs on the words “Caro il fin” in four voices, while one more C major 

occurs on the word “ripenso” (think) in three voices. The second phrase “se duol 

m’assal’in brev’al duol mi toglio” (if grief assails me, swiftly grief vanishes), begins in 

the Quinto voice, followed by the top three voices and Basso voice together, with more C 

major consonances, again followed by contrasting G minor consonances with a B flat 

accidental on the word “duol” (grief). More contrasting C major consonances continue 

the phrase with D minor consonances occurring in between. The G minor consonance 

with a B flat accidental occurs again on the word “toglio” (vanishes), in all voices. The 

third phrase begins in two voices “e d’ogn’affett’uman” (all human feeling). This phrase 

signifies gravità with its clusters of consonants and lengthening of the syllable. A 

dissonant diminished fifth occurs on the continued lengthened syllable in four voices. 

Zarlino used the diminished fifth to increase and highlight the expression of the words 

“all human feeling”. The phrase repeats in four voices and twice in the Tenore voice, 

with contrasting G, A and D minor and G, C, and F major consonances, and a B flat 

major occurring in between minor consonances on “l’anima” (mind) in two voices. Two 

dissonant diminished fifths occur again on “all human feeling” in three voices, “l’anima” 
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in the Quinto voice on the second diminished fifth, and “spoglio” (bare) in the Basso 

voice on the first diminished fifth and on a melisma in the Canto voice on the second 

diminished fifth (Example Q). E major consonances with a G# accidental finally finish  

 

Example Q 

the phrase and begin the fourth phrase “vietando che ragion dia luogo al senso” 

(forbidding reason that gives rise to the emotion), first in the Basso voice, then the Canto 

and Quinto voices together, and the Alto and Tenore just after together, with contrasting 

A, D, and E minor consonances, then a dissonant diminished fifth in 6/3 position on the 

words “ragion dia” (reason gives) in three voices, and “che ragion,” (that reason) in two 

voices. This dissonance is used for emotional states of mind in this work. The fourth 

phrase continues with contrasting C and E major with a G# accidental and A minor 

consonances on the word and melismas of “senso” (emotion) in all voices. The work ends 
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the prima parte on an A major consonance and C# accidental. This is the parallel major 

to A minor, the beginning consonance of the prima parte, and C major which frequently 

occurs throughout the work, is the relative major of A minor. 

The seconda parte begins with Bembo’s dignified E major consonances with a G# 

accidental on the first phrase “Fu sempr’a l’opre di virtut’accenso” (He who was always 

working for shining virtue) with four voices together, while the first phrase is absent in 

the Basso voice. It continues with a contrast of F, G, and C major and E, A and D minor 

consonances, with as few dissonant 7ths and 11ths. This continues with the second phrase 

“com’il vitio schiffò qual nave scoglio” (since vice disgusted him, like a ship of stone), 

first in the Basso voice, immediately followed by the Alto and Quinto voices, then soon 

after the Tenore, and a measure later the Canto voice. A piacevolezza B Flat major 

consonance and dissonant 7th occurs on “nave scoglio” (ship of stone) in three voices, 

and “vitio schiffò” (vice disgusted) in two voices. Again, this is followed by more 

contrasting F and C major and A, E and D minor consonances with 9ths and 11ths, and a 

dissonant diminished fifth in 6/3 position, for just an eighth note on “nave, scoglio,” and 

“schiffo” (ship, stone and disgusted). The same continues with the third phrase “ond’al 

ciel è salito e pregar voglio” (a wave has thrown to the sky, and I wish to pray). Bembo’s 

dignified C, G, and D major consonances begin the fourth phrase “Lui che m’impetr’un sì 

felice assenso” (He who makes me stone with my willing consent) in the Quinto and 

Basso voices together, with the other three voice following a measure later. Contrasting 

A and E minor consonances with a dissonant 7th, 9th, and 11th begin on “felice” (happy, 

willing) in the Basso voice, and “m’impetr’un” (makes me stone) in the other four voices. 
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The phrase “m’impetr’un” signifies an element of gravità with its cluster of consonants 

and lengthening of the syllable. All voices cadence at the end of the phrase on “assenso” 

(consent), on an E major consonance with G# accidental. The G# accidental seems to be 

placed in very significant positions in this work. The E major consonances continue on 

the fifth phrase “visse fin che poteo fars’immortale” (to see that as far as I can I make him 

immortal), again in all voices. The phrase continues with an A major consonance and C# 

accidental and D major consonance with an F# accidental, on the words “visse fin che” 

(to see that). A contrasting E minor consonance with a 7th in 6/5 position, followed by C 

major consonances continue the phrase. D minor consonances finish the phrase, and four 

voices cadence on a G major consonance. The sixth phrase “pros’e versi dettando e ‘l suo 

bel vanto” (writing in prose or verse, praising him well) continues with Bembo’s 

dignified C and G major consonances. Contrasting A and D minor, and G and C major 

consonances continue the phrase on melismas of “dettando” (dictating or writing) in three 

voices. Bembo’s gracious F major consonance occurs on the word and melisma “vanto” 

(praising) in two voices, and a B flat major consonance on the same word in two more 

voices. The seventh phrase “per l’alto stil più che per sé non sale” (in a noble style that 

can rise no higher) begins with A minor and F major consonances on “per l’alto stil” (in 

a noble style) in four voices, one after another within three measures. A D major 

consonance with F# accidental continues the phrase, as the Canto voice is still finishing 

the sixth phrase. C and G major and A and E minor consonances continue to contrast in 

groups of two, ending the phrase in three voices on A minor consonances, and two more 

soon after. The eighth phrase “Ne di lui priv’alcun de’ pianger quanto” (Nor prevent any 
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weeping, and saying of him) begins in three voices with C major and A minor 

consonances, while the prior phrase finishes on melismas of “sale” in the Canto and Alto 

voices. E major consonances with a G# accidental occur in three different segments on 

the word and melismas of “pianger” (weeping) in all voices, as well as a dissonant 

diminished fifth in four voices. Again, Zarlino uses the diminished fifth to highlight the 

sound and state of mind of the text. A few A minor consonances occur in between the E 

major segments. A major consonances with a C# accidental and D major consonances 

with an F# accidental finish the phrase and begin the ninth phrase on the words and 

melisma “quanto grato gioir ” (how grateful delight) in four voices. The F# accidental 

occurs again just after the first segment of D major, as a 9th of an E minor. The C# 

accidental follows, in a dissonant diminished fifth still on the word and melismas of  

 

Example R 
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“gioir” (delight) (Example R). This time Zarlino uses the dissonance to highlight a  

happier state of mind. This heightened sequence is certainly preparing for the ending of 

the work. A lengthy segment of D and A minor consonances continue with partial repeats 

of the phrase, and a B flat major consonance on “grato gioir” once again. The last phrase 

of the work “pria non fu tolto e stess’in terra tanto” (such breathes into the world, nor his 

like seen on earth), continues with Bembo’s dignified C and G major consonances that 

occur in between a lengthy segment of A and E minor to the end of the work, where an E 

major consonance and G# accidental occurs twice on the words “terra tanto” (as much on 

earth). This is unlike the beginning that began the prima parte with A minor 

consonances. This was Zarlino’s most unusual ending. 
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CHAPTER V 

Zarlino’s Ten Text Underlay Rules 

Further techniques the Venetian school and Petrarchan composers used in writing 

their music to express the text were guided by Zarlino’s ten text underlay rules that he set 

out in his treatise Le istitutioni harmoniche, Part IV “The Modes.” Of the three other 

theorists who addressed these rules, Lanfranco dates much earlier than Vicentino, 

Stoquerus and Zarlino. He held the rules for sacred music only, and further believed that 

the text should serve the music as he was not a humanist. Vicentino dates closely with 

Zarlino, but was much more alienated from the humanist circle as he left Venice and 

traveled to Ferrara and Rome with his patron. Stoquerus dates much later and therefore 

followed Zarlino. Lowinsky states in regards to Stoquerus and his Spanish mentor 

Salinas, “…his treatise is far more indebted to Zarlino than to the Spanish master.”202 

Zarlino developed these rules for both composers and singers, but primarily because he 

had heard “barbarisms” or poor singing, and therefore sought to improve the vocal 

quality of all music. While Don Harràn does not seem to accept Zarlino’s importance in 

the development of these rules, I have found him to be the most accurate and soundly 

stated. Notwithstanding, he is the only theorist who worked closely with a central figure 

and founder of the Venetian School, Adriano Willaert, and for whose music the rules 

were directly developed through. 

Zarlino’s Rule I and most primary rule, never to be violated, other than exceptions 

stated by his further rules, is: 

                                                
202  Edward Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de Salinas,” 
Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961):  878. 
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Over a long or short syllable put a corresponding note value, so that no 
barbarism is heard. In mensural music, each separated musical note, not in 
ligature carries it own syllable, except for the semiminim and all notes 
shorter than a semiminim. This rule is observed in plainsong as well.203 

  
Stoquerus follows Zarlino with two of his five optional rules for modern composers: 
 
  1-All minims and notes larger than a minim receive a syllable. 
  5-Short syllables should take a short note, long syllables a long note. 
 
Lanfranco’s first rule is very long and not as specific, although Don Harràn states that 

Lanfranco failed to mention Rule 1 at all. Vicentino’s is not as complete as Zarlino’s, and 

really does not address the focus of the rule:  

After a series of semiminims or fusae, not the first white note, but the 
second one may sustain a change of syllable. 

 
The following examples from Zarlino’s madrigals exemplify his Rule 1, which according 

to Mary Lewis promotes a syllabic text setting with fewer melismas than the older 

composers. Further, a syllabic text requires that the primary focus of the music becomes 

the expression and declamation of the text. Example 1 occurs at the end of the prima 

parte in the Canto voice of Lauro gentile.  

 
 
Example 1 

 
In the time signature of 2/2 for Zarlino’s madrigals, the black notes with a stem are 

semiminims, and equal one-quarter of a beat of music. The black notes with loops at the 

top or bottom of the stem are fusae, and equal one-eighth of a beat of music, as in 
                                                
203  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
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Example 1 above, and in the following Example 2 which occurs in the seconda parte in 

the Canto voice of Cantin con dolc’e, as well as all of the following examples. However, 

Cantin was published with a dark background, so the semiminims and fusae are white 

instead of black. Semiminims and fusae are the notes that do not receive a syllable, and 

occur in melismas from one to several notes. However, we will learn there are 

exceptions. 

 
     Example 2  
 
In the same time signature, the minim equals a half beat of music. With the white 

background the minim is a white note with a stem. With the black background, which is 

most frequent, the minim is the black note with a stem. The semibreve equals one beat of 

music. Again, with the white background the semibreve is a white note without a stem, 

and with the most frequent black background it is a black note without a stem. Minims 

and semibreves are the most frequently used musical values in Zarlino’s madrigals, 

which signifies a highly declamatory text, and holds true for all examples. Both notes 

should always receive a syllable as stated in Zarlino’s Rule 1, but again, there are 

exceptions.  

 
 
     Example 3 
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In the same time signature, the breve equals two beats or one measure of music. With the 

white background it is a white square, and with the black background it is a black square. 

It usually occurs at the end of the poetic line, and many times in two’s, as in Example 4 

of the Tenore voice in the seconda parte of Spent’era below. The longa equals four beats 

or two measures of music, as at the end of the seconda parte in the Quinto voice of E 

forse above in Example 3. The longa is a white square note with a stem, with the white 

background, and a black square note with a stem, with the black background. The longa 

always occurs at the end of the prima and seconda parte, and many times with a breve. 

Both the longa and breve always receive a syllable as stated by Zarlino’s Rule 1. 

However, we will find there are exceptions.  

 
     Example 4 
 
The breve usually occurs at the end of a phrase, but does sometimes occur in the middle 

of a phrase, like in Example 5 below of the seconda parte in the Alto voice of E questo il 

legno and the prima parte Canto voice of Donna che quasi in Example 6 that follows.  

 

 
     Example 5 
 
It can also begin a phrase as in Example 5 above, and Example 6 below 
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     Example 6 
 
Lastly, it can occur as the penultimate note of a phrase as in the Alto voice on superbie 

micidiali of the prima parte of Si ch’ove prim’i pur’incensi ardendo, Example 7 below.  

 
     Example 7 
 

Zarlino was very specific about his use of accents and declamation of the text. 

Don Harràn quotes Zarlino, “The musician acquires a thorough familiarity with long and 

short syllables by means of the rules given by the grammarians.”204 Petrarchan verse used 

seven (septenaries) or eleven (hendeca) syllable lines. The texts of Zarlino’s madrigals 

largely use the hendeca syllable line, which usually consists of three to four accented 

syllables. Zarlino uses this technique in all of his madrigals. Lauro gentile in Example 1, 

begins on the fourth syllable of the seventh poetic line,  “tut-te pas-sar al cor cui den-

tr’ar-de-a,” with a designation of three accents of long notes on the long syllables as 

underlined, including two melismas, and short notes for the remaining syllables. The next 

poetic line continues on “de-sio d’o-nor che sol da voi sim-pe-tra,” with two accents of 

long notes on the long syllables as underlined, including one melisma and short notes on 

the remaining syllables.  

                                                
204  Don Harràn, Word-Tone Relations in Musical Thought: from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century 
(Neuhausen-Stuttgart: American Institute of Musicology and Hänssler Verlag, 1986): 199. 
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Example 2 Cantin, has inaccuracies in the placement of the text, which begins to 

indicate that Zarlino was not involved in the publishing of this work and the four other 

madrigals which all occur in the same primary source edition together. Mary Lewis had 

utilized this element to determine the involvement of the composer in the publishing 

process. The example begins on the fourth syllable of the second poetic line of the 

seconda parte with “fi-gli,” which should actually begin on the dotted note on the prior 

line, but then “suo-i” ends the phrase correctly followed by a quarter rest. It continues 

with “u’mostrar volse,” which is placed correctly, therefore the poetic line contains four 

accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, including one melisma, and short 

notes on the remaining syllables. The third poetic line continues with “quan-to na-tu-ra 

puo con sua bel-l’ar-te,” which is also placed inaccurately. While “na-tu” is not quite 

placed correctly, “ra” is placed one note too early, which also makes “puo con,” 

inaccurate. It corrects with “sua bel-l’ar-te” and the beginning of a new poetic line “e’l 

gra fiu.” The line contains four accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, 

including one melisma, and short notes on the remaining syllables.  

Example 3 is another very good example of Zarlino’s technique. As in Example 1 

the text is meticulously placed. The example begins in the middle of the fifth poetic line 

of the seconda parte, but then repeats the full line “de si pre-gia-ti e tan-t’a-ma-ti do-ni.”  

It contains four accented long notes on long syllables as underlined and short notes on the 

remaining syllables. This work was the sole publishing of Zarlino’s in its edition, which 

was published in the same year and the 2nd edition as that of Example 2. A look at the 

entire work proves it to be precise and accurate. Was Zarlino possibly involved with this 
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publishing and not the former, due to the inaccuracies of the prior edition? The entire 

work of Lauro gentile from Example 1 looks aligned and accurate also. The edition for 

that work was published about fourteen years earlier than the edition from Example 2. 

The edition was meant to focus on Cipriano de Rore, but due to the earlier date could 

Zarlino have been more involved with that publishing than that of the edition of Example 

2? It was long before he became maestro di capella of St. Marks. I continue to find 

inaccuracies in the five madrigals that were all published from the same edition as 

Example 2. A continued review of the examples will include these works. 

Example 4 Spent’era, was published in the same edition as Cantin from Example 

2. The line begins accurately, with repeats of the ending of the fifth poetic line, “a mil-l’a 

mil-le, a mil-l’a mil-le.” The sixth poetic line “ri-na-scer den-tro, e ri-por-tar-ne se-co,” 

becomes inaccurately aligned, with the syllables “ne se-co,” as “ne” should have been 

placed immediately after “riportar,” and the melisma should occur on “se.” Otherwise, 

there are two accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, including one melisma, 

and short notes on the remaining syllables. The seventh poetic line “cal-do de-sir, cal-do 

de-sir, spe-me te-na-c’et sal-da,” is accurately aligned. Due to the repeat of a portion of 

the phrase we end up with six accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, 

including one melisma, and short notes on the remaining syllables. 

Example 5 E questo, was again published from the same edition as Example 2 and 

4, in which there have been inaccuracies. In the first poetic line, “Qui po-s’el Si-gnor mio 

le me-bre’s-san-gue,” there are four accented long syllables as underlined and short notes 

on the remaining syllables. It begins accurately aligned, but then becomes slightly 
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inaccurate on the word “mio.” The second poetic line continues with “tor-nan-d’al suo 

ce-le-st’al-to sog-gior-no.” It contains five accented long notes and long syllables as 

underlined, including one melisma, and short notes on the remaining syllables. There are 

no inaccuracies on that line, however, the third poetic line does have inaccuracies on the 

syllable “vi,” which is placed at the end of the melisma and line, yet it should be placed 

immediately after “San-to,” on the beginning of the melisma. The line “e sco-lo-ros se’l 

San-to vi-,” does not finish in the example, but has five accented long notes on long 

syllables as underlined, including two melismas, and short notes on the remaining 

syllables.  

Examples 6 and 25 are both from Donna che quasi, first the Canto voice and then 

the Quinto. Both voices are not fully accurate in their text placement. The first poetic line 

in the Canto voice “Don-na che qua-si ci-gn’al-le sa-cr’on-de,” contains three accents of 

long notes on long syllables as underlined, and short notes on the remaining syllables. 

The line becomes inaccurately placed on the syllable “gn’al” to the end of that poetic 

line. The second poetic line “D’A-dria can-tan-do,” does not finish in the example. The 

full line continues with “o-ve na-tu-r’et ar-te,” and contains four accented long notes on 

long syllables as underlined, including two melismas, and short notes on the remaining 

syllables. The first poetic line in Example 8 in the Quinto voice “Don-na che qua-si ci-

gn’al-le sa-cr’on-de,” contains three accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, 

including one melisma, and short notes on the remaining syllables. The second poetic line 

becomes inaccurate on the beginning word “D’A-dria.” The second syllable should be 

placed on the semibreve just before the rest. It contains three accents of long notes on the 
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long syllables as underlined, including two melismas, and short notes on the remaining 

syllables. 

Example 7 from Si ch’ove again, is a good example of the syllabic, declamatory 

technique. Looking over the work it appears properly aligned and accurate in its text 

placement. This work is from the latest published edition containing an extant madrigal 

by Zarlino in 1570. Possibly, Zarlino was well established in his position at St. Marks by 

then, as it began in 1565, and was able to find time to oversee this publication. The work 

was about a victory of the republic, as well as figures like Zarlino were highly involved 

in promoting public celebrations for such events. Possibly, too, it may have been Rimini 

overseeing that accuracy was maintained. He was the compiler and financial support for 

the edition. The example begins with the ending of the sixth poetic line of the seconda 

parte, “su-per-bie mi-ci-di-ali,” There are three accented long notes on long syllables as 

underlined, and short notes on the remaining syllables. The last poetic line of the work is 

“de l’i-ni-que ra-pi-ne de mor-ta-li.” There are six accented long notes on long syllables 

as underlined, including two melismas, and short notes on the remaining syllables. 

Example 19 I’vo piangendo, is mostly accurate until the end of the line. This is 

from the same edition which has been discussed above as having inaccuracies in the 

alignment of the music. The first poetic line begins with “Si che, s’io vi-s’in guer-ra et in 

tem-pe-sta.” It has six accented long syllables on long notes as underlined, which 

includes a ligature, and short notes on the remaining syllables. The second poetic line 

continues with “mo-ra’n pa-ce, mo-ra’n pa-ce, et in por-to, et se la stan-za.” The syllable 

“za” is inaccurately placed on the minim that follows the melisma of “stanza.” It should 
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actually be placed on the first semiminim following the minim. Besides the repeat, it has 

six accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, including one melisma, and short 

notes on the remaining syllables. The beginning of the third poetic line continues with “fu 

va-na.” It has two long notes on long syllables, but the full line ends up with four long 

notes on long syllables. 

Example 20 is the last poetic line of the prima parte of Mentre del mio buon, and 

it appears to be well aligned. I reviewed the full work for alignment of the syllables, and 

it also looks accurate. The edition was compiled by Guilio Bonagiunta in memory of his 

friend, and famous scholar and poet Annibal Caro. Bonagiunta was known to be 

employed as an editor for a period of time by Scotto, the publisher of the edition. It 

would also make sense that he would give special care and attention to such a project. 

The fourth poetic line in the example, “vie-tan-do che ra-gion dia lu-og’al sen-so,” has 

five accented long notes on long syllables as underlined, and short notes on the remaining 

syllables. 

Another technique of the focus on the expression of the text is word painting. 

However, Zarlino only uses limited word painting in his madrigals. Even though all of 

the madrigals except one were published in the 1560’s, they may have been written well 

before mid-century when word painting began being used more frequently by Venetian 

composers. Its popularity and usage continued to influence composers well into the 

Baroque period. The first and best example of the technique in Zarlino’s madrigals is in 

I’vo piangendo. At the end of the phrase “senza levarmi ‘a vo lo” (without lifting myself 

in flight), the music expresses the text by beginning on C and progressing up by step to F 
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as if in flight. This occurs at the end of the prima parte in the Canto voice in Example 8 

below. 

 

    Example 8 
 

It continues with the next phrase “havend’io l’ale” (for I had wings), with a melisma of 

notes expressing the text with the music moving up and down like wings, on the word 

l’ale. Zarlino uses the same technique in Lauro gentile on the word “cor” (heart). There 

are two repeated phrases. With the first occurrence of the word the music ascends by step 

from C to C, on the second the music descends by step from the C it ascended to, down to 

F. Example 1 demonstrates the second occurrence.  

In Cantin con dolc’e he uses this technique on the phrase “Cantin del Mintio” (I 

sing to the Mintio). A melisma of music descends by step from C to F in the Canto and C 

to A in the Tenore as if to mimic a melodic line. On the word “figli” (children), two 

different melismas ascend exactly the same in the Canto, and the next word “suoi” 

ascends from middle C to G returning directly to C in the Alto. “Figli” ascends from F to 

C and returns directly to F in the Tenore, ascends exactly the same in the Quinto as the 

Canto, and descends from F to B in the Basso. This may demonstrate the activity of 

children, or highlights the expression of the word and the phrase “i degni figli suoi” (its 
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worthy children), for meaningful or symbolic purposes. Example 9 below shows both 

melismas in all five voices Canto, Alto, Tenore, Quinto and Basso. 

 

 

 

 

 
     Example 9 
 
È forse has a few possible occurrences of word painting. First, a melisma on the word 

“grembo” (lap) which moves from D down to A, then back up to C, almost as if the 

music visibly forms a lap. In Example 10 that follows, the letter “y” signifies a repeat of 

the text, and the melisma begins on the dotted minim. 

 
     Example 10 
 
In the seconda parte  a melisma on the word “inganno” (elude), moves from B to F, 

down to C and up to E, as if to represent the act of eluding, which is a constant 
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unpredictable state of mind. There are a number of melismas on the word “fuggi” (flee). 

The first one occurs in the Canto twice, moving by step in short, back (up) and forth 

(down) unpredictable movements, possibly as if fleeing. The other four voices do the 

same, except the Tenore which moves from F to D, up to A, and down to G again.  

Example 11 below shows both melismas, again in all five voices Canto, Alto, Tenore, 

Quinto and Basso. 

 

 

 

 

 
     Example 11 
 
In Spent’era melismas are used on words such as “laccio” (noose), ‘l’ardor’e’ (the 

ardor), and “faville” (spark), which highlight the expression of these words. E questo also 

has a few melismas that highlight the expression of the words. In the Canto and Alto 

voices melismas on “soggiorno” highlight the phrase “celest’alto soggiorno” (high 
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celestial place), on “vis’adorno” (sacred face), and on “‘humiliars’a” (humiliate or 

harsh). Melismas in four voices highlight the phrase “humiliars’a morte, acerb’e dura!” 

(brought to such harsh and bitter death!).  Example 12 shows the last melisma in the 

Canto, Alto, Tenore and Basso voices below. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
     Example 12 
 
Melismas occur in Donna che quasi on the penultimate syllable of the rhyming B phrases 

from the abba, abba poetic rhyme scheme, on “arte, parte, carte, and sparte,” which are 

not significantly expressive words otherwise.  However, there are also melismas of word 

painting, such as at the beginning of the phrase in the prima parte on “s’alta” (depth). 

The melisma moves by step downward primarily in all five voices as if to evoke the 

word’s meaning, and repeats a second time. Example 13 from the Alto voice 

demonstrates the same in all five voices. 
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     Example 13 
 
Further, lengthy melismas occur in the beginning of the phrase in the prima parte in three 

voices, and shorter melismas in two voices on the word “cantando” (sing), with a repeat 

in the Alto. It seems to mimic or imitate a melodic line to express the meaning of the 

word. Example 14 from the Canto voice below demonstrates similarly for the Alto and 

Quinto voices. 

 
   Example 14 
 

In the prima parte Canto voice of Mentre del mio buon, again melismas occur on the 

penultimate syllables on three of four lines “toglio, spoglio, and senso.” The expression 

of the words are also somewhat connected as “vanishes, feeling and emotion.” The 

Tenore and Basso voices contain ligatures on “toglio” and “senso,” while the Alto and 

Quinto have melismas on “spoglio,” but only on “senso” in the Quinto voice. However, 

this technique barely continues in the remaining lines of the work. What does mostly 

occur are the expressive melismas on words such as “ship” and “weeping,” in at least 

three voices. 

Si ch’ove contains melismas in all voices on the penultimate syllable of the B 

lines of the poetic rhyme scheme again, like Donna che quasi. First, on “pace” (peace), 
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all five voices cadence, then rest for a quarter beat in three voices, and almost two 

measures in the other two voices, creating a peaceful expression. Considering also that 

the work regards the victory of a battle. It is also rare that all voices cadence in the 

middle of a Zarlino verse. It is the only occurrence of such an event which is shown in 

Example 15 below: 

 
    Example 15 
 

Next, on “vorace” (voracious), from the phrase “terrible and voracious flames,” with no 

significant similarities between the melismas. There are continued melismas on the 

penultimate syllables in the first seven lines in the Canto voice, and a few more in the 

Alto and Quinto voices, but with no significant pattern. They also continue within the 

second group of seven lines on various expressions of words, but none as strongly as 

above, and that occur in all voices simultaneously. Melismas occur on the penultimate 

syllable of the first four lines of Amor mentre dormia in at least three voices. The first of 

those is on “aperse” (opened), but there is no significant pattern in the melismas, and the 

Canto voice ends the melisma with an untexted ligature. Melismas occur in the second 
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line in four voices on “pensieri” (thoughts), and in the fifth voice on “ment’alti” (my 

mind), which occurs just before “pensieri.” In the third line melismas occur in three 

voices again on “sente” (feels), and there are quite lengthy melismas on “sommerse” 

(submerging), in three voices on the fourth line. Melismas occur in the other two voices 

on “infiammate” (burning), and “cor” (heart), but they are not the penultimate syllable. In 

the fifth line on “speri” (hope), melismas occur in two voices, and ligatures in two more 

voices, all occurring on the penultimate syllable. The prima parte ends fairly 

uneventfully as far as melismas with one on the word “gelate” (coldness), which occurs 

just before the penultimate syllable. In the remaining six lines, melismas occur in two or 

less voices on the penultimate syllable, except for the second line in which melismas 

occur in all five voices on “pioggia” (piercing). Quite lengthy melismas occur one after 

the other in four voices, with a repeat in the Basso and Quinto voices simultaneously, 

which are shown below in Example 16. They are displayed in the order of Canto, Alto, 

Quinto, and Basso. The lengthier melisma in the Basso voice is contained in the phrase 

that begins with a “y” in the fourth example below. 

  

   

 
     Example 16 
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 Zarlino’s Rule II regards ligatures: 

  No more than one syllable should be assigned to the beginning of a  
  ligature of several notes, whether in mensural music or plainsong.205 
 
Lanfranco’s Rules II and III equate Zarlino’s Rule 2. In fact he repeats Rule II in Rule III, 

and even states it had already been stated. Harràn states that Zarlino’s Rule II is much 

stronger.206 Lowinsky confirms that melismas can also be considered as informal 

ligatures.207 Melismas usually begin with a minim, followed by semiminims and smaller 

notes, which also enforces the second part of Rule 1 that, “semiminims and any notes 

smaller do not receive their own syllable.” Stoquerus states three different versions of his 

similar rule, all of which equate each other.  Two of which he states are optional, but the 

rule is not intended to be optional.208 Vicentino doesn’t address this rule. In regards to 

ligatures specifically, and not melismas, Lewis states that Zarlino rarely violates this rule 

in his motets.209 Although, she states Zarlino will use, though rarely, two unligated, 

untexted minims in a melismatic passage in his motets, due to the restrictions of the first 

rule, which limits the use of untexted syllables in a ligature, and never allows more than 

two. 210 This occurs only four times in three of Zarlino’s thirteen madrigals. In E questo it 

occurs twice, in the Quinto and Tenore voices in Example 17 below. The Quinto phrase 

                                                
205  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
206  Don Harràn, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973): 38-39. 
207  Edward Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de Salinas,” 
Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961): (873-74). 
208  Ibid, 872, 874, 876. 
209  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  255. 
210  Ibid, 256. 
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is a repeat “y,” and the untexted minims occur at the end of the phrase, and then the 

Tenore voice. 

   
     Example 17 
 
There are three types of ligatures that rarely occur in Zarlino’s thirteen madrigals. These 

ligatures are considered cum opposita proprietate, or c.o.p., which are notated as a breve 

with a stem ascending to the left. There were many types of ligatures used when they 

were first developed in the twelfth century. By the sixteenth century these types of 

ligatures were the most common still used, seldom in the seventeenth century, when 

modern notation began to be used in full force. The rhythmic value of this type of ligature 

is determined by the first note, recognized as a semibreve, and therefore resolves as two 

semibreves in the two-note ligatures that occur in Zarlino’s madrigals.211 The first type, 

in Donna che quasi Example 18 below, occurs in the middle of a melisma on “cantando,” 

although the stem is barely visible. It appears as a breve with an ascending left stem, and 

a colored breve. It resolves as a semibreve, and the colored breve as a dotted minim. 

 
     Example 18 
 
The second type is more visible from the first line of the seconda parte in the Tenore 

voice of I’vo piangendo, Example 19 below. This time it consists of a longa and breve on 
                                                
211  Peter Wright, “Proprietate, Perfectio, Ligature,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians 2nd ed., Stanley Sadie ed., John Tyrrell Exec. Ed., Vols. 14, 19, 20 (London, NT: Macmillan 
Publishers Ltd., 2001):  688-90, 345, 430. 
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the word “tempesta.”. As described above, it equates two semibreves or one full measure 

of music, and receives one syllable as stated in Rule II.  

       

Example 19 

However, Zarlino has clearly violated Rule II with the untexted ligature in the melisma in 

Example 18, although this is very rare. There is only one other occurrence of an untexted 

ligature in Zarlino’s thirteen madrigals, which occurs in Amor mentre dormia. The third 

type of ligature occurs twice in the prima parte of the Basso voice in Mentre del mio 

buon, in Example 20 below. This is the only one of this kind that occurs in all of 

Zarlino’s madrigals. This time the second breve appears with a descending stem on the 

breve. However, it still equates two semibreves or one full measure of music, which is 

determined by the first note of the ligature. Accordingly, it receives one syllable. 

 
     Example 20 
 

Zarlino’s Rule III states: 

No syllable should be assigned to the dot placed next to notes of mensural 
music, even though the dot is singable.212 

 
This is a well accepted technique that is still used in modern music today. Vicentino’s 

Rule 3 states that: 
                                                
212  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
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  The black note in a dotted figure may sometimes be set to text.213 
 
This really does not address the focus of Zarlino’s rule: the dot itself. Stoquerus states it 

as an optional rule for older composers, but also states it in a more convoluted manner 

than Zarlino. Notwithstanding, it is not optional, even to this day in modern music.214 

Lanfranco’s Rule 4 is similar; although it states that the dot can’t be sung.215 Zarlino’s 

thinking is more accurate as the dot is sung, but held out as opposed to a new syllable 

being placed. A number of notes with dots occur in the line below. Just as in modern day 

music the dots represent an additional value of half the note they occur on. Usually dotted 

notes will occur on a minim just before a melisma of semiminims, which is the most 

frequent occurrence of the dotted note. The dotted note is always followed by at least one 

seminminim or two fusae. The most common occurrence of the dotted minim is followed 

by more than one semiminim, but not more than two fusae, unless accompanied also by 

semiminims. This is shown in Quand il soave and Come si m’accendete in Example 21 

below. Accordingly, as stated in Rule III, they receive only syllable. This rule is 

absolutely never violated and there are no exceptions to this day even in modern music. 

 

                                                
213  Don Harràn, “Vicentino and His Rules of Text Underlay,” The Musical Quarterly, 59 (1973): 623. 
214  Edward E. Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de 
Salinas.” Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961): 874. 
215  Don Harràn, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973): 39. 
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     Example 21 
 
This is also demonstrated in Examples 14, 16, and 18 above, as well as in Example 22 

below, from Spent’era and Cantin con dolce, which all show lengthier melismas 

beginning with dotted minims followed by groups of semminims or fusae.  

 

 
     Example 22 

In Si ch’ove in Example 23 below, the dot doesn’t occur on the minim until the middle of 

the melisma, and a second time again. Many times the dotted note does not occur at the 

beginning of the longer melismas. Somewhat common in Zarlino’s madrigals, a dot also 

occurs on a semibreve followed by a minim at the beginning of the line in Example 23 

below. 

  .  

     Example 23 
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A dot may also occur on a breve, as in the first line of the prima parte in the Quinto voice 

of Donna che quasi in Example 24 below. 

 

     Example 24 

 Lewis states that Harràn rejects Zarlino’s Rule IV, stating that by Zarlino’s 

“time… there were no situations where syllables occurred on a semiminim or smaller 

values under a cut time mensuration.” Lewis disagrees and I do also.216 It will be found 

that this statement is completely inaccurate. 

Zarlino’s Rule IV states: 

One rarely places a syllable under a semiminim or under notes that are 
smaller than the semiminim, or under a note which immediately follows 
it.217 

  
Even though Harràn rejects a parallel for Zarlino’s Rule IV in his Vicentino article, I find 

that Vicentino’s Rule 1 does parallel218, as well as Lanfranco’s Rule VI and Rule V219, 

and Stoquerus’ Rule 3.220 However, Zarlino’s and Lanfranco’s rules limit and define the 

usage by stating “rarely.” Zarlino further defines “any semiminim,” where Lanfranco 

states, “the semiminim that follows a dotted minim.”  We will find that Zarlino’s version 

                                                
216  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  255. 
217  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
218  Don Harràn, “Vicentino and His Rules of Text Underlay,” The Musical Quarterly, 59 (1973): 622. 
219  Don Harràn, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973): 39. 
220  Edward Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de Salinas,” 
Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961): (873-74). 
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is more accurate, as semiminims do not always follow a dotted minim. Rule IV can be 

considered an exception to Zarlino’s Rule I, which states that semiminims and notes of 

smaller rhythmic value do not receive a syllable, but also that notes of larger rhythmic 

value than the semiminim, always receive a syllable.  Even though Lewis states that Rule 

IV forbids syllables being placed below semiminims, I disagree.221 Rule IV actually 

allows syllables to be placed on semiminims and those notes of smaller rhythmic value, 

but not as frequently as they would occur without syllables. Rule IV also allows the 

absence of syllables on notes larger in rhythmic value than a semiminim, when it 

immediately follows a semiminim, but again not as frequent as those notes would occur 

with syllables. I think that this is a fair assessment of Zarlino’s term “rarely.” However, 

there are also notes larger in rhythmic value than a semiminim that occur within 

melismas, which are absent of syllables. In fact these exceptions discussed above do 

occur in Zarlino’s thirteen madrigals, and especially in two of them, but also somewhat in 

the remaining ten. I believe that the infrequent occurrences of the exceptions, equate 

Zarlino’s and Lanfranco’s term “rarely.” Lewis states that both Lanfranco and Stocker 

support the placing of a syllable under the first note in a series of semiminims.222 Lewis 

states that Zarlino only uses the technique in his motets, when a series of seminminims 

follows a minim or longer note that is not dotted.223 As we will see, this occurs in 

Zarlino’s madrigals also. Lewis then develops a rule to support the usage of the 

technique, which is: 
                                                
221  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  259. 
 
222  Ibid. 
223  Ibid. 
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In a series of semiminims or smaller notes following a longer note that is 
not dotted, a syllable may fall on the first semiminim of the series, as well 
as on the longer note that precedes it. If, however, the longer note before 
the series is dotted, no syllable may be placed on the initial semiminim of 
the series. 224 

 
The rule holds true for Zarlino’s madrigals also, with the only exception being when 

syllables are placed on each semiminim in a series of semiminims, which is another 

exception in itself. Although, it is probably an extremely rare occurrence, and apparently 

only occurs in Donna che quasi, which is the one madrigal of the thirteen that contains 

the most semiminim exceptions, one of which occurs in Example 25, and is further 

discussed below. The syllables ri-ve ri-so-nar occurs on the dotted minim and the four 

semiminims. 

      
     Example 25 
 
Lewis additionally states that Stoquerus discusses the fact that the older composers many 

times placed more than one syllable to a series of semiminims.225 She further states that 

Zarlino does not use this practice in his motets.226 However, as we can see above, and 

will continue to see below, Zarlino did use this practice in his madrigals. 

Mentre del mio buon Example 26 below, a texted semiminim occurs in a one-note 

melisma in all voices. The syllables divide as l’a-ni-ma, even though they aren’t aligned 

properly.  

                                                
224  Ibid. 
225  Ibid, 261. 
226  Ibid. 
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                                                                 Example 26 

Mentre has eight occurrences of texted semiminims on one-note or two-note melismas, 

mostly beginning with dotted minims, but also a few undotted minims, followed by a 

texted minim. There is one occurrence in the Tenore voice of a texted semiminim 

followed by a lengthier melisma of untexted semiminims, including a dotted minim, 

followed by an untexted semibreve in Example 27 below. The syllable “li” is sung on the 

first semiminim. An untexted dotted minim also occurs in the melisma. Even though it 

may be considered what Zarlino might call “rare,” this does occur in lengthy melismas, as 

well as untexted semibreves and seldom breves. 

  
Example 27 
 

Lauro gentile has sixteen occurrences of texted semiminims which are preceded by 

minims or dotted minims. However, they are all one-note occurrences, and mostly begin 

a melisma with one texted semiminim and continue with untexted semiminims as above. 

The melismas are then followed by an untexted minim or semibreve. Example 28 below 

shows a lengthy melisma which begins with an undotted minim, and is followed by an 

untexted minim.  
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      Example 28 
 

E forse has nine occurrences of texted semiminims. Again they are all one-note 

occurrences, five of which begin the melisma and are followed by untexted semiminims, 

and then followed by an untexted minim or semibreve. E questo, Si mi vida, Come si 

m’accendete and Quand il soave all have just two occurrences of texted semiminims. 

Amor mentre dormia has fourteen occurrences of texted semiminims, again most of 

which occur as the first note of a melisma, followed by untexted minims, then followed 

by an untexted minim or semibreve as in Examples 28 and 29. The same occurs in I’vo 

piangendo for six of ten occurrences. Cantin con dolc’e has a considerable amount of 

texted semminims, twenty-six occurrences, thirteen of which begin a melisma followed 

by untexted semiminims, and then an untexted minim or semibreve. Of the other thirteen 

there are two two-note, one three-note and four-note melismas with texted semiminims. 

The remaining nine are one-note melismas preceded by a minim or dotted minim, and 

followed by a texted minim, semibreve, or rarely a breve or dotted minim or semibreve. 

In Examples 29A and B below, there are two and three-note melismas with texted 

semiminims. In A the syllables can-tin’ hor piu actually begin on the second minim. This 

work is from the edition that had problems with text alignment.  

 A  Example 29           B   
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Spent’era has thirteen occurrences, with two two-note, one three-note and four-note 

melismas with texted semiminims. The remaining nine are one-note melismas, of which 

five begin a melisma, followed by untexted semiminims as discussed above. Example 

30A below is a four-note melisma with texted semiminims followed by a texted 

semibreve, which occurs in all five voices. The beginning minims are from a repeat. The 

text reads gior-n’in gior-no ra-cen-d’il fo-co, with the second syllable of giorno 

occurring on the first semiminim. A more unusual melisma occurs in the Alto voice in 

Example 30B. It has three texted semiminims, followed by two untexted fusae and an 

untexted semibreve. Beginning with the minim the text reads ra-cen-d’il fo-co, with cen-

d’il fo occurring on the three semiminims. Again, this is a work from the edition that had 

serious text alignment errors with the music. 

  A  Example 30    B 

Soon after these melismas, a three-note melisma with texted semiminims occurs in all 

five voices again. The last two madrigals have some very lengthy occurrences of texted 

semiminims. Donna que quasi has some of the most serious exceptions to Rule I. It has 

twenty-nine occurrences of texted semiminims with four four-note, five three-note, two 

five-note and one six-note melismas. Seven more begin melismas followed by untexted 

semiminims. The remaining ten are mostly one-note and a few two-note melismas with 

texted semimnims followed by a texted minim or semibreve. The five and six-note 
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melismas that occur in the Canto, Quinto and Tenore voices are shown in Example 31 

below. 

 Example 31    

Si cho’ve has fifteen occurrences of melismas with texted semiminims, much fewer than 

Donna che quasi. There is only one six-note melisma in four of the five voices, and the 

remaining are one-note or two-note melismas, with seven beginning a melisma followed 

by untexted minims, and seven followed by a texted minim or semibreve.  

Lewis states that Zarlino’s Rules IV, V, and VI are “best discussed together” 

because they all “deal with the texting of short notes.”227 These short notes are the very 

essential semiminims, which give variation and color to the music.  

Zarlino’s Rule V states: 

It is not customary to assign any syllable to notes which immediately 
follow a dot of a semibreve or minim when the following notes are of less 
value than these dots, as the semiminim after the dot of a semibreve, or the 
chroma (fusae) after the dot of a minim, and the same is true for notes 
which immediately follow these.228  

 
Zarlino abides by this rule with no exceptions. A texted minim primarily occurs after a 

dotted semibreve as in Example 32 below. 

                                                
227  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  256. 
228  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
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Example 32 

However, there are some occurrences of semiminims following a dotted semibreve, but 

they are not texted, in accordance with the rule above, and in Example 33 below. Again, 

the text in the first section of the example is not accurately aligned, as it is from a work 

from the edition that has problematic text alignment. The syllables ch’in al-trui fall on 

the first three notes and there are no syllables on the semiminims. The fourth section of 

the example is also from the problematic edition. The syllables ra-re’l greg are sung on 

the first three notes and there are no notes sung on the semiminims. The syllable ge is 

sung on the last note of that example. 

        

Example 33 

A texted semiminim mostly occurs after a dotted minim, but there are a number of 

occurrences where a dotted minim is followed by fusae, and usually two. Lewis states 

that according to Stocker, who does address this rule and further names it the dotted-note 

rule, that this rule is observed more strictly when two notes that equal the duration of the 

dot follow the dotted note.229 This is true for two fusae which follow a dotted semiminim. 

                                                
229  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  258. 
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However, the fusae are never texted in accordance with the rule above, and as in Example 

34 on ben and ment. The syllables dol-ce-ment’ are sung on the three notes before the two 

fusae, and there are no notes sung on the two fusae. 

 
Example 34 

 
There is absolutely no exception to this rule, or at least that occurs in Zarlino’s thirteen 

madrigals. There is also no parallel rule from Lanfranco or Vicentino. 

Zarlino’s Rule VI states: 
 

When a syllable is placed under a semiminim, another may be 
placed under the following note.230 

 
This rule is well proven through Examples 28-30. However, Examples 26 and 27 show 

that this does not always occur, but as stated in the rule “may” be placed under the  

following note. This rule is merely allowing a secondary exception to the addition of the 

exception allowed by Rule IV. It usually occurs when there are consecutive syllables 

“placed under a semiminim.” There are no parallel rules by Vicentino, Lanfranco or 

Stocker. 

Zarlino’s Rule VII states: 

Any note, whatever it may be, placed at the beginning of a melody, or in 
the middle after a rest, will by necessity carry the pronunciation of the 
syllable.231 

 

                                                
230  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
231  Ibid. 
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I believe Zarlino intended that this rule would assure that composers and singers would 

always begin a phrase with a syllable on the first sounded note of music. Remember, 

there were apparently problems like this going on, as he had stated that there were 

“barbarisms” occurring in the performance of the music.232 Also, according to Lewis, 

Howard Brown states that Zarlino, Lanfranco and Stoquerus all implied that “syllables 

should be placed more or less syllabically at the beginning of each phrase on all the 

longer notes.”233 This rule would also suggest that this was Zarlino’s intent. Again, there 

are no parallel rules from Vicentino and Lanfranco, but Stocker does make a short 

statement in his fifth obligatory rule,  

   The first syllable goes to the first note.234 

 Zarlino’s Rule VIII states:   

In plainsong, no word or syllable should ever be repeated. In mensural 
music such repetitions are tolerable, that is repetition of some part of a text 
in which the sense is complete. This may be done when there are notes in 
such quantity that text may be repeated conveniently, although according 
to my judgment, repeating something many times is not good unless it is 
done in order to emphasize words that bear a serious message worthy of 
consideration.235 

 
Zarlino uses this technique extensively throughout his thirteen madrigals. All four 

theorists do address this topic in their rules. However, as Harràn states, Zarlino makes the 

fullest discussion on this topic, as in Zarlino’s opinion incorrect word repetitions were a 

very grave error on the part of singers, and an extremely significant technique in the 

                                                
232  Ibid, 96-97. 
233  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  251-52. 
234  Edward Lowinsky, “A Treatise on Text Underlay by a German Disciple of Francisco de Salinas,” 
Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Leipzig: Verlag fur Musik, 1961): 872. 
235  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
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music.236 Repeated text almost always occurs at the end of both the prima and seconda 

parte in Zarlino’s madrigals, but then also can occur at the beginning of each part, and in 

additional segments of the work, as it is used to highlight emotional and dignified 

expressions of the text, or as Zarlino states above, “…serious message worthy of 

consideration.”  

Lauro gentile has a number of repeated phrases. Both the prima parte and the 

seconda parte end with repeated text. First, the second phrase of the prima parte is 

repeated “fra vostri rami bei l’aura movea” (the golden zither of your lovely branches), 

in all five voices, except that the Alto, Contratenor and Tenor voices repeat the first half 

of the phrase twice. The next short text repeat also occurs the same in all voices “in me 

tuttt’avento” (worked harm in me). The prima parte ends with a repeat of the last two 

phrases, once on “tutte passar al cor cui dentr’ardea” (but passed entirely to my heart, 

where burns), and twice for the last phrase “desio d’honor che solda voi s’impetra” (a 

desire for honor only won through you). This is shown in Example 35 below.  

 
     Example 35 
                                                
236  Don Harràn, “New Light on The Question of Text Underlay prior to Zarlino,” Acta Musicologica 
45 (1973): 43-44. 
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The seconda parte is almost fully repeated.  The first phrase and the first half of the 

second phrase “Ind’a poco i pie miei fersi radici, Le braccia mi” (then after a little my 

feet became roots, my arms branches), are repeated in four voices, but the Alto repeats the 

second phrase twice, while the Tenor repeats a portion of the second phrase twice. The 

third phrase is then repeated in all five voices “e fui di marmo transformat’in lauro” 

(from marble to laurel I was transformed). Another short repeat of the first half of the 

fourth phrase only occurs in the Canto and Contratenor voices “ma i prim’alti pensier” 

(yet my highest chaste). The last phrase of the work repeats once in two voices, Canto 

and Tenor, and twice in the other three voices “Ch’affanan sempre com’al foco l’auro” 

(that laurel might always scorch me like fire). 

Spent’era gia l’ardor contains a number of short text repeats which occur in all 

voices, and a few longer ones which vary in some voices. In the Canto voice, the first 

repeated text is a full phrase “c’hebbi tāt’ann’al cor dētr’e d’intorno” (that held my heart 

for so many year). This repeat also occurs in the Tenore voice. The next two short text 

repeats occur in the seconda parte in all voices “racend’il foco” (the fire’s rekindled), 

and “che saran temo” (that exist I fear). The last repeat in the Canto and Quinto voices 

closes the work with “cosi mi stringe amor, cosi mi scalda” (love binds me so and scalds 

me). The Alto voice repeats the phrase twice, while the Tenore voice repeats the first half 

of the phrase three times and then ends with the second half, and the Basso voice repeats 

the first half twice, and then ends with the full phrase. The Alto, Tenore and Basso voices 

repeat the first phrase of the prima parte “Spent’era gia l’ardor’e rott’l laccio” (The 

ardor now is spent the noose is broken), while the Quinto voice repeats the first half, then 
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continues with the full phrase. “Et a me sciolt’homai” (and I, now loosed) only repeats in 

the Alto voice. Zarlino writes a text repeat in the Alto, Quinto and Tenore voices on “Et a 

me stesso piu digiorn’in giorno” (and yet more in me from day to day), although each 

half of the phrase repeats separately in the Quinto voice. There are more short text repeats 

“caldo desir” (sharply hot desire) which occurs in the Quinto, Tenore and Basso voices, 

“e la faville” (and the spark) occurs in the Quinto and Tenore voices, in the Quinto voice 

“Hor nō so” (Yet I know) at the beginning of the seconda parte, and “a mill’a mille” (a 

thousand) occurring in the Tenore voice. As stated above, the Tenore voice repeats the 

first two phrases, which are shown below in Example 36. 

 

  Example 36 

 In I’vo piangendo Zarlino primarily uses text repeats at the ending of the prima 

and seconda parte, besides a few others. In the Canto voice there are text repeats on only 

the second half of the final phrase of the prima parte “di tua gratia adempi” (through 

your grace), while in three more voices the full phrase repeats, which adds “e’l suo 

diffeto” (and mend its defects). There are two lengthy segments of repeated text in the 

seconda parte. First, “et se la stanza fu vana” (and if my stay was vain), while the Basso 

and Tenore voices repeat the phrase just once, the Canto, Alto and Quinto voices repeat 

the full phrase twice, which adds “almensia la partita honesta” (let my vanishing at least 

be virtuous). The Canto, Alto, and Tenore voices then repeat the second half of the phrase 
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a second time, and the Quinto a third time. The last phrase of the work is repeated two or 

three times in all voices “tu saiben, ch’in altrui non ho speranza” (You truly know I have 

no other hope). Zarlino repeats half portions of the phrase preceding and then following 

the repeats of the full phrase, giving extra emphasis of expression and emotion to the text. 

However, he uses this technique a little differently in each voice. This is shown in the 

Alto voice in Example 37 below. 

 

 
     Example 37 
 
There are additional text repeats on the fourth phrase of the seconda parte “a quel poco di 

viver che m’avanza” (Deign that your hand might rest on that little life) in the Alto, 

Quinto and Basso voices, the Quinto and Basso voices in the prima parte on “indegn’et 

empi” (and impious sins), and “soccorr’all’alma” (help this soul) in the Quinto voice 

only.  

Amor mentre dormia has varied occurrences of text repeats, though similar in the 

voices. In the Canto and Basso voices there is a short repeat towards the beginning of the 

prima parte “con colpo tal” (with such a wound), while only in the Canto voice there is a 

full phrase repeated “e perch’in mez’a tanto mar ne speri” (yet because I have no hope in 

such a sea), which occurs at the end of the prima parte. Another short text repeat occurs 

in all of the voices except the Basso in the middle of the seconda parte “per gl’occhi 

lassi” (through weary eyes). A portion of the ending phrase repeats in the Canto voice 
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“solo m’incresce” (without harming me). This phrase also repeats in the other voices and 

the full phrase, but in a different way each time. In the Alto voice there is a repeat of the 

full phrase “con colpo tal ch’ancor l’anima’l sente” (with such a wound my spirit still 

feels it). The following phrase is also repeated “e nell’ond’infiammate” (submerging in 

the burning). The ending repeat of the work in the Alto voice repeats the full phrase “e’l 

non poter morir solo m’incresce” (and cannot die without harming me). An additional 

repeat occurs in the last phrase of the prima parte in the Tenore and Quinto voices 

“hebbe le voglie’n lui gelate spente” (my passion is all spent in coldness). The Basso 

voice only repeats a portion of that phrase “lui gelate spente” (spent in coldness). The 

ending phrase of the work in the Tenore voice repeats a portion of the phrase “e’l non 

poter morir” (and cannot die), after the first full statement of the phrase, and then repeats 

the full phrase again as stated above. The ending phrase of the work repeats the first half 

twice “e’l non poter morir” (and cannot die), and ends with only one statement of the 

second half of the phrase “solo m’incresce” (without harming me). Lastly, besides the 

repeats already stated in the Basso voice, it additionally repeats the first phrase of the 

prima parte “Cosi passando un all’altra vita” (So I pass from one life to another). There 

is a one word repeat further on “amara” (bitterly), and the ending phrase of the work 

repeats but one time. The various repeated text ending the work in all five voices is 

shown below in Example 38. 
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     Example 38 
 
 Zarlino also uses a number of text repeats in Cantin. Beginning with the second 

half of the third phrase and continuing into the fourth phrase “e’l ciel cortese 

sempr’hānno” (and to the kind heaven, always) is repeated twice in the Canto and Alto 

voices, while the other three voices continue with the full fourth phrase. The phrase is 

repeated in all five voices for the third time in the Canto, Alto voices, and for the second 

time in the other three voices. The first half of the fifth phrase “cantin’hor piu che mai” (I 

sing more happy) is repeated in the Alto and Tenore voices, but also a repeat of the full 

phrase follows in the Alto voice. The remaining three phrases are mostly repeated in all 

five voices “che del Sangue Gonzag’e Colonese, di manto nel felic’almo paese, nat’è la 

gloria’l fior de nostre genti” (now that from the blood of Gonzaga and Colonna, of 

Mantua’s rich and pleasant country, is born the glory, the flower of our nation). In the 

Canto voice Zarlino adds an additional repeat of the first half of the last phrase first, 
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before the repeat of the full phrase ending the prima parte. In the Alto voice Zarlino 

chooses not to repeat the next phrase, but then repeats the last two phrases ending the 

prima parte. Zarlino repeats all three phrases in the Quinto voice, with a double repeat on 

the last phrase ending the work. In the Tenore voice he chooses not to repeat the second 

of the three phrases, but then repeats the last phrase twice, ending the prima parte. For 

the Basso voice he repeats the first of the three phrases up to “Gonzag’e,” repeats the full 

phrase, doesn’t repeat the second of the three phrases, but again repeats the last phrase 

twice, ending the prima parte. Again, a large part of the phrases in the seconda parte are 

repeated. Zarlino may have used the numerous repeats in this work to stress the prestige 

of these two prominent families in Italy.  The first half of the second phrase “i degni figli 

suoi” (of those select spirits) is repeated in all five voices, and twice in the Canto, Quinto 

and Basso voices. Zarlino then chooses to repeat the third phrase “quanto natura puo con 

sua bell’arte” (what nature can achieve with her sweet art) in the Canto and Alto voices, 

and the first half of the phrase in the Tenore voice. Zarlino ends the work in a grand and 

emotional setting, with half-phrase repeats, followed by full-phrase repeats in the last 

three phrases, just as in the prima parte. The first of those phrases “e’l grā fiume real che 

giorn’in giorno” (and the great royal stream from day to day) is not repeated in the Canto 

but is repeated in the Alto, Quinto, and Basso voices, together with the first half of the 

next phrase “se ‘n vad’altier” (flows deeper). Zarlino repeats just the first half of the prior 

phrase in the Tenore voice, but then repeats the same first half of the following phrase 

that is repeated in the three voices above, including two more words in that repeat “piu 

ch’altri” (flows deeper more than another). Zarlino uses this same repeat in the Canto 
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voice also. He also repeats the same short segment of the phrase “piu ch’altri” in the Alto 

voice, before repeating the remaining text of that phrase “u’si convolse” (that flows) and 

also in the Canto, Tenore, and Basso voices. Zarlino repeats the last and closing phrase of 

the work “la bella terra che con luc’ha parte” (is born the glory, the flower of our nation) 

in all five voices. He repeats the phrase twice in the Canto, Quinto, and Basso voices, and 

three times in the Alto and Tenore voices, after the repeat of the first half of the phrase in 

four voices. These repeats express a grand and emotional ending. The triple repeat in the 

Alto voice is shown in Example 39 below. 

 
     Example 39  
 
 The text of È questo il legno is a sensitive and religious expression. Repeats occur 

primarily at the end of each part. The text is divided into three parts instead of two. The 

first phrase of the prima parte and the first half of the second phrase “È questo il legno 

che del Santo Sangue, riperso fu” (And here is the wood that the Holy Blood stained on) 

are repeated only in the Alto voice, and the second half in the Tenore voice. “Riperso fu” 

is written together in all five voices with the first phrase, and then repeated with the 

continuance of the second phrase. The third phrase “che fu già vinto con vergogn’e 

scorno” (that dispatched to shameful ignominy) is repeated in four voices, and twice in 

the Quinto voice. The fourth and last phrase of the prima parte is of course repeated in all 

of the voices “quel fiero antico alpestr’e rigid’angue” (the proud, ancient, harsh, rigid 
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snake). The Canto voice repeats the full phrase, but then the Alto voice ends with an echo 

of the second half of the phrase, while the Tenore and Basso voices repeat the portion in 

between the full phrase repeats. The Quinto voice just repeats one word, “alpestro”, in 

the middle of the first full phrase and then ends with the repeated full phrase. Zarlino 

mostly repeats the last phrase in the seconda parte. The Alto and Quinto voices repeat the 

second half of the third phrase “l santo vis’adorno” (was the sacred face), and the final 

phrase of the seconda parte “come rosa dimess’in terra langue” (like a humble rose 

languishing on earth) is repeated in all of the voices. However, the Tenore voice repeats 

the second half of the phrase “languishing on earth” following each full phrase, therefore 

ending with an echo of that portion of the phrase as shown below in Example 40.  

 

     Example 40 

Finally, Zarlino, as he has done in the other two parts repeats the last phrase in all of the 

voices in the terza parte. Each voice has at least one other short repeated portion of a 

phrase. The Canto and Alto voices repeat the first phrase “O pieta grande, o rar’e nova 

legge” (O great mercy, O rare new law). The Canto, Quinto and Basso voices repeat the 

first half of the second phrase “humiliars’ a morte” (humiliating death). The Quinto voice 

repeats the ending of the third phrase “e ‘l mar corregge” (and the foaming sea), and the 

Tenore voice repeats the middle portion of that same phrase “e la terra” (and the earth). 

The final phrase of the work “com’agnel mansueto alla tonsure” (like a gentle lamb at 

the shearing) is mostly commonly repeated, except that the Alto voice repeats the first 
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half at the first occurrence of the phrase, while the Canto, Quinto and Tenore voices 

repeat the second half, ending the work with an echo of “at the shearing.” 

Zarlino uses a few text repeats in E forse. The first in the Canto voice doesn’t 

occur until the first phrase of the seconda parte “Oime m’inganno, u fugggi?” (Noble 

one, do you elude me?), and the second repeated phrase “dolce mio bene” (my sweet one) 

is a portion of the second phrase of the seconda parte. This is the same for the Basso 

voice, but the other three voices have text repeats in the prima parte. They occur on the 

first phrase “E forse’l mio ben questo” (Can it be my joy), and the second phrase repeats 

only in the Alto voice “Quest’e’l mio sol ch’abbracio” (Is it my sun that I embrace?). A 

third occurs on the seventh phrase “che di dolcezza pieno” (so that with perfect 

sweetness).  

Donna que quasi contains repeated text at the end of both the prima parte and the 

seconda parte. The repeated text at the end of the prima parte “De gl’usati sospir, de 

gl’usati sospir laure seconde, de gl’usati sospir laure seconde” (the fair wind scatters, the 

fair wind scatters from my weary sighs, the fair wind scatters from my weary sighs) 

occurs in the Canto, Alto and Tenore voices. They are a little different in the Quinto and 

Basso voices, with only a portion repeating in the Quinto voice, and the full phrase 

repeating once in the Basso voice. The repeated text at the end of the work “et sospirar’i 

venti, et sospirar’i venti, In memoria di voi, in memoria di voi doppo mill’anni, In 

memoria di voi doppo mill’anni” (make the breezes sigh, make the breezes sigh, in 

memory of you, in memory of you, a thousand years hence, in memory of you, a 

thousand years hence) is a little different in each voice.  
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Si mi vida contains full phrase text repeats as a part of the poetic structure, so they 

are not signatured by Zarlino. Further, he does not seem to use the repeated text 

technique of expression in Quand il soave, or at least not in the one extant Canto voice. 

Zarlino does use text repeats in the one extant Canto voice of Come si m’accendete. On 

the very first phrase of the prima parte “Come si m’accendete” (How did you set me on 

fire), on “E al foco che mi date” (And you put me into the fire), and lastly, on the first 

phrase of the seconda parte “Anzi sue fiamme ahi lasso” (On the contrary your flames).  

In Mentre del mio buon the only repeated text occurs at the end of the work, 

“quanto Grato gioir” (how grateful delight), and then the ending phrase of the work “e 

stess’in terra tanto” (nor his like seen on earth). This holds true for all voices. The ending 

phrase is shown in Example 41 below. 

 
Example 41 

 
Si ch’ove contains two repeated phrases towards the beginning and towards the end of the 

work, “E s’imperto piu volt’a fall’immensi” (many times they begged mercy for their 

sins), and “il nostro foc’estinse” (extinguished our flames). 

 The repeated text rule is truly a significant technique for expressing the emotion 

and grandeur of the Petrarchan texts. 

 Zarlino’s Rule IX states:  

When all syllables in one part of a text have been assigned note values, 
and only the penultimate and last syllables remain, the penultimate 
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syllable may have above it several small notes, provided however, that the 
penultimate syllable is long and not short.237 

 
Lewis states that Howard Brown felt that Zarlino, Lanfranco and Stoquerus, all implied 

that melismas should be placed on the penultimate syllable of the phrase if it is a long 

syllable.238 This rule would suggest Zarlino’s intent, although it is not used consistently. 

This technique is also discussed above in conjunction with the word painting technique 

under Rule I. It occurs frequently in Donna che quasi, and is interesting also that Zarlino 

uses the penultimate syllable for B phrases from the abba, abba poetic rhyme scheme, on 

“arte, parte, carte, and sparte,” which are not significantly expressive words otherwise. 

He does this consistently in the Canto voice as shown in Example 42 below: 

    

    
    Example 42 
 
In the prima parte Canto voice of Mentre del mio buon, again melismas occur on the 

penultimate syllables on three of four lines on the words “toglio, spoglio, and senso. The 

translations of the words are also somewhat connected as “vanishes, feeling and 

                                                
237  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
238 Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  251-52. 
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emotion.” The Tenore and Basso voices contain ligatures on “toglio” and “senso,” while 

the Alto and Quinto have melismas on “spoglio,” but only in the Quinto on “senso.” 

However, this technique hardly continues in the remaining lines of the work. Therefore, 

Zarlino does not always use a consistent pattern of this technique. Si ch’ove contains 

melismas in all voices on the penultimate syllable of the B phrases of the poetic rhyme 

scheme again, like Donna che quasi. Melismas continue on the penultimate syllables in 

the first seven lines in the Canto voice, and a few more in the Alto and Quinto voices, but 

again, with no further pattern as already stated above. Melismas occur on the penultimate 

syllable of the first four lines of Amor mentre dormia in at least three voices, and in the 

fifth line on “speri” (hope) in two voices. In the remaining six lines, two or less melismas 

occur on the penultimate syllable, except for the second line in which melismas occur in 

all five voices, and quite lengthy in four voices, on the penultimate syllable of “pioggia” 

(piercing) which is shown in Example 16 under Rule I above. Lauro gentile has no 

significant pattern for melismas occurring on the penultimate syllable. In the first eight 

lines two or three voices have melismas placed on their penultimate syllable in five of the 

lines, with none on the remaining three lines. In the last six lines, one voice has a 

melisma placed on its penultimate syllable in three lines, then two, three and four voices 

on the remaining three lines. E forse has fewer melismas placed on the penultimate 

syllable of phrases, usually only in one voice per line, and none in a few. Zarlino places 

melismas on the penultimate syllable of phrases in Cantin con dolce, mostly on three 

voices per line, sometimes two, and then in five voices on “convolse”  (violent, 

convulsive, or deeper) in this context. Again in E questo il legno there is no significant 
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pattern of occurrences, but there are melismas on the penultimate syllable in almost every 

phrase, sometimes in only one voice, and sometimes two or three voices. A melisma 

occurs on the penultimate syllable in four voices on the word “langue” (languishing). 

There are melismas on the penultimate syllables on almost every phrase mostly in two 

voices, sometimes none, one, or three. The melisma in the Tenore on the penultimate 

syllable of “m’avanza” (advance, move forward) is especially lengthy. A melisma also 

occurs in four voices on the penultimate syllable of “l’ale” (wings). Spent’era has similar 

occurrences. Again there is a very lengthy melisma on the penultimate syllable in all five 

voices on the word “salda” (strong). This technique is often used by Zarlino, but as stated 

in his rule the words “may occur on the penultimate syllable,” explains the irregularity of 

occurences. 

Zarlino’s Rule X states: 

The last syllable of a text must end, in observance with the rules 
given, on the last note of the melody.239 

  
Again, Zarlino’s intent here is to assure that composers and singers end a phrase with a 

syllable on the last sounding note, and in order to correct the “barbarisms.” According to 

Lewis there is one possible exception, which is stated by Stoquerus, “…if the last note 

follows upon a continuous series of semiminims, then the note capable of receiving the 

syllable must be considered to be the first in the row of semiminims.” 240 Zarlino does not 

use ligatures on the last sounding notes of phrases, or even melismas on the last sounding 

note of a phrase in his madrigals. Only three times does he use a melisma on the last 
                                                
239  Gioseffo Zarlino, On The Modes:  Part Four of Le Istitutioni harmoniche 1558, (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 1983): 98-99. 
240  Mary S. Lewis, “Zarlino’s Theories of Text Underlay as Illustrated in His Motet Book of 1549,” 
Notes, 42 (1985):  262-63. 
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syllable of a portion of a phrase, just before a rest. He does place the syllable on the first 

semiminim of the series, although it’s not actually the end of a phrase. Again, there is no 

parallel rule from Vicentino, and both Lanfranco and Stoquerus include a short statement 

with another topic in Lanfranco’s Rule VIII and Stocker’s Rule V of the Obligatory 

Rules.  

 Lewis additionally discusses repeated notes and octave leaps.241 She provides 

various examples from Zarlino’s motets.242 In Zarlino’s madrigals he primarily uses what 

Lewis names as Stocker’s obligatory rule for older composers regarding repeated notes. 

Further, just as Lewis states about Zarlino’s motets: 

He is so careful about giving repeated notes a syllabic setting that they 
may be used as a reliable guide in placing the text where only a repeat sign 
is given. 

 
Likewise, this also occurs in Zarlino’s madrigals, and the only time it does not, regards 

Rule IV of his text underlay rules which Lewis also states, when a white note at the end 

of a melismatic passage no matter how short, does not receive a syllable.243 With respect 

to octave leaps, Lewis states that according to Vicentino, a composer should not place a 

new word on an octave leap so that the syllables of the octave leap are contained in the 

same word.244 Rather, a new word should begin on the second note of the octave leap. 

While very few octave leaps occur in Zarlino’s madrigals, he does write them as Lewis 

states. Sometimes octave leaps actually occur with the first note at the end of a phrase, 

followed by a rest, and then the second note of the octave leap begins a new phrase. 

                                                
241  Ibid, 252-54. 
242  Ibid. 
243  Ibid, 254. 
244  Ibid, 254-255. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
The following quote precisely summarizes the impression of Gioseffo Zarlino, the 

sixteenth-century theorist and composer, and his thirteen extant madrigals.  
Zarlino, the learned and pious maestro, stands like an aged Simeon 
between two great epochs; he holds in his arms the fruit of the striving of 
centuries, the principle from which shall proceed a new artistic creation. 
He himself belongs to the old order of things, but he looks forward into 
the new.245 

 
Dr. Shirlaw confirms the significance and graciousness of Zarlino and his 

polyphonic music.  

The historical position of Zarlino is quite well understood. He stands just 
at the close of the great polyphonic period of music; his works constitute a 
vast exposition of the principles and practice of the masters of 
composition of that period. …We have seen how he recognizes that there 
is a certain harmonic combination which excels all others. …It is the 
“perfection” of harmony; the Harmonia Perfetta. We have seen also that 
the chief work of Zarlino has been to classify and to reduce to its ultimate 
source the entire harmonic material of polyphony, consisting of the 
various intervals, consonant and dissonant. …It is this Harmonia Perfetta, 
…(that) Zarlino himself points out, if all the sounds represented by the 
terms of the scenario be heard together, there results from such an 
arrangement of the consonances, not a clashing of sounds, but a harmony 
of the most pleasing character. 

  
The essence of polyphony is its diversity, and the problem of polyphony is 
to bring together those diversified elements in such a way that there shall 
result a certain harmoniousness of character and of effect. …for Zarlino it 
is a circumstance of deep significance …and no less remarkable for the 
history of music than for the science of harmony. …from the harmonic 
point of view of this great polyphonic period of music, …the greatest and 
most representative, of the polyphony of his time, is the starting-point of 
the new harmonic period of music which was shortly to be ushered in…  

 

                                                
245  Matthew Shirlaw, The Theory of Harmony (London, DeKalb, IL:  Novello & Company, Ltd., Dr. 
Birchard Coar, 1955): 57. Matthew Shirlaw, Mus.D, F.R.C.O., is a lecturer in music and on the theory of 
music at the University of Edinburgh and Heriot-Watt College in Edinburgh.  
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…the significance of which, by musical historians and musical theorists 
generally, has been passed over unobserved. …here if anywhere we find a 
veritable romance of musical history and science.246 

  
This was a valuable study of Zarlino’s madrigals and his ten text underlay rules. They 

would continue to influence composers and singers, and improve the quality of singing 

well into the Baroque period, and beyond.  

Examination of Zarlino’s treatment of expression in his compositions is also 

significant and historical of the secular music of the Venetian school, whether it was 

Pietro Bembo’s or Zarlino’s definitions of expression for the major and minor 

consonances and dissonances, it is indisputable that the music was composed to express 

the emotions of the text. It also demonstrates that Zarlino was working with major and 

minor tonality, as well as sevenths and dissonances long before Claudio Monteverdi 

(1546-1643). Claudio Monteverdi’s compositions began being analyzed with major and 

minor tonality even though his usage was not fully developed.247 He was the first 

composer to violate Zarlino’s compositional rules, naming his techniques the seconda 

practica, and Zarlino’s the prima practica, although the former eventually included many 

different styles.248 

Jonathan Marcus Miller’s dissertation “Word-sound and musical texture in the 

mid-sixteenth century Venetian madrigal,” explains that according to Howard Mayer 

Brown, 

                                                
246  Ibid, 55-57. 
247  “Claudio Monteverdi,” John Tyrell exec. ed., Stanley Sadie ed., New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, 17 (Oxford Univ. Press, 2008), 35. 
248  Ibid. 
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…composers could emphasize individual words or sentences, declaiming 
some sections simply and extending others at great length, in order to 
interpret the content rather than the form of the poem.249 

 
Miller continues saying that the text repetition is not only for musical balance, but also 

for poetic sonorous content.250 He further argues that with Bembo’s influence on the 

Venetian school circle “to reflect the changing moods of the soul,” includes a strong 

consciousness of the ages-old tradition of Horatian poetics and Ciceronian oratory.251 He 

quotes Martha Feldman, “…Bembo’s dialectic seems to have taken shape in delicately 

and continuously shifting qualities—sounds, colors, and sizes of rhetorical fragments.252 

He continues that “the complex of words sung polyphonically will be all the richer when 

sounds are almost infinitely subject to combination, repetition, and vertical alignment to 

emphasize assonance and alliteration,” in addition to their “melody and harmony.”253 

Further that “…deliberate shaping of imitative distances to maximize the amount and 

variety of verbal interaction between voices, seems to be the most expressive side of the 

Venetian madrigals.”254  

Miller quotes theorist and composer Wallace Berry that close imitation can create 

a high level of musical tension.255 He further includes a statement from Zarlino that the 

ear comprehends imitations best at short time intervals.256 While Miller’s focus was on 

                                                
249  Jonathan Marcus Miller, “Word-sound and musical texture in the mid-sixteenth century Venetian 
madrigal,” (Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1991), 42. Howard Mayer Brown, 
Music in the Renaissance, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1976), 221. 
250  Ibid, 43. 
251  Ibid, 43-44. 
252  Ibid, 44. 
253  Ibid, 55. 
254  Ibid, 55. 
255  Ibid. Wallace Berry, Structural Functions in Music, reprint ed., (Dover Publications, Inc. 1987) 
184-300.  
256  Miller, Word-sound, 56. 
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Zarlino’s mentor Adriano Willaert’s madrigals, it too describes Zarlino’s madrigals. 

There is sometimes quite a distance between one or more lines of imitation in Zarlino’s 

madrigals, although close imitation of the lines is most frequent, as demonstrated in the 

examples of chapter two. Miller uses a formula developed by Berry to represent a pattern 

of the imitation which demonstrates the interactions of the voices.257 In Zarlino’s five 

voice madrigals the patterns could be demonstrated as 5, when all five voices are fully 

chordal, with rare occurrences in Example 15 of chapter three, and the seconda parte of 

Mentre del mio buon. Otherwise, it always occurs at the end of the prima and seconda 

parte of each madrigal. Example 15 also demonstrates a pattern of 3/2 with groups of 3 

and 2 voices together, as well as Example K in chapter two. 4/1 when four of the voices 

are together and one is independent, which is demonstrated in Examples G-H in chapter 

two, and the seconda parte of Mentre del mio buon.  3/1² when three voices are together 

and two are independent, such as Examples A and I in chapter two. 2/2/1 is when there 

are two pairs of voices together and one is independent, as in Example K of chapter two, 

and Donna que quasi signo (also rare). 2/1³ when there are two voices together and three 

independent, which occurs in Cantin con dolc’e, I’vo piangendo, E questo il legno and in 

Examples K-L, and N in chapter two. Lastly, when all five voices are fully imitative it is 

shown as one to the fifth power, as in Examples B- F, J, O, and Q-R in chapter two.258 

The latter is by far the most common and provides for a declamatory syllabic text in 

Zarlino’s madrigals, but also Miller states it is one of the best texture patterns for a 

                                                
257  Berry, Structural Functions, 184-300. 
258  Miller, Word-sound, 8-9. 
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composer to take advantage of assonance and alliteration,259 as well as the 2/1³ pattern 

which is the next most used pattern by Zarlino.260 Many times Zarlino may begin more 

than one line together, but doesn’t continue that way, and can cadence back together in 

pairs or as three at the end of the line, or later in another line, or not at all. 

All of these techniques and distinctions are evident of the attention to the quality 

of singing and expression that Miller would agree Zarlino shares with his mentor, as well 

as his “sensitivity to intra-ensemble texting,” and demonstrates that Zarlino was 

extremely sensitive to text, and above all through the usage of his ten text underlay rules.  

Further, Zarlino’s use of major, minor and diminished sonorities to express the texts in 

his madrigals, demonstrates the beginning of the move to major-minor tonality in the 

history of Western music. 

                                                
259  Assonance- two or more similar sounds or repetition of two or more consonant sounds in words 
that are close together. Alliteration- using several words that begins with the same or similar consonants. 
260  Miller, Word-sound, 8-9. 
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PRIMARY MUSIC SOURCES 
 
 
15489 Di Cipriano Rore et di altri eccellentissimi musici il terzo libro di 

Madrigali a cinque voce novamente da lui composti et non piu Messi in 
luc: Con diligentia stampat: Musica nova & rara come a Quelli che la 
canteranno & udiranno sara palese. Venice, Girolamo Scotto (Table: No. 
8) (J. Bernstein No. 73). 

 
15625 I dolci et harmoniosi concenti fatti da diversi eccellentissimi musici sopra 

varii soggetti: a cinque voci: libro primo novamente insieme raccolti et 
posti in luce. Venice, Girolamo Scotto (Table: Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7, 13) (J. 
Bernstein No. 219). 

 
15626 I dolci et harmoniosi concenti da diversi eccellentissimi musici sopra varii 

soggetti: a cinque voci: libro secondo. Venice, Girolamo Scotto (Table: 
No. 5) (J. Bernstein No. 220). 

 
156623 Di Hettor Vidue et d’Alessandro Strigio e d’altri eccellentissimi musici, 

madrigali a V. & VI. Voci. Venice, Rampazzetto (Table:  No. 4). 
 
156716 Terzo libro del desiderio madrigali a Quattro voci. Venice, Girolamo 

Scotto (Table: Nos. 3, 10, 12) (J. Bernstein No. 295). 
 
156816 Corona della morte dell’illustre signore, il sig. comendator Anibal Caro. 

Venice, Girolamo Scotto (Table: No. 9) (J. Bernstein No. 313). 
 
157015 I dolci frutti primo libro de vaghi et dilettevoli madrigali da diversi 

eccellentissimi  auttori a cinque voci, novamente posti in luce. Venice, 
Girolamo Scotto (Table:  No. 11) (J. Bernstein No. 357). 
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CONCORDANCE 
 
 No. Text Incipit 

 
vv. Modern Edition Music Sources 

 1. Amor mentre dormia quest’occhi 
2p Cosi passando d’un all’ altra vita 
 

5 
5 

NM p.17-22 
NM p.23-27   

15625  p. 2 
15625   p. 6-7 
 

 
 2. Cantin con dolc’e gratïos’accenti 

2 p. Cantin del Minzio alle sue 
riv’intorno 
 

5 
5 

NM p.53-61 
NM p.62-68 

15625  p. 5-6 
15625  p. 2 

 3. Come si m’accendete 
2 p. Anzia sue fiamme ahi lasso 

1(4) 
1(4) 

None 
None 

156716   p. 5 
156716   p. 6  
only cantus 
partbook extant 
 

 4. Donna che quasi cign’alla sacr’onde 
2 p. Et ben che voi per voi sola 
sublime 
 

5 
5 

NM p.97-103 
NM p.104-107 

156623  p. 5 
156623  p. 6 

 5. E forse’l mio ben questo 
2 p. Oime m’inganno u’fuggi 
 

5 
5 

NM p.85-89 
NM p.90-93 

15626 p. 1 
15626 p. 1 

 6. E questo il legno che del santo 
2p. Qui pose’l signor mio le 
membre  
3p. O pieta grande,o rar’e nova 
legge 
 

5 
5 
5 

NM p.69-73 
NM p.74-77 
NM p.78-82 

15625  p. 7-8 
15625  p. 8 
15625  p. 8 

 7. Ivo piangend’i miei pasati tempi  
 
2p. Si che s’io viss’in Guerra 
 

5 
 
5 

NM p.40-45,  
DC p.24- 
NM p.46-52,  
DC p.32 
 

15625  p. 4,     
 
15625  p. 4-5 

 8. Lauro gentile il di che l’aurea 
2p. Ind’a poco i pie miei 
 

5 
5 

NM p.1-7 
NM p.8-13 

15489  p. 20 
15489  p. 20 

 9. Mentre del mio buon Car’il fin 
 
2p. Fu sempre all’opre di 
 

5 
 
5 

NM p.111-113, 
Cac p.114-115 
NM p.114-120, 
Cac p.116-120 
 

156816  p. 28 
 
156816  p. 29 
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10. 

 
 
 
Quand’il soave mio fido conforto 
2p. In atto ed in parole la ringratio 

 
 
 
1(4) 
1(4) 

 
 
 
None 
None 

 
 
 
156716  p. 20 
156716  p. 21 
only cantus 
partbook extant 
 

 11. Si ch’ove prim’i pur’incensi 
ardendo 
 

5 Fk np.  157015  p. 11  
 

 12. Si mi vida es vuestra vida 1(4) None 156716   p. 
only cantus 
partbook extant 
 

 13. Spent’era gia l’ardor’e rotto 
2p. Hor non so come all’amoroso 

5 
5 

NM p.28-31 
NM p.32-39 

15625 p. 3 
15625 p. 3 
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